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 Page 51 of Encrypted Black Cube Text Chat Entitled 
“Hummus Abu-Gosh” from September 9, 2017 to December 
7, 2017 (Tab 225 to the Cross Brief) (BC002473)  

 651 

 Glassman Cross-Exam 2020, pp. 373-381, qq. 748-766  652-660 

 Email from Newton Glassman to James Riley dated 
September 20, 2017 (Tab 106.1 and 106.2 to Glassman Cross 
Brief) (CAT_E_00000144) 

 661-662 
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TAB DOCUMENT  PAGE NO. 

 Screenshot of phone records of Virginia Jamieson (Exhibit 22 
to Panet Affidavit) (VJ00000034) 

 663 

 Riley Cross-Exam 2021-04-22, pp. 1033-1035, qq. 2929-2936  664-666 

 WhatsApp text message from Yossi Tanuri dated September 
21, 2017 (Tab 109 of Glassman Cross-Exam Brief) 
(BC002537) 

 667 

 Handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes re: Meeting with Guy 
Fikhte and Avi Janus of Black Cube dated September 25, 
2017 (Tab 119 of Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000575) 

 668-670 

 Page 89 of Encrypted Black Cube Text Chat Entitled 
“Hummus Abu-Gosh” from September 9, 2017 to December 
7, 2017 (Tab 225 to the Cross Brief) (BC002473)  

 671 

 Page 26 of Encrypted Black Cube Text Chat Entitled 
“Nathan’s Friends BC” from September 13, 2017 to 
November 25, 2017 (Tab 73 to the Cross Examination of 
Newton Glassman) 

 672 

 Chart Showing Date and Location of Identified “Stings” post-
September 25, 2017 meeting between Black Cube and 
Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein 

 673-678 

 Letter from Brian Greenspan to Court of Appeal dated 
September 25, 2017 (WF009186) 

 679-680 

 Endorsement of Justice Rouleau dated September 27, 2017  681-682 

 Pages 19-21 of WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman 
and Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(CAT_D_00001029) 

 683-685 

 Emails between Newton Glassman and Dan Gagnier dated 
September 27, 2017 (Tab 121 of Glassman Cross Brief 
(CAT_E_00000151) 

 686-687 

 Email from Emmanuel Rosen to Dan Gagnier re: “Links” 
dated September 27, 2017 (Tab 122 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(Exhibit FF to Boland Responding Affidavit)  
(CAT_E_00000154) 

 688 
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 Pages 23-25 of WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman 
and Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(CAT_D_00001029) 

 689-691 

 Handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes re: Meeting with Derrick 
Snowdy and Brian Greenspan dated October 3, 2017 (Tab 
135 of Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_D_00001050) 

 692-693 

 Pages 23-25 WhatsApp Chat between Newton Glassman and 
Danny Guy (Tab 36 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(CAT_D_00001029) 

 694 

 Glassman Cross-Exam 2021-05-03, pp. 103-105, qq. 229-231  695-697 

 Handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes dated October 5, 2017 
(Tab 136 of Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_D_00001051) 

 698-699 

 Emails between Psy Group and Black Cube dated October 6, 
2017 (Tab 134 of Glassman Cross-Exam Brief) (BC002601) 

 700-703 

 Email from Emmanuel Rosen to Virginia Jamieson dated 
October 14, 2017 (Tab 146 of Glassman Cross-Binder) 
(VJ00000048) 

 704 

 Glassman Calendar October 17-18, 2017 (Tab 127 of 
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000322) 

 705-706 

 Glassman Cross-Exam 2020-05-04, pp. 414-419, qq. 848-857   707-712 

 Emails between Newton Glassman and Stefanie Wright dated 
October 17, 2017 (Tab 149 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(CAT_E_00000644) 

 713 

 Black Cube presentation re:  “Project Camouflage” dated 
October 17, 2017 (Tab 148 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(BC000790) 

 714-729 

 Handwritten notes of Newton Glassman dated October 17, 
2017 (CAT_E_00000668) 

 730 

 Emails between Yossi Tanuri and Black Cube dated October 
17-20, 2017 (Tab 152 of Glassman Cross Brief) (BC002323) 

 731-733 
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TAB DOCUMENT  PAGE NO. 

 Email from Sharon Kisluk to Jim Riley re: “Meeting with 
Business Insider” dated October 23, 2017 (Tab 153 of 
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000167) 

 734 

 WN.com article titled: “West Face Capital – Time to Face the 
Music” dated October 24, 2017 (Tab 154 of Glassman Cross 
Brief) 

 735-742 

 Screenshot of YouTube.com webpage re: “Market 
Manipulation in Canada” dated October 26, 2017 (Tab 155 of 
Glassman Cross Brief) 

 743 

 YouTube.com video re: re: “Market Manipulation in Canada” 
dated October 26, 2017 (WF015183) 

 744 

 Transcription of “Market Manipulation in Canada” video 
dated October 26, 2017 

 745 

 Wolfpack Corruption.com website (Tab 158 of Glassman 
Cross Brief) (WF007504) 

 746-753 

 Twitter feed re: Wolfpack Corruption (Tab 160 of Glassman 
Cross Brief) (WF007528) 

 754-759 

 WestFace.net website “The Truth About West Face Capital” 
(Tab 159 of Glassman Cross Brief) (WF007513) 

 760-766 

 Email from Royi Burstien re: “white campaign – urgent 
mission” dated November 4, 2017 (Tab 163 of Glassman 
Cross Brief) (Exhibit K to the Elwood Affidavit) (WF009003) 

 767-769 

 Pages 133-140 of Encrypted Black Cube Text Chat Entitled 
“Hummus Abu-Gosh” from September 9, 2017 to December 
7, 2017 (Tab 225 to the Cross Brief) (BC002473)  

 770-777 

 Glassman Cross-Exam 2020-05-04, pp. 466-473, qq. 959-975  778-785 

 Statement of Claim of Catalyst and Callidus issued November 
7, 2017 

 786-789 

 Financial Post article titled: “Catalyst Capital files $450 
million lawsuit accusing Anson Funds, West Face of short-
selling ‘conspiracy’” dated November 8, 2019 (Exhibit 42 to 
the Boland Affidavit) (WF002046) 

 790-791 
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TAB DOCUMENT  PAGE NO. 

 Flight Tracker (CAT_E_0000319)  792 

 Black Cube presentation re: “Project Camouflage” dated 
November 15, 2017 (Tab 172 of Glassman Cross Brief) 
(BC000920) 

 793-797 

 Pages 45-50 Encrypted Text Chat Entitled “Nathan’s Friends 
BC” from September 13, 2017 to November 25, 2017 (Tab 73 
to the Cross Examination of Newton Glassman) (BC002487) 

 798-803 

 National Post article titled: “The Judge, the Sting, Black Cube 
and Me” by Christie Blatchford dated November 24, 2017 
(the “Sting Article”) (Exhibit 43 to the Boland Affidavit) 

 804-817 

 National Post article titled: “The Night Two Alleged Spies 
Were Sent to Dinner, and Two More Spies Showed Up” dated 
November 29, 2017 (the “Two Spies Article”) (Tab 24 of 
Glassman Cross Brief) (WF009553) 

 818-820 

 Email from Brian Greenspan to Court of Appeal dated 
November 30, 2017 attaching letter from Brian Greenspan to 
Matthew Milne-Smith dated November 29, 2017 
(CAT_E_000000204, CAT_E_000000205).  

 821-824 

 Chart of Answers to Undertakings, Questions taken Under 
Advisement and Refusals of Riley, qq. 744-775 

 825-829 

 Financial Statement dated November 30, 2017 (Tab 211 of 
Glassman Cross Brief) (CAT_E_00000859) 

 830-831 

 Calcalistech article titled: “Black Cube Testimony Describes 
Undercover Employee’s Recording of Former Judge” dated 
December 1, 2017 (Tab 213 of Glassman Cross Brief) 

 832-833 

 Riley Cross-Exam 2021-04-22, pp. 1064-1065, qq. 3026-3032  834-835 

 Catalyst’s “March Investor Letter” dated March 19, 2018 
(Exhibit II to the Boland Responding Affidavit) (WF001268) 

 836-841 

 Excerpted Transcript of the “Brimm Sting” (Exhibit 49 to the 
Riley Affidavit) (CAT_E_00000323) 

 842-844 

 Excerpted Transcript of the “Zhu Sting” (Exhibit 50 to the 
Riley Affidavit) (CAT_E_00000324) 

 845-854 
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TAB DOCUMENT  PAGE NO. 

 Riley Cross-Exam 2020-10-26, pp. 231-239, qq. 749-768  855-863 

 Letter from Matthew Milne-Smith to Danny Guy dated 
January 14, 2020 (Exhibit S to the Boland Responding 
Affidavit) 

 864-866 

 Emails between Matthew Milne-Smith and Danny Guy dated 
January 15-16, 2020 (Exhibit T to the Boland Responding 
Affidavit) 

 867-869 

 Glassman Cross 2021-05-04, pp. 512-519, qq. 1049-1063  870-878 

 Order of Justice Boswell dated January 11, 2021  879-881 

 Order of Justice McEwen dated February 12, 2021  882-884 

 Endorsement of Justice McEwen dated April 7, 2021  885-887 

 Email of Andrew Carlson dated April 26, 2021  888-889 

 Glassman Cross 2021-05-04, pp. 359-360, qq. 723-730   890-891 

 Copeland Cross 2021-04-28, pp. 244-247, qq. 601-605  892-894 

 



Monday, May 20, 2019 at 1:48:28 PM Eastern Daylight Tim

Subject: Re: Exclusive story offer- Judge Frank Newbould1s record might unravel September 20th 

Date: Monday, September 18, 2017 at 9:33:40 AM Eastern Daylight Time 

From: Virginia Jamieson 

To: Blatchford, Christie 

Thanks Christie. As I told you, there are two stories: 
1) The destruction of justice and the investigation 
2) The wolf back 

Can we set up time around 7pm this evening to speak about the investigation? My source is on a cross Atlantic 
flight today and can speak right after landing. 

Please let me know what number to reach you on - he will call you direct. If that time doesn't work then he can call 
you first thing tomorrow. 

Virginia 

Virginia Jamieson c 650-279-8619 vjamieson7@yahoo.com 

. From: 11B!atchford, Christie" <cblatchford@postmedia.com> 
To: Virginia Jamieson <vjamieson7@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:25 AM 
Subject: Re: Exclusive story offer- Judge Frank Newbould1s record might unravel September 20th 

Hi Virginia. 
Certainly interested in speaking to you and/or your source. 
Can't see the case on the Court of Appeal schedule; is it Wednesday for sure? 
I've got a busy morning, but will be back at my home office by 11 am. Will call you then. 
Christie 

From: Virginia Jamieson <vjamieson7@yahoo.com> 
Reply-To: Virginia Jamieson <vjamieson7@yahoo.com> 
Date: Sunday, September 17, 2017 at 11:23 PM 
To: User Template <cblatchford@postmedia.com> 
Subject: Exclusive story offer- Judge Frank Newbould's record might unravel September 20th 

Hello Christie. 

The Appellate Bench of Ontario will meet this Wednesday to review the ruling of Judge Frank Newbould in a case 
tied to the ownership of Wind Mobile. In advance of the appeal, I'd like to connect you with a spokesperson that 
can prove evidence was destructed in the case and that Newbould's ultimate ruling completely ignored it. 

Here is some background: 

In 2016, Newbould presided over a case of industrial espionage with billions of dollars hanging in the balance. 
Catalyst Capital Group had sued West Face Capital and its junior analyst Brandon Moyse. Moyse left Catalyst 
abruptly, taking with him several hundred confidential documents about Catalyst strategy. Despite a confirmed 
cascade of confidential documents having been passed by Moyse, Newbould's ultimate ruling ignored Moyse's 
destruction of evidence. 

My source can show you that when Newbould took over the case, Moyse erased his company blackberry and 
computer, inhibiting the investigation and erasing the possible evidence that he passed along confidential Catalyst 
briefings about Wind on to West Face. 

Despite the overwhelming mountain of evidence against West Face, Judge Newbould deemed it meritless in 
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August 2016. Newbould ruled there was no reason to think Moyse had brought confidential information about 
Wind to West Face. 

In addition, Information is brewing about a wolf pack of companies that West Face is involved with as well- we can 
connect you.with the investigators. 

Please let me know if you'd like to speak with my source. 

Regards, 

Virginia Jamieson c 650-279-8619 viamieson7@yahoo.com 
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Affidavit 

Date: _ ..:...OCc....T...;:..2..:....3 =20--'-19_ 

Translation of: evi ~/ '-5 

I hereby certify that the -H~/1..E'N to _ __,2N=:....;...G-~ L-c..,.1---=~"'-\1'-
translation of the above mentioned is accurate and true. 

Judy Kubik ~ 

3250 Bloor Sf.l'eet West, 
Suite 600, Toronto, ON M8X 2X9 
aqency@taontario.ca 

Continental Translation Agencies 
Certification Bureau (CTACB) 

www.ctacb.com 
Certified Member No 00109 

A Translation Agency V of Ontario 

Toronto (647) 985-7174 
Ottawa (613) 699-6944 
Website: www.taontarlo.ca, 
E-Mail : manager@taontario.ca 

HST: 839829397RT000 I 
PBN: 839829397PG0OO I 

commJMton~fo,tho 
provtnce of Quebec, With 
Jurisdiction throughout Canada 
and in all countries #218197, vaJid 
until 04.19.2020 
Madonna Vergara Anton1o 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Get Outlook for iOS 

Guy Fikhte 
Friday, October 04, 2019 4: 11 AM 
Romy Martin 
Fwd: EEI for judge 

From: Arik <arik@psv-group.com> 

Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:06:04 PM 

To: Guy Fikhte <g.fikhte@blackcube.com> 

Subject: RE: EEI for judge 

Fire, thank you 

From: g.fikhte@blackcube.com [ mailto:g.fikhte@blackcube.com) 

Sent: September 18, 2017, at 14:05 

To: Arik <arik@psv-group.com> 

Subject: RE: EEi for judge 

I got it - thanks 

From: Arik [mailto:arik@psv-group.com) 

Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 1 :59 PM 

To: g.fikhte@blackcube.com 
Subject: EEI for judge 

Hi Guy, 

Writing here in general points, any information on the topics listed below can help. Basically we're trying to prove that he's a racist, a 

depraved anti-Semite, and trying to find information that could paint him in as negative a light as possible. I have touched less on the 

matter of the trial itself, imagining that everything that interests you could interest us too, and vice versa. 

It's completely clear to me that most of the things here arc very conspiratorial for a first meeting and some of them are even statements 

that he is apparently aware could harm him. Whatever you can get into the conversation, within reason, would be excellent for us (I don't 

know the details of the cover or nature of meeting, of course). 

Talk about his term as chairman of the Rosedale Golf Club board: 

• What was his role as chairman characterized by and what decisions did he make in the context of the role. 

• Talk about the fact that it's a golf club reserved for the elite, and if as chairman they would filter out elements which 

didn't seem right to them to admit (in order to worsen the statements with an emphasis on anti-Jews, native Canadians 

and blacks) 

• If possible from a cover/operational perspective, ask a directing question about the fact that in the past Jews were not admitted 

but after he completed his term, they did open the place to Jews, and today even the chairman of the board is a Jew, why is this 

and what's his opinion on it? 

Talk about the reason for his resignation and his current work: 

• Why did he choose to resign and is it connected to the start of the investigation by the CJC 

• What's his position today with respect to the complaint from the Indigenous Bar Association (whether or not he was 

mistaken to get involved in the land matter) and what, in his opinion, led them to complain, and is it related to the fact 

that they apparently consider him a racist (looking back, was the motive for the complaint, in his opinion, p~rs111\Ml '. · ,, , , 
~ i ) • ' j ·_ I 1 • I 

ideological or just professional). Furthermore, were there other details that obligated him to resign, in ~s ' \ : : ' '· 

understanding, at the time? 

• Was there any link whatsoever between him and Thornton Grout Finnigan LLB where he is currently working ~l the time when 

he judged the Nortel case ' :, i \ .\ ', \ :\ 
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Talk about his ability to "manipulate", now and before, the legal system: 

• How was he appointed as judge despite the fact that he threatened one as an attorney and did this affect the rest of his career as 

ajudge (did colleagues hold a grudge against him for it) 

• Would an "ordinary'' attorney with a record like his before the appointment have been appointed, or does he think that they 

appointed him because of other abilities and not just experience, did he "take care of' his appointment through other people. 

• How did he decide how to assign judges to cases while he was head of the commercial list? 

• His positions on the legal system, whether too corrupt/conservative/liberal, what would he personally change, and how, 

with his positions, did he influence the messed up system during the time he served as a judge. 

Wind case (your questions will probably include this) 

• Was it clear to you from the beginning that this was the direction you were going in with the ruling, and why? 

• (Attempt to extract statements)- any dirt on Newton and praises for WestFace. > 

• What led him to exempt Moyes from destroying the evidence on his phone. 

Thanks a lot 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Get Outlook for iOS 

Guy Fikhte 
Friday, October 04, 2019 4:11 AM 
Romy Martin 
Fwd: 0911!h n"•y 

From: Arik <arik@psy-group.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:06:04 PM 
To: Guy Fikhte <g.fikhte@blackcube.com> 
Subject: RE:l.E l!hn" ,~ 

From: g.fikhte@blackcube.com (m ailto:g. fikhte@blackcube.com 1 
Sent: 14:05 2017 i::l?J~oo 18 ::i 01' 

To: Arik <arik@psy-group.com> 
Subject: RE: l'.l!l11U7 n"•::i 

From: Arik [mailto:arik@psy-group.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 1:59 PM 
To: g.fikhte@blackcube.com 

Subject: l'.l::l1W? n"•::i 

,1<•;,. 1'm1'{ 

o•om1 nn\!.m:i 'Y.ll!l'lJJM ,llln 1<1n\!.I n 1J1i1'7 a•mn 1mm. '7rn:::i. .1IT11'7 '1::>1 101m1\!J D'M\!Jll:l .v11r.i '7) ,nri'7'1) n111j1J::l. i19 :m1:, 
□)m< l")lJY.)\lj ill'l ?J\!J •n~lJ'7 iNnY.l ,ll'l:::lll tl9\!.IY.li1?<\!lll:1 1mm n109 .1'1 1'1\!J 1nl'l!.I nrn 111'{:J. lntN i"Y7 7)1\!J lfl'Y.l NIYY.l7 

.7E>1n'11 1m1M o;,. l"lll'1 '1J1 

vm>'7 m'11)1\!J .v.m mnn Nin\!./ n111Y.1M m □j7'7m m1\!J1<1 n\!J•w'7 □11::i.10, 1 9olli7 111<n on il9 011:::i.,n :m\!J 11m'7 11,n:::i. 

.(pm:> ill!l':tE>il '9IMI •101)i1 1tJ19 nN 1•:,n ?<'7) ll1m 1n:m n'm.1n n•n• il0'\!11 nn•:::i.oil n1;,.on:1 0 1nn111Jm\!J i'IY.l .11 

:Rosedale C)1mil (lilllY.l 'Tlll ?<1\!JJ 1m1 ITI9lj1n 7ll n•\!.I 

."T'j79nil n,:ion1 7:lj7Y.l n•n nm'7nn i'IT'NI 1<1\!JD n 1 j79Jl \"9Nnn mn. • 
Dil'1 ilM1l H.'7 'WJM D1rl"ll;\ D1llOY.I 11il M1\!IJ ,m1 DNill il01'1M', "llY.l\!.lil 'lill (l"Tl.11Yl1 "lJ.J"T}l\!I il"TJ.l]J'il 

1
11.1 n 1\!I • 

(01,m\!ll D1ilj1 D1'T1?1 ,D'ilil' 'Tll '1J.J \!J;\il. nl'll.lTl nn•mt'1 "lTI'T1 ;non1} IOlJ'\!.I Jl)l 

nN □110\!J 7m<'11 Cl 1"Tli'l17 i\01J:) il'il ?1..7 1JJJJ.l!J 7::, 1lJ ilJ'll)Yl il?N\!J '71M\!J7 n•n'7l.lE>i1/n11101::> ill10J.Y.l 7\!J£>?mr.i ON • 

?7) 7lJ in.111 i"'IT.ll m nn'7 , 'ilil' 1<1n 011::, lrTllll'li'I N'\!Jl 111E>l'<t n•i1n1'1 □lj7Y.lil n?< mm> p li'j79n 

:DI') ln11:lll 7ll D'\Ji91 lm!l'197 i1'.l.10il 7lJ n 1\!J 

CJCn TIY.I n11 j7n n'7•nn'7 ,t\!lj7 m □Nill \!.11197 ,n::i nr.i'7 • 

N\!llJJ. m1,1mi\J. nl.liil iljPl!.l::l. mm DN.il) Indigenous Bar Associationn nn m1
1m'7 11:t111 011:> Jn'TYl11 inl • 

m'1:>nOil1) ll.lU Mlill!.I D''l.\!lln ilM1l) Dil\!I ,,'7 "l\!.lj1 iU ON.ill p11
mil'7 DTIIM M'::l.i1 1mrn ilrll (Mi IM nllJil"lj]il 

m1M 11un\!J 0 1019 ,111 D'l/ 11n DN.il ,qo111 .(10J •111~j7n tM 1:ll'11M''T'MR1\!J1M Mlil 1mn'1 i111'1n'1111mn DMil i11tnM 
.nlJil ;m1M1 1m1n'1 ,ugnn'1 

Nortel j71n1 09\!J\!J 1m:i. 01•:, "TJJl.l i\1 Thornton Grout Finnigan LLB 11:::i.'7 IJ'J. Nlil\!17::> i\!Jj7 il'i'I DNil • 

1 
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:n11J9\ljllil n:run:m nK ,,:11.111 at•J ,"pnn'7" 1'7\!/ n'71J1il nrm-1 n11v 

D1n1Y.ll.1 DKi1) 1)91\!I) i1"'111lj7i1 l\!/Y.lilJ. IJ. l.1:19 11"Til D?-lill ,nN 'w l'"'T l"lllJ ,m:i D"N\!J nrn.l'7 1)9t\!J'7 tnlN l)'Y.l ~•J • 

(l) '7lJ j))IIJ 17 l"'\l)J 

j7l N11 nl901J nl?I)' nDT:l lnlN ll'Y.l'l' l'YlNY.l Nlil\lj IN nmnn il'il 11l'Yli) 1)91 17\U IY.l) Tilj7l DlJ 
11'11:n" I'• 71111 DN.i1 • 

. o•goJJ □'\ljJ?< n,w:i t'7\lj 11J1Y.l'1 :l.11
N,

11 mm ,ll'Oli1 

.commercial list-il \!JK1 lnl'il 1nr1 D1j11n'1 D'U91\!I m~jli'l'7 -n•:, JlllJ'1ni'I '111j1 "T~•:, • 

Dll '1lJl9:J. l,119\!lil 1'MI ill\!IY.l il'il n 1\!11K Nii\ inl ,'i1Yl n 1'11::i.•'1/n1:nn\!l/il:J.ljl'l DMil ,U9\!1Dil n:n1m '111 l'nrmv • 

. ll91\!J) !il')\!I fYlT:l. ilj119"'Ti\ n:>'ll.lJlil '111 Jlnl"T>llJ 

{ilT m< m'7'71) 0)1\!J rn'7N\!Jil DA i1N1D ,i1 1i1'\!J) wind 1\!J 0"j7 

.nn'71 ,nj7•ogn 011 7'71n nm< 11'7N 111•:,n ilT\!J n'7mmm:i ,rn ,., il'il DN.il • 

< .WestFace '111 ntn:tli!ln + JH,itl '11,1 71'7:>'7 '7:> - (nn•nM 1<•~m'11110:i) • 

. 1'11!1 (19'71Jil '7JJ nl'N.iil n,n\!JnY.l o•m nN 1109'7 m1?< K'J.il nn • 

i11i il"Ttn 

2 
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CAT_E_00000320/18

September 18, 2017 
Monday 

8 

9:30pm - 1 0:00pm 9:30pm NG; Travel From: Home To: Sky Service 

September 2017 

SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

October 2017 

SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 

10:00pm - 12:00am 10:00pm NG; FLIGHT# C-FIGI CYYZ to EGGW (Flying time 6 hr. 43 mins. landing at 9:43AM local)(FBO Sky Service - 6120 Midfield Rd. to Signature Terminal 1) 

Newton Glassman 261 9/24/2020 1:48 PM 

CAT _E_00000320 
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CAT_E_00000320/19

September 19, 2017 
Tuesday 

8 

9 

10 

11 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

TUESDAY 

19 

10:00pm NG; FLIGHT# C-FIGI EGGW to CYYZ (Flying time 7 hr. 47 mins. landing at 12:47am local time) 
FBO - Signature Terminal 1 - London Luton Airport 

Stefanie Wright 

September 2017 

SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

October 2017 

SuMo TuWe Th Fr Sa 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 

12:00am - 4:45am 10:00pm NG; FLIGHT# C-FIGI CYYZ to EGGW (Flying time 6 hr. 43 mins. landing at 9:43AM local)(FBO Sky Service - 6120 Midfield Rd. to Signature Terminal 1) 

4:45am - 5:15am 9:45am NG; TRANSPORTATION - Limousines World Wide - Confirmation# 242786'1 (Driver to be confirmed - Mercedes Plate# :SS00 FCC - Sedan (will be with you all day) 

Name:Phil Phone:+44 7812 254976) 

Newton Glassman 262 9/24/2020 1:48 PM 

CAT _E_00000320 
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  342

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    Mr. Glassman, did you fly to London on

 2        the evening of September 18th?

 3                    A.   It appears that way.

 4  686               Q.   Okay.  And am I right the

 5        following day you met with Yossi Tanuri, Gadi Ben

 6        Efraim, and representatives of Black Cube?

 7                    A.   I don't think that is right.

 8  687               Q.   All right.  Do you want to -- let

 9        me show you the texts that I showed you yesterday

10        about this meeting; would that be helpful?

11                    A.   No, you have included people that

12        I don't believe were in the meeting.  Now, I might

13        be wrong, but I don't believe -- for example, I

14        don't think Yossi was in the meeting, but I might

15        be wrong.

16  688               Q.   Well, let's take you back to that,

17        just to make this easy for you.  Pull up my tab 62,

18        please.  So here are the text messages that -- or

19        exchange with Tanuri and you on September 11th

20        where you see at the top of the page:

21                         "Tuesday schedule London:

22                        1300 lunch for us 3

23                        1600 tea party.

24                        1930 all free."

25                    And you confirm in the next text, you

621
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  343

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1        say:

 2                         "To confirm u mean tues sept

 3                    19, NOT tomorrow Sept12.  Also, I

 4                    likely need to [be in] the air by

 5                    1900 so better if we start earlier.

 6                    [...]."

 7                    And then he writes back and says:

 8                         "Yes sept 19.  I will check

 9                    again re timing... They wanted a few

10                    extra hours...  We are running an

11                    operation on minutes... By wed am

12                    all nets will be thrown into

13                    water... Gadi is coordinating

14                    between parties to ensure no cross

15                    fire... [...]"

16                    So I took it from that there wasn't --

17                    [Court reporter interrupts for

18                    clarification.]

19                    THE DEPONENT:  I said none of that says

20        who was in the meeting.  My answer to the previous

21        question was I'm not sure who was in the meeting.

22        For example, I don't know, and I don't remember,

23        and I could easily be wrong, but I don't know if

24        Yossi was in that meeting.

25                    BY MR. THOMSON:
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  344

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1  689               Q.   You certainly met with

 2        representatives of Black Cube on September 19 in

 3        London?

 4                    A.   With Gadi.

 5  690               Q.   Okay.  And let me take you, just

 6        in fairness to you, because I'm obliged to put

 7        things to you under our rules, Mr. Glassman, pull

 8        up your affidavit, please, and turn to paragraph

 9        24.  So at paragraph 24, you describe this trip to

10        London, and you say:

11                         "On or September 18, 2017, I

12                    was contacted again by Mr. Tanuri.

13                    Mr. Tanuri said that it was

14                    important that I immediately travel

15                    to London, England, on or about

16                    September 19, 2017, to be briefed on

17                    the work undertaken by up to that

18                    point.  Prior to that meeting, I did

19                    not know what the investigators had

20                    done, either in connection with

21                    Mr. Frank Newbould or any of the

22                    other investigative activities which

23                    later came to light.  I was very

24                    reluctant to drop everything and go

25                    to London as this was essentially on

623
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  345

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    the eve of an important Jewish

 2                    holiday.  Mr. Tanuri urged me to

 3                    attend and stated that it was

 4                    important for me to hear what steps

 5                    had been undertaken and what

 6                    evidence had been obtained by the

 7                    investigators."

 8                    And I am going to suggest to you that

 9        that statement in your affidavit is simply

10        incorrect.  It makes no reference to the fact that

11        this meeting had actually been arranged, as it

12        turns out, on September 11, eight days earlier;

13        fair enough?

14                    A.   I don't think you are right.  No,

15        it is not fair enough.  As happens in business all

16        the time, people earmark and try and reserve

17        potential times and potential dates.  You put them

18        in your calendar or you earmark them.  Often in my

19        case I hope that they get moved, and I believe I

20        was contacted on or around the 18th and told, No,

21        no, you really have to go.

22  691               Q.   Let me take you now to the

23        presentation that Black Cube made on September 19

24        and ask you to pull up, please, tab 94.

25                    A.   Sorry, to interrupt.  Could we
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Camouflage
19.09.2017

1

BC000679/1BC000679/1
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4 Goals

Wind – Providing intelligence proving that West Face used privileged C&C 
data, and other forbidden actions, to steal the wind deal from C&C

Newbould – Providing intelligence showing that Newbould either acted 
against C&C for a non legitimate reason, or he was not in a position to 
make any judgment on the case for general reasons

Wolfpack – Providing intelligence exposing the wolfpack, its members, 
their methodologies and criminal actions in order to stop the attacks 
against Callidus

West Face – financial difficulties, wrong statements 

BC000679/4BC000679/4
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6 Accomplishments in One Week

37 analysts
worked throughout 
the project

12 

8 meetings
were held

We met with 
6 targets

71 potential
targets were 
thoroughly 
profiled

Initial contact 
was made 
with 26 
targets

Over 16 hours
were recorded

14 infrastructures
were built

BC000679/6BC000679/6
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12 Frank Newbould’s Active Approach

Story: the client of the consultancy firm is a Canadian based owner of viscous oil extraction 
technology. He hired an ex-employee of a lobbying firm that negotiates local and federal tax benefits 
for industrial companies. The client used their methods and techniques obtained from the employee 
to help get tax benefits on a number of oilfield projects. As such, the CEO is looking for Frank’s advise.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: 40 year old male agent Cover: CEO of a consultancy firm

Relation to the Case

Justice Frank Newbould was involved in the decision in the case of West Face & Catalyst
Capital.

BC000679/12BC000679/12
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13 Infrastructure for Frank Newbould 
BC000679/13BC000679/13

About Our SeNKes 

Beyond The Limits. 
T'lt .I m.J~d,~p1ray c:or:Jl:.lflcy ·mt OJI' cpec :.i.1::llO"l "OCJ: 1:: on e,Y!;l,1'0"'9 cten 
ea.., )JI' c: e--:-=-e a.:."I'='--= ;t.S'.a".abe a,j.,,atrag,;, P.o.ni,-.; 'tra"!Cla, :a< and busi' e~ • 
•~;:.... ... ,....,., .. ..,...,_,T .ttti o., chrtrte. to ••,:.,me that t'">e1r n.·•~~ dtj,..,., cptma. ,....Jl'l'I: 

T"IQ V,.et~u.,: Gu,_p .... -;.!' ~:t:lbi~ 1"1.:.001 ~ 2 !:)o\.t1C<..Q f l"l:rie~I C°':11':Jlt:w'>C':t lt°':21c-~-= to ti.ghnot W 

ccrporatt d fl"t.H o., ;pec1al~ --.a: a"'Ct ccrcrue: lO ~ N pro~ :if a:tJ.• Maneial ~~ ·o ~ 
,, ___ ··- ·-~-•· ····-··· ............. ~. -••--~•·· ··---- ....... ··---·· ............. --•-•--..... ... 

\Mty us Contaa us 

Contact Us 

I" ..:a:1-"0' 9),-arq,e: .~~ ~. 

'(O,J#::l~_,..O!Ne4 ... '-..IO-..C'J.P:'/ 
ll",iM.--Ci..,:,,,-¢,,01-.s!Wffl 

BLAC<=UBE 
Our Services 
»~ -:,e,;• '"""'"~=" ;";.;"tda.,_eo:i_ C'°U't ·tt0a,...,..e ¢"t ~.,,.,,,u,c:o......_. <>t·• 
til"ttl",,,. •-,~·•••• <♦!~~,......,.l"<l 11,,1~...:nn1,_..,.--

,o·""··-.••.:10,...... ... ~._ ""li=•==.,,..._...=-•=-•-ic~..,.._, .... •=·=--=•,.,~ .•. .._.., • ..-... .,. ,., 
;.•- • "G • -••Jl:O,,-W,c•· ___ ,11..;, • .- - • -•~ •·--- • t':,,,,IW,at':I 

inancial Consultancy 
~o~tc-c:c<'\> ....,...,;_, .7-=: •• ,,_,.,~_,,..,. ,_,_.,..;n:~Dl="'o- ,,.,-,0.•o,..;1 Ullo:.-
:,;- ,o -,:•,o,,,e.--•~rc1:1.,ae -0tt--=-re11 __ ,.,,_,. .. :.:oo-: ••O.~••::r-011111:--

~ .... ---. , ... ,..,, .. ..,., _.,.._ ........ "",_ ..... , . _... .... _ __ ; __ .... , .. 
.l!J ,....-U~••,:.•,'"--~,,-...-..:--♦-.. ,.,.- ....... ~ • .,.,_.,,.....,.,..,.,~--=~"°·~h .- ,. -:!~~~-, ..... ,~ ... --- _ .. ,-.:,,; ... .-... ;,,--,.. -~,•Q,tC, ... ~.,. 

Business Consultancy 
110-.:,,;,, ..... - ... -o-,, .. ,,. • • ~~-:__.,,_♦--"•-.. ,-,.~_, ... __ .,,._. "'-.. 

io ••:I!:-_._ 0< !a'O "' 'JU.J'O~ll"-T•f,,,._~-,.•1;>1-:;:J_l_"9,-,; 

Ma.lys,s 
J -.. te .. ,-.,-,.. -._., ,.,...,._1e,,i;,,,tll«"-'lll•e-., ,.,,.,..,, 1Je•-•-l'>o.lot".,.,e1,..,_ 
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1,. ,,_, ~~-..-.~u,;,-•,,,._ --CtaiiJ_..fl':.,Oi!,,:4-~o iil9o#"N....:I- lN,c::3:4 

E 1·aluil!.IM 
~-:D"<:1"\l/;f,0,•-:11i, ___ ...... --· ,,.,~~----. ... "°" °'-'>"~-·· ............. _,____... ..... .__ ..... _. __ _,.., ... _._," ... __ ,._...,. 

:lM~ll•• u.&•c,,r.~-~.;.la;m;-11,31;---•lllflti:Gl..;!9':t 

Ed~tion 

lo 

VnNeuily of So11UI FIOfld• 
N.:IShlf' ol ~MSS Ad-.~r~tio,a IWM., 
1..,a-)M~ 

vni..,.,ldM .. c~•• 
8.KMIOtdkU ,:~ Poll:~fl S(iM(O .-d •1WY1r.o:;lbl ~11(0)<\$ 

t,.l·l ... 

+ ,, 

,, 
E 

Ul)tr,o:-nced 5enio, r,,;mage, ,..,,th~t-1) unde,~tdod,ng of Emwgmg Ma,1't-t$ and global t,t-nd-s. Cut10:-ntiy facil,tilt ng 
invenmenu, ioint venture-s. and trad,e deals. P1eas.e contact me for con$ultat,on of'el'S 
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14 Correspondence with Frank Newbould 
BC000679/14BC000679/14

• -

13 Sep (4 da sago) 

lo fnewbou Id 

Dea Mr_ ewboul.CI , 

1 am contacting yol.11 on 1>enaIr of we are a UK t>aseCI managemen consulting Muhque. 
One of ot.1r cllen s, a Canaclian InausrnaI company, is facing IP reJa ed 1egaI isst.1.es aM we expect to 
race artiitration1 p ocedures some e soon. 

Your array or services anCI vast experience cou1e1 prnve very helpful in U'le complex process of ar1b1tiration 
ll'lat our cltenl 1s Clue to face anct we are looking for professional Mvice prior to the tleginning o any SIJICl"l 
procMure. 

To funner explore me possJ.l'l1I1ty o r11rlng our seNlces as an aCI isor, 11 ~-ou1e1 like o sol'lMule a meeting 
as sooin as ne,ct week_ 
snouIe1 t iS tie agreeable to you. I wouIe1 appreciate f you coulCI please lndlIcate 1f ,e c.ou11e1 meet ea ly 
nex,t wee . 

Best regarcis, 

Frank Newbould <FNe 1Ybould@tgf.ca> 

to e 
13 Sep ( days ago) 

I Thank you for your email. I am available early next week. I assume you wish to meet on Monday or I 
Tuesday, which is fine. Please let me know the time. We can mee t ere in my office. I should 
cautif oo that if I am re talned as an advisor before arbitration I could not act as an arb'tra tor in the 
matter. 

• -

• -

• -

13 Sep 14 da','5 ago) 

tc Frank , 

Dear Mr. Newnoul<J. 

Than yOtJ or your prnmp reply and ava11am.111y on such a snort no JDe. woultl Monclay. sept 18th at 
1 OAM be CO'llvenienl or you? 
i;>Jea-se connrm I tnls Is sultatlle aml also 1,1,tiere will the meeting tie. 

As ·ror our c:omrMnl regarding tl'l.e 11ml auons ti,etv,,;een s.e1Ving as an ad\llser or art)ltrator on a c::a.se, I'm 
full',' aware o Urie rules and I see no imped men! at preseri 

My as.s1stant 1s 111ciuded on tins ma . wlli continue to coordina e further a.dJus ments o the s.cileoule, 
st10111<1 any t>ecome necessary 

Loo1<1ng rorw re! to meeting you, 

Franl! NeWMUI <F ~wt!OUICl@lgr c:a> 

to me. 

13 Sep {4 cays ago) ... 
10 AM is convenient. Come to the TD Centre Tower West The address is. 100 Wellington Street 

West, but it fronts on to York Street_ Come to the 32 floor_ 

14 Sep (3 days ago) 

10 r-rani,: me , 

Deaf r ewboukl . 

I am ·r11ng o connnn your meeting w1·n Mr. on Monaay, sept 1stn at 10 AM at 100 
Wei ngton st west Toronto 
Please feel free to i:ontact me directly for any i:han,ge5 

Bes regards. 
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29 Alexander Singh’s Active Approach

Story: Singh has a vast experience in the financial industry, as professional of his field the Agent will 
approach him with a job offer. One of the client of the HR company is looking to expand its business in 
Toronto and is looking for a General Counsel.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 
Agent: female agent in her early 30s. 
Specialized in business development 
and human resources

Cover: The agent will approach Singh as 
HR head-hunting specialist

Relation to the Case

Singh is a former Counsel and corporate Secretary at West Face Capital Inc (left in August
2014)

BC000679/29BC000679/29 631



30 Infrastructure for Alexander Singh
BC000679/30BC000679/30

J a profesSKlflal human resource agency committed to help ng great 
Vv1ttt,.1.a,11c:~ rn,J smart and motivated employees to advance bo:h the bottom rne and 
individual caree-t goals. 

-..eio,c a collabofatNe and entreprnneunal cul1ure that drives re-su ts. The work 

C:Ull'I,,, <l ~ be described in one word· tenacious We systematically sift through 

ou• pr<i•tf!)~IVl•tu, t;:"1w0rks. 1ndus1ry connections and customised cta!abase of qual fied 
professionals with one single goal 1n mind: to fllld the bes~ candidate for each role. We 

cons!antly refine our recruiting processes lo meet and exceed the needs of our clients' and 

candidates' expecui:ions. Extensive market reseatch, analytics and dee-o inrt11~r,v 

knc>\vledge combined with our network of nationwide recruiting experts. > a 
competitive edge thal se~sus apar1 from the rest. Through open dalOgw, .,.., u;>c v, 

technology and artention ;;o detail we create long-term partoerships wi:h cand dates and 

ctienls a 1ke. 

BLAC<=UBE 

Talent acquisition 
ll.:i1 ::J :er• 

W,th g ooa .zy,oo charg ng Iabor de--nogra::ih c-:. :aI~1 :"Ortag.;;: and '"IC.'ea:ed comp<:'. ·on rr.a.-,1 
org:.l'I zai on: r• oroae" •'~ eurrtn' y ana1,z--.g tr•nd:; d,t!T',ograohe: ano .aoerj,-p 'O prepar• 
for:l'te fut.re aborr-=eo: '"'IAdepattrn~!-:.a·ede,eop.1"9•0!'1-.forc-:pa 

The strategic way of thinking 
.=.or • ., ~·r 

R1'o'alry bKO'r1'=-:. fe,ce no• more than e,e· ::ie10<,s. al"\O a: g~bal,2aton call e: on f: e::enta ll''.3: 
your comp.any,: a~r.;:~ ar,d rea-:.:A:.,,1r,g r1: man<e·p'tace ;1i;ugy T!ie 1Xt .., thal com~••: 
oor'l't r'a, e tt-e r..-:.o..irce: :o oo t a .!"o..ig" :h1: marl-e:,ng ::iuroo:e : : 

Professional Human Resources 

-o oo e("it,Y ..e1-e-J :pec,a -:.r -iR 'Nori( at a Cour-~) depart~t O!' agenc:1· .l'. :he •ea: of rec-ru,· ng ¥'Id 
:..t ect,on e-,,a:,.,.aton cla:: f,ca~ c()l'Tl(len:a:ion ben-ei •:; lo:: p•e~·ent,on aboor relal.ot'I:; 
p-=rforrr.ance e a1ua.:1on: o-rd,:c,p naryana gre.ance 1-:.: ... e: and a 

Featured Posts 

-o do er-:, e,·e :p,s,c,al,:t HR 
Wo 'k at I Cc)..l(lty C♦pa(lmtr.l ~ 
ag.;;"C,' a: IN" •,eld: c' ·.;;en.. :,rg 
ana :e ~:100 .:,,alua:t0n 
ea::""• ea~•on, eompen::a 

Profess oral H1..1Man 
Resources 

Recent Posts 

..,.l'ie ::ra:eg,e -,.a, of :h1nk1ng ..... ,~ :,::•· 

::i,-ole::iona 1-iu'Tlan Re:ource: 
J .... .,, 11. :011 

Emp oy'T~"lt p1oce::e: • t~e r9~1 
'i,3f 
........... , :, .. 101e 

Archive 
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31 Correspondence with Alexander Singh
BC000679/31BC000679/31

Alexander A. Slngh ....,, 
Altemato,es ~set management executive with a strong lef!al background. 

Dear Mr. Alex.andN Singli, 

My name i am the Di rector of Talent AcquiSl't · on ; 

a gJobal rL·-·····-·· · ____ . . ea.dhunting comp.any. 

One of our clients is a private '1-qUity firm, looking to eiepa nd the1r business in 

Toronto and are looking or a General Coons.el. 

In our s-e.Rch for releva1>t, Toronto ba5Ed professiooals, your linkedln profile 
stood out and we wecre impressed by your vast experience in fin.anc ial firms, 

The position entails leadmg corporate, strategic and tactical legal initia ives 
a· ecting the organiz.ition, presenting them to the elo.E!Cutive board and board o 
uuste,e,s. Tl,e qualities sought are hi gh-t-i knowledse of the C'3 pit.111 markets; 

e•tensive e~perience in the acquisition and s.ile of transactions with other 
financial institutions; negotiating. drafting vendor programs and dealer 
.11gree-ments. 

It should be ooted th.it, mil"Y ;idvancement opportuniti!l>s e•ist withi" thu,cope 
of this opera ·on, such as long term career development opportunities. 

Int e1 

Canad, 

lcat.1ld 

Lookin 

,. 

L 

Al.,exander A Singli...,.. 
Alternatives sset manag nt exe-cutive with a strong legal b; 

✓ Alexandl!T A. Singh ,1ccE>pitE>d your mPSs.1ge 

Dear Ms_ 

I am t'I ppy to dis.euu tl'le opportunity, and thanks for reaching out. 

Bes.t, 
Alex 

Alex nder Singti 

a leicandersmgh@gm.i1l.c.om 
416.268.6454 

,U dfC.li,d.lftJC ~ ,YI I ,.. 

Dear Mr. Singh, 

Thank )' □U or ~-our kind replj,. 

I am <)rn11Ing to Ton:mlo tonig ana v.-oulil be 1'14'PPY to st:nedule a mee Ing wt n you m15, Fn~. September tne 1~1n 
Would you M ablt lo make ii al 18 oo al the lobby cf FM r Sea!;□n Ho1J (60 Yorkllllle Ave, Toronto, ON M4W OA4, Canacb) 

Bes.I 

Alui!ndu Sing'l1 

o me ~ 

tn .iru.1 1~ no ur.; agop .. 

1 06 Pt,1 (5 hours agoj 

I l001< rorward to meellrig wltn rou ori Frtoay, aoo l'lap,Jfy to meel at me Four seas.ons, oot rm not av.a1rao1e at 1800. My anemoon rrom atlout 13 JO to 17 oo Is re Wet)' dear. I coukl alw rnaKe tlrea ast 

Best. 
Alex 

Oear Alexander, 

Many tna s ror yooremall 

unronunatel~. my scne11u1e iS completely ru 11 untll 18.OO and annough I tried moving tnlngs arounel, 1 was not atJle o Change anything on sucn a soon ootJce. 

5.45 PM (24 lilJIRu!M ago} .. 

b l v.ffk, en t.tcnday IM 18th I'm ~ lali~ly free, M l'cl bt mudl matt fl~itl ll!! to me~l you at lh~ l ime that is moM (X)nv itnl for you. Fll~a~ ltt me knD'N w hal would wcrk best or you I v.-ould kindly ask 
)'OU to semi me }'our cv tierore our meeting tal<es. p laoe 

Looking orward lo ou meet.lg! 
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32 Meeting with Alexander Singh
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33 Meeting with Alexander Singh
The real reasons, according to Alexander, behind the litigation 
between Catalyst and West Face

Alexander Almost until we consummated the mid-transaction, I wasn’t there for the consummation of it, but ah, but I was there for
all of the iterations leading up to it. I was the General Counsel when, hmm, the litigation was started--. 

BC Agent Umm-hmm.

Alexander -by Catalyst, against the firm, hmm, so I was the--.  I was the GC there for kind of summer, the first two month of ligations, 

hmm, but, you know, if you’ve read into it you, you know the facts, right?  the facts are that West-Face has hired 

analyst, the analyst disclosed confidential information in his hiring process to the principals at, hmm, at West-Face, 

hmm, and West-Face chose to, to…somewhat ignore the fact that he had made that disclosure during the process. 

01:05:25 – now, factually, he disclosed nothing that was actually of any relevance and that was preferred by the judge 

in all of the litigation. That’s all supposed to be.., hmm, he--.  Was 25 year old, like, second or third year-analyst with, 

you know, like, he’s knowledge was so tiny that it was not impactful, and it had had nothing to do with the Wind deal. 

Anything he disclosed had nothing to do with the Wind deal, and that was also found by the judge. 

BC Agent Hmm

Alexander So, what this is, is that this is a contest between one of the biggest hedge funds and one of the other biggest hedge funds, in
Canada. And, the guy who runs Catalyst is a really sharp-(…) guy (...), and…including Greg. And Greg said: “I’m gonna go toe-to-
toe with you”. I think (…) that was a wrong move--. 

BC Agent Sounds like he made a lot of (…) because of the ego…

Alexander Yeah, his ego. 
Hmm, the litigation was a complete B.S, and I think right to say: “You know what, if somebody’s gotta go toe-t-toe with 
you, I’ll be the one”. 

BC000679/33BC000679/33
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34 Meeting with Alexander Singh
Alexander further explains that he tried to warn West Face not to 
employ Brandon

Alexander Hmm, my recommendation, as a GC at the time, when we--.  When I learned had he disclosed the information to us, was:
“Do not hire this individual”. 

BC Agent It’s trouble.

Alexander I just said, you know, the disclosure of confidential information, to me, is a character trait, a character flaw, uh, and my
concern would be… because the guy who wanted to hire him called him and said: “Alex as GC you need to sit down with 
this guy and talk him through the importance of confidential information” and I said: “ok well, I normally do that but 
why are you bringing this to my attention in particular?” and he said “well oh he disclosed something to us” so I 
looked at him and I said “I’m not really concerned about the contents because we don’t have any positions with any 
of these companies; we’re not looking at any of them, I can get over that, so from an actual hiring of the guy 
perspective, in terms of that information, I can get over that. Uh, it’s so interesting actually in the industry, there is 
actually no obligation on anybody to return the information on the hiring company. Right? It’s so interesting, it such 
a weird area legally.  

BC Agent No, no, I mean, he is the problematic component of the story, for sure--.

Alexander (…)

BC Agent Exactly, but I’m trying to understand like, how it all came to--. because you--.

Alexander Right.

BC Agent because you--.

Alexander Right, cause, well, well, I said: “Guys, you know Newton, he’s super aggressive, he’s very litigious, this guy has a non-
competition clause, which is probably not enforceable, but again, that’s not our problem that’s his problem. Why are 
we taking the risk? We had a hundred applicants for this job.

BC000679/34BC000679/34
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46 Meeting with Alexander Singh
Alexander explains his advise to West Face and the way West Face 
handled it while mentioning that their decision is absurd. 

BC2 By the way, there is 2 decisions. 

Alexander There is multiple decisions. Yeah. There is multiple decisions. But none of them ruled in favour of Catalyst. 

BC2 No, one was in favour of Catalyst.

Alexander On what issue? 

BC2 Ok

Alexander Not on the commercial matter involving wind there is no finding in favour of them against West Face on a commercial matter right? … so 

anyway… So as I explained earlier to BC1 its umm I think it was a smart strategy by Catalyst because they get to attack one of their only  

competitors in the Canadian landscape . 

BC1 It was not very smart, to hire the kid in the first place.

Alexander well yeah, I mean my email to the West Face partners would never come out because it was privileged, lawyer privilege, but my email 

to the west face partners was don’t hire this guy. 

BC1 I am so puzzled, but I told you this morning this makes no sense, if he was my lawyer and he would tell me and I would listen to him, 

because its against any logic like I said to take a sick head into a healthy bed and you know work for it, because not even providing 

anything.

Alexander Well remember also west face at the time was an extremely popular hedge fund, an extremely popular place to work and for that job 

we had I think we posted, umm we didn’t even post the job we went to a network and we had 100 applicants for one-

BC2 And he was the best one that was hired?

BC000679/46BC000679/46
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47 Meeting with Alexander Singh
Handling Moyse’s confidentiality issue at West Face as something that 
can be resolved by a chat with the General Counsel 

Alexander So as I explained earlier to BC1 its umm I think it was a smart 

strategy by Catalyst because they get to attack one of their only 

competitors in the Canadian landscape . 

Bc1 It was not very smart, to hire the kid in the first place.

Alexander well yeah, I mean my email to the West Face partners would never 

come out because it was privileged, lawyer privilege, but my email 

to the west face partners was don’t hire this guy.  

BC000679/47BC000679/47
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99 Bei Huang’s Active Approach

Relation to the Case

Current employee at West Face (Middle office).

Story: We received Bei’s CV from one of our clients and were very impressed with Bei’s experience, in 
particular in risk management. There is an opening that might be a good fit for Bei’s abilities and 
experience.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: 30 year old female Cover: Director of Talent Acquisition
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100 Infrastructure for Bei Huang
BC000679/100BC000679/100

Ta~
wh• 

t 

- •-· ·- -' - · ·- :,roven recruitment methodology and discover 
is successful. 

,cognIses that great talent ,s the basis for all successful compan 1es, and 
--· r··. -, __ u1tmentObJ9Ct1ve 1s to he pyou budd thEI te-ams that wll solve all of your 
business issues and drive iasnng achievement We listen, team. search, vet, present, hetp 
negotiate. and follow th1ough. 

We beg n w11h a neeos assessment. We want to know more than the JOb desc11pt1on, 
outl ne and detai sand thus we work d• gently to act as a seamless, access b!e, and 
complemenlary partner to d 1scove1 and 1S1dersland our clients· needs. 

Following a comprehensive needs assessment we use our database of qua! fled 
candidates 1n combination with out ndustry connecuon.s to soorce ou1 the top cancfldates 
for the role. At this stage lhe recruiters have a thorough undefstand1ng of what the poe1i0n 
entails and the c1.iIture of the company and w0tk towards f nd1ng cand 1dates that would b8 
a good frt boeh pe(sona!ly and profesSJona ly. 

Our recru1ers then pre--screen a number o' qualified cand dates 1n preparaton for the neKt 
phaSe Of the pfOC8SS. 

Once we have natrowed down the pool 01 candid.ates we undertake a fIQ0fous vetting 
process. This involves ca ing employment venfication. reference checks and independent 
rese..arch. The client ,s then presented w 1h a sma.11 9,oup o, only the mos1 qua.trlted and 
surtable cand -dates fOf final in-person nteMews. 

At U,is stage t"8 client oompany is asked to review and mterview tti,e fina group of 
candidates. Ou, recrurl9fs Lake ca1e oc tac11t1y b00k1ngs Md au scheduling auangements 
so Uiat all ti"\& client has to do ,s show up and do the talking 

Once tne cl,ent has selected the•r choice candidate they have three months to decide,, 
they are the right fit If the cand date doesn·t wo1k oul to, any reason we will find a 
replacement at no charge 

BLAC<=UBE 

'"'- -•- -• · ·- - -w to get started. 
looks forward to working with you. 

Address 

Subtect 

Tetephom 
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101 Correspondence with Bei Huang
BC000679/101BC000679/101

BLAC<=UBE 

to beihuang • 

Dear Ms. Huang, 

My name 
sourcing. 

1d I am a Senior HR Recruiter E 

4·40 PM (4 hours ago) .._ 

global recruitment company focusing on headhunting and 

s an HR consultancy. often tasked with facilitating a recruitment process for companies, .. recruitment as a service". 
-,u:: 11::\..C:••c:v y1Jur CV from one of our dient and were very impressed with your experience. in parti0.1lar in risk management. There is an 
opening that might be a good fit for your abilities and expenence. 

One of our dients. a boutique financial Institution, Is looking to expand their Private Equity depanment In Toronto and Is looking for a manager 
for Its middle desk. as well as another position responsible for evaluating risk for Its tier 1 dlents In various Investments managed externally to 
the company 

The position entails the evaluation of various primary and derivative capital markets uansactions; suuauring strategic investment opponuniti&S 
induding risk management and compliance, work directty with other company verticals to execute cross.functional operational projects 

In the course of the next few weeks. we will be conducting personal meetings in Canada and would appreciate discussing this opportunity 
further with you. 

Should this be relevant to you. I oould be reached here or via email al 

' __ ,.: __ '--··-rd to hearing from you, 

.................. 1:1 

Dear Ms. Huang. 

9:67 PM 12 hoof$ •ool 

As you are one of our c:fient's top potential candidates, we wcdd appreciate meeting you tomorrow morning at 9:30. 

I apologize tor the shorl nou<;e and am looblg torward 10 hearing from you. 

belhuang 

tome • 

12:37 AM (12 minute& ago) 

Thank you for contacting me. I would love to meec with you. At lhe same time, can you please send a job deSGl'1)6on? 

Thank you! 

.... 
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178 Future Plans / Next Steps
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Marie Martinez, Contributor

Columnist

9/19/2017

The Buyout That Wasn’t. The Truth Behind the Esco Marine

Purchase and K2 & Associates

huffingtonpost.com /entry/the-buyout-that-wasnt-the-truth-behind-the-esco-
marine_us_59c156b4e4b0c3e70e742840

At the center of a large scale, investigation sits several private Hedge fund companies, who through manipulation

and insider information are quietly cornering the market. The group, although on the outside appear unconnected,

are in fact undeniably linked.

Although the entire group is worthy of in-depth analysis and probing, the topic of this brief expose is the connection

between Anson Funds Corporation, K2 & Associates, Westface Capital and Esco Marine Inc.

Connecting The Dots

In June 2014, Callidus Capital provided Esco Marine with a loan of just over the US $20 million, as part of an

agreement of up to the US $34 million, to assist in financing its ongoing operations. Falling behind, Esco was forced

to cease all operations and filed for bankruptcy protection from creditors on March 7 after their lender, Callidus

Capital Corp, owned by Newton Glassman, called in a $31.4 million loan. Struggling to turn their scrap business

around, ESCO Marine, Inc. filed for bankruptcy protection, or more accurately, had an involuntary bankruptcy petition

filed against it, on March 7, 2015. When Esco announced to investors that they couldn’t pay, thereby declaring they

were in default, a suit was filed against them by Callidus Capital.

The claim was filed with assistance from Greg Boland, the CEO of West face Capital. Boland just happens to be a

close associate of Shawn Kimel, so close that the two hold office space for their respective companies in the same

building in Toronto’s financial district. West face has a significant interest in acquiring control of Esco, the reason

being that one of the major shareholders in the company is a well-known rival.

The Big Game

Getting back to the heart of the matter, Westface and Anson acted in cooperation with each other to bring the stock

of the Texan Marine company down enough to crash their public tender and force them into selling. This tactic,

commonly known as a ‘short’ isn’t technically illegal...unless you are a company working in collusion with another

vested interested.

Anson Funds are a collection of privately-held and pooled investment vehicles which dedicate funds primarily to

publicly-traded equity and debt securities. Anson likes the risk, they target companies in the midst of financial turmoil

and hope to turn a profit off of the investment they make that most banks refuse to give. Their two main offices are in

Dallas and Toronto, which works quite well to transfer assets from Esco to Canadian investors. And now here is

where it gets confusing.

Subscribe to The Morning Email

Wake up to the day's most important news.

Anson and West face share common stock and West face and K2 share office space, the proximity of these

businesses to each other can’t be ignored. Furthermore, Greg Boland (WestFace) and Shawn Kimel (K2 &

Associates) both make donations to the Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation, making it likely that the pair are if

nothing else associated with each other publicly. Barington/Hilco signed off on the acquisition of Esco Marine Inc,
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and guess who has high interest invested in Hilco- Shawn Kimel of K2& Associates.

How Hilco Connects

Hilco Redevelopment Partners was one of the parties set to acquire, restart, and operate Esco Marine Inc. Hilco

was in agreement with Callidus Capital to turn the business around. The plan was to have Hilco providing the

industrial asset monetization and Callidus providing a loan facility. Hilco used one of its subsidiaries, HRP

Brownsville for operations and as part of the agreement made with Callidus, HRP would receive USD 35 million.

Callidus was set to retain and realize on all of Esco Marine Assets.

Upon the acquisition of ESCO by Hilco, a great deal of stock and any potential returns was lost to Callidus and

directly sent to K2 & Associates, AKAK Shawn Kimel. Knowing what we know about the closeness of Kimel and

Boland, it seems likely that the two were in contact with one another.

In Conclusion

Despite the fact that the story is still developing and a strong conclusion can’t be drawn just yet, the evidence

speaks for itself. There is cooperation between these groups, cooperation to bring down stock and purchase

floundering companies at bottom prices. There was a concentrated effort to target Esco and hurt the business of

Callidus and the parties behind it aren’t trying to hide their identities.
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The Buyout That Wasn't

buzzfeed.com /julesljones/the-buyout-that-wasnt-35wl4

The Truth Behind the Esco Marine Purchase and K2 & Associates

Posted on September 19, 2017, at 8:46 a.m.

julesljones Community Contributor

This post has not been vetted or endorsed by BuzzFeed's editorial staff. BuzzFeed Community is a place where

anyone create a post. Learn more or post your buzz!

Where it Begins

At the center of a large scale investigation sit several private Hedgefund companies, who through

manipulation and insider information are quietly cornering the market. The group, although on the

outside appear unconnected, are in fact undeniably linked.

Although the entire group is worthy of in depth analysis and probing, the topic of this brief expose is the

connection between Anson Funds Corporation, K2 & Assoicates, Westface Capital and Esco Marine

Inc.

Connecting The Dots

In June 2014, Callidus Capital provided Esco Marine with a loan of just over US $20 million, as part of an agreement

of up to US $34 million, to assist in financing its ongoing operations. Falling behind, Esco was forced to cease all
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operations and filed for bankruptcy protection from creditors on March 7 after their lender, Callidus Capital Corp,

owned by Newton Glassman, called in a $31.4 million loan. Struggling to turn their scrap business around, ESCO

Marine, Inc. filed for bankruptcy protection, or more accurately, had an involuntary bankruptcy petition filed against it,

on March 7, 2015 . When Esco announced to investors that they couldn't pay, thereby declaring they were in default,

a suit was filed against them by Callidus Capital.

The claim was filed with assistance from Greg Boland , the CEO of West face Capital. Boland, just happens to be

close associate of Shawn Kimel, so close that the two hold office space for their respective companies in the same

building in Toronto's financial district. Westface has a significant interest in acquiring control of Esco, the reason

being that one of the major shareholders in the company is a well known rival.

The Big Game

Getting back to the heart of the matter, Westface and Anson acted in cooperation with each other to bring the stock

of the Texan Marine company down enough to crash their public tender and force them into selling. This tactic,

commonly known as a 'short' isn't technically illegal...unless you are a company working in collusion with another

vested interested.

Anson Funds are a collection of privately-held and pooled investment vehicles which dedicate funds primarily to

publicly-traded equity and debt securities. Anson likes the risk, they target companies in the midst of financial turmoil

and hope to turn a profit off of the investment they make that most banks refuse to give. Their two main offices are in

Dallas and Toronto, which works quite well to transfer assets from Esco to Canadian investors. And now here is

where it gets confusing...

Anson and West face share common stock and West face and K2 share office space, the proximity of these

businesses to each other can't be ignored. Furthermore, Greg Boland ( WestFace) and Shawn Kimel

(K2&Associates) both make donations to the Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation, making it likely that the pair are

if nothing else associated with each other publicly. Barington/Hilco signed off on the acquisition of Esco Marine Inc,

and guess who has strong interest invested in Hilco- Shawn Kimel of K2& Associates.

How Hilco Connects

Hilco Redevelopment Partners was one of the parties set to acquire, restart,and operate Esco Marine Inc. Hilco was

in agreement with Callidus Capital to turn the business around. The plan was to have Hilco providing the industrial

asset monetization and Callidus providing a loan facility. Hilco used one of its subsidiaries, HRP Brownsville for

operations and as part of the agreement made with Callidus, HRP would receive $35 million USD. Callidus was set

to retain and realize on all of Esco Marine Assets.

Upon the acquisition of ESCO by Hilco, a great deal of stock and any potential returns was lost to Callidus and

directly sent to K2&Associates, AKAK Shawn Kimel. Knowing what we know about the closeness of Kimel and

Boland, it seems likely that the two were in contact with one another.

In Conclusion

Despite the fact that the story is still developing and a strong conclusion can't be drawn just yet, the evidence

speaks for itself. There is cooperation between these groups, cooperation to bring down stock and purchase

floundering companies at bottom prices. Their was a concentrated effort to target Esco and hurt the business of

Callidus and the parties behind it aren't trying to hide their identities.

This post was created by a member of BuzzFeed Community, where anyone can post awesome lists and creations.

Learn more or post your buzz!
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= D YouTube Search 

judicial and economical corruption in Canada 

wolf pack 

l·lffii 3 

+ AOO to A snare • • • Mofe 

Published on Sep 19, 2017 
You Tube Channel Descrlptloo 

2,058 views 

, , 26 , , 0 

There Is a new beast on the scene In Canada • The Wolf pack. Made up of a group of at least eight nefarious co~anles and their CEO's, The Wolf Pack has been operating f01 several years to take out their competn0<s 
using ·short' taco cs, By manipulating the stock market these companies guatantee that any business they target wlll fall into their hands. Spreading lies. corrwnlttlng purgery, even laundering money· The Wolf pack wlll 
stop at nothing to ~ lish their goals. 

Wlth oomecuons across Canada and Into the Urited States, WestFaoe, Anson Pattners. K2 Partners. along With several p,lvate Investors llke Mark Cohedes, and Alex Speers are operating largely oodercover to C8/ry our 
thefr short schemes, The 11st of Wolf Pack Members goes on and their reach ts extensive. the Cenadlan credit marlcet lS In the midst of a majOr crtsis. 

Ot.W mission is to expose these companies and the men be~ d them to, what they really are and prevent further economic repercussions. There are at least four busJnesses that we can oonflrm have been affected by 
Inducement actions earned out by the group, lnckJd1ng: Badger Day lighting, EIF. Valeant Pharmaoeuucals. and Conoordia lnternatlonat Each COIY1)anles has had Its shares d~leted by the Wolf Pack's marlcet 
manipulation to the point of declaring bankn4>tcy. The time has come to put an encl to the manipulation and racketeering of these men and r8lstate the publlcs trust in the m anclal system. 
c,1egory 
License 
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Corruption! 
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Text Displayed in YouTube Video “judicial and economical corruption in Canada” 
(WF015182)

Time Stamp Text Displayed in Video*
0:00 BILLION-DOLLAR TORONTO "WOLF PACK" IS TRAPPING COMPANIES 

INTO STOCK SHORTS

0:05 In June 2016, K2 & Associates took a short position in Asanko Mining...

0:10 the miner had 90% downside potential; and soon Muddy Waters LLC took 
notice.

0:15 UPON THE RELEASE OF THE MUDDY WATER RESEARCH, ASANKO'S 
STOCK BEGAIN TO TANK...

0:20 K2 & ASSOC. IS WORKING WITH OTHER COMPANIES TO CREATE 
DISCOUNT STOCK BUYOUTS

0:25 K2 & Assoc., Anson Funds, WestFace Cap., & MMCAP Fund Inc., are working 
together

0:30 They are forming a "Wolf Pack" designed to target companies and bring them 
down.

*Errors in original. 
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Privileged and Confidential 

[20/09/2017, 18:03:02] Sarel Granit: It’s holiday already 

[20/09/2017, 18:03:08] Sarel Granit: :-)  

[20/09/2017, 18:03:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Not in London.. 

[20/09/2017, 19:01:01] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000416-PHOTO-2017-09-20-19-01-01.jpg> 

 

[20/09/2017, 19:01:35] Guy Fikhte: Sent. 

[20/09/2017, 19:02:42] Guy Fikhte: Invited to update him that he will get an email from Rosie Miller.  

[20/09/2017, 23:36:17] Dr Avi Yanus: The phone calls have begun.. Newton (as advised by his pals...) 
Decided to use all materials about the judge through the media. He’s asking that he transcripts and 
audio/video segments be uploaded tomorrow accordingly without (!!) Any reference to “Yonatan” (the 
lawyer from the firm) - this is currently not being published.  It should be in some Hotmail / Gmail 
account, and he will transfer it to the PR person, and she to the reporter. Objections by tomorrow noon 
to me please. Guy - Request that it be in the box folder by noon (Israel time), that way we can go over 
the files before uploading to the box.  

[21/09/2017, 6:39:11] Sarel Granit: “All of the materials” is not just our meeting, I assume.. From our 
perspective, should we burn Erez’s contact? There will be no future there after an article with materials 
from the meeting.... 

[21/09/2017, 7:00:17] Dr Avi Yanus: Apart from our meetings, there’s some dumb campaign about 
recycling materials. This was the main dilemma: whether to go to another meeting with the judge (along 
with her risks...) or to use the materials. 

[21/09/2017, 9:28:06] Guy Fikhte: Good morning; Cutting the audio so it doesn’t include references to 
Yonatan is a few hours’ work.  
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  373

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1        109.

 2                    MR. MOORE:  Sorry, what tab?

 3                    MR. THOMSON:  109.

 4                    MR. MOORE:  Yes.

 5                    BY MR. THOMSON:

 6  748               Q.   And here you'll find text messages

 7        exchanged between Tanuri on one side and, we

 8        understand, Dan Zorella of Black Cube on the other.

 9        This is a Black Cube production, and the date that

10        they have ascribed to it is September 21 of 2017,

11        and you will see at the top of the page there is a

12        text from Tanuri where he says:

13                         "That's a future franchise

14                    issue as we have to appear in front

15                    of these judges in the future.  The

16                    hoped for strategy is that the

17                    public pressure from an article

18                    makes it impossible for the court to

19                    ignore, and they have to means

20                    the [...]", I'm not sure what he

21                    means by that.

22                        "[...] and they have to means the

23                    case back to lower court.  And this

24                    way we can always decide at the last

25                    moment to also introduce it in court
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 1                    next wk."

 2                    And then Zorella responds.

 3                    So am I right that this is part of the

 4        thinking at the time, was if you could get an

 5        article published before the Moyse appeal was

 6        argued on September 26th and 27th, the article

 7        might influence the way in which judges of the

 8        Ontario Court of Appeal dealt with the Moyse

 9        appeal?

10                    A.   So, first of all, you are only

11        showing me and cutting off the top of the text,

12        because I don't know what else was said.

13                    Second of all, it is not my text.  That

14        might be Yossi's approach.  That might have been

15        one of the things he was thinking.  He is not a

16        lawyer.  At the time I was first and most

17        interested in getting advice from counsel on how to

18        deal with the tapes.  It was a very big problem.

19        There were other considerations, I'm sure, but my

20        biggest concern at the time was what the hell do we

21        do with this and, you know, why don't you introduce

22        the tape because what is on the tape is, in my

23        opinion, incredibly horrible.

24  749               Q.   Well, just a very simple factual

25        question.  Was there a discussion with you at the
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 1        time - this is now in the September 20, September

 2        21 time frame - about a strategy of having an

 3        article published in the period before the Moyse

 4        appeal was argued, and that it was scheduled for

 5        September 26 and 27th, that would make it

 6        impossible for the Court of Appeal to ignore the

 7        article and persuade the Court to allow the appeal

 8        and send the matter back to a lower court for

 9        retrial?  Was that part of the strategy?

10                    A.   Mr. Thomson, if that was part of

11        the strategy, the tape would have been in the

12        public domain, and it wouldn't have been delayed

13        with Ms. Blatchford.  We are four years, roughly,

14        three and a half years, whatever the number of

15        years, since the tape was made.  If the intention

16        was to have a strategy, as written by Mr. Tanuri,

17        then the tape would be in the public domain by us

18        already.

19                    So that couldn't possibly have been,

20        quote, "the strategy" as you said it.

21  750               Q.   All right.  So you are saying you

22        took no steps then to place this tape in the hands

23        of Ms. Blatchford or any other journalist in the

24        period before the appeal was to be argued on

25        September 26th; that is your evidence?
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 1                    A.   My evidence is that the tape did

 2        not and it was not given to any journalist ahead of

 3        the appeal.

 4  751               Q.   Okay.

 5                    A.   And that is a fact.

 6  752               Q.   Let me ask you to turn up, please,

 7        tab 106.  So at tab 106, you will find an email

 8        from you to your partner Jim Riley on September 20,

 9        2017, the day we have just been looking at, at

10        10:49 p.m. UTC, and you will see the subject line

11        is "Virginia Jamieson", where you say:

12                         "This is the person they want U

13                    to contact.  Allegedly needs to talk

14                    w[ith] u around 9:45am and

15                    recommended not from your own cell

16                    or our office landline etc."

17                    It is an email you sent to Mr. Riley on

18        September 20th?

19                    A.   It looks that way.

20  753               Q.   And I'm suggesting that what you

21        were doing was asking Riley to put into the hands

22        of Virginia Jamieson materials concerning the sting

23        on Justice Newbould; correct?

24                    A.   Well, clearly she never gave the

25        tape to Christie Blatchford for a much longer
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 1        period of time, including after the appeal, so

 2        whatever was being thought of or discussed wasn't

 3        actually executed on as you are describing.

 4  754               Q.   Okay.

 5                    A.   So either the strategy changed, or

 6        you have a misunderstanding of the strategy.

 7  755               Q.   And I'm interested in,

 8        Mr. Glassman, the second sentence of your email:

 9                         "Allegedly needs to talk w[ith]

10                    u around 9:45am and recommended not

11                    from your own cell or [from] our

12                    office landline [...]"

13                    So you were instructing Mr. Riley not

14        to leave electronic footprints concerning the

15        provision of these materials to Virginia Jamieson,

16        weren't you?

17                    A.   Well, no.  The structure of the

18        sentence is that "they recommended not from your

19        own cell or our office landline".  I left it up to

20        him.  I am just repeating to him what was said to

21        you.

22  756               Q.   And what was said to you by whom?

23        Who made that recommendation to you?

24                    A.   I don't remember.  I suspect it

25        was Yossi or one of the other parties involved.
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 1  757               Q.   Or it could have been Emmanuel

 2        Rosen from Psy Group or Royi Burstien from Psy

 3        Group; correct?

 4                    A.   I don't think so.  They weren't

 5        involved in this.  This was Black Cube.

 6  758               Q.   All right.  So they --

 7                    A.   I don't even think --

 8  759               Q.   So they --

 9                    A.   I don't even how they could have

10        known by the 20th.

11  760               Q.   So to be clear, Emmanuel Rosen

12        from Psy Group had nothing to do with Virginia

13        Jamieson?

14                    A.   No, I didn't say that.

15  761               Q.   Well, you --

16                    A.   You asked me about the tape.  You

17        asked me about the tape and recommendations.  I'm

18        talking about Black Cube and the tape.  The tape

19        was from Black Cube.

20  762               Q.   Right.  And it was Psy Group's job

21        to plant negative publicity concerning Justice

22        Newbould and concerning West Face and concerning

23        Mr. Boland, wasn't it?

24                    A.   I'm sorry, can you repeat the

25        question?
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 1  763               Q.   It was Psy Group's job to plant

 2        negative publicity concerning Justice Newbould and

 3        concerning West Face and concerning Mr. Boland.  We

 4        have gone through that at length.  That was their

 5        job, not Black Cube's job; correct?

 6                    A.   Well, it wasn't their only job,

 7        and in one of the emails you brought me to

 8        yesterday - or I think you brought me to, I may be

 9        wrong - they are clearly instructed somewhere

10        around this time, within a week or two, that the

11        priority had to be the White campaign.  And the

12        tape was not given.  The fact is the tape was not

13        given to Christie Blatchford for a very, very long

14        time, and it was a problem.  Not very long, might

15        be an exaggeration, but many, many weeks, which for

16        sure was after the appeal.

17  764               Q.   All right.  And, Mr. Glassman, I'm

18        glad you --

19                    A.   Our focus -- our focus at the time

20        was trying to evaluate what we would legally, if

21        anything, do with the tape, and we obviously made a

22        choice not to use it as new evidence of bias, and

23        we obviously tried desperately to keep Blatchford

24        from getting the tape at least for a period of

25        time, and subsequently, for multiple years, we have
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 1 made an effort to not have the tape in the public

 2 domain.  That is a fact.  That is the result of

 3 what has been going on.

 4  765 Q. All right, and you sound highly

 5 confident in that evidence and, Mr. Glassman,

 6 because I'm a nice guy, I am going to give you one

 7 chance and only one chance to retract that

 8 evidence.  I am going to tell you that Mr. Riley

 9 has testified about this very matter and testified

10 that in fact he met with Virginia Jamieson the very

11 next morning at the Rosedale Subway Station in

12 Toronto and handed her a site from which she could

13 download the sting on Justice Newbould.  I mean,

14 were you not aware of that?  Did Mr. Riley not tell

15 you at the time he met with Ms. Jameson the next

16 morning?

17 A. And Mr. Riley was instructed to

18 instruct Ms. Jameson not to provide it to Ms.

19 Blatchford for an extended period of time.

20  766 Q. Well, I'm sorry, Mr. Glassman,

21 again, you are just simply dead wrong.  The whole

22 purpose of the meeting was so that Jameson could

23 give the sting materials to Ms. Blatchford the same

24 morning, which she did at the Aroma Coffee Shop at

25 Yonge and Eglinton that day at 11:30 on September
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 1        21.  And I'm just putting to you one last chance to

 2        get this right.  Your evidence is just simply

 3        wrong.  Are you prepared to accept that?

 4                    A.   No.

 5  767               Q.   Okay.  So let me then fast-forward

 6        in time.  Am I right that there was a meeting now

 7        involving Mr. Greenspan, Ms. Lutes and people from

 8        Black Cube on September 25.  Let me take you to

 9        that, the notes of that meeting, and ask Tanya,

10        please, to pull up tab 119.

11                    So here you'll see handwritten notes of

12        Ms. Lutes of a meeting she attended with, as we

13        understand it from the notes, two people from Black

14        Cube, an Avi Yanus who we have talked about and a

15        person named Guy Fikhte from Black Cube on

16        September 25th.  And you will remember, I hope,

17        that this is the day before the Moyse appeal that

18        was scheduled to be argued in the Court of Appeal

19        on September 26th.  Okay?  Just to situate you in

20        time.

21                    A.   Okay.

22  768               Q.   And this was the same day that

23        your lawyers, Mr. Moore and Mr. Greenspan and

24        Mr. DiPucchio arranged for an urgent appointment

25        before Justice Rouleau in the Court of Appeal to
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 1                    A.   Yes.

 2 2927               Q.   The wrong way to do it is to get

 3        stories into news articles and hope that that will

 4        apply indirect pressure on the Court to reach a

 5        particular outcome.  That is the wrong way to do

 6        it; correct?

 7                    A.   This is a very tough issue for me

 8        because what is on that tape I find offensive, but

 9        I also respect the judiciary, and having the

10        background -- some of my relatives were judges in

11        the Alberta court, so I have always been torn

12        between respect for the judiciary and the proper

13        functioning and what is on that tape.

14 2928               Q.   Given the chance to do it over

15        again, sir, you would have either brought it to the

16        Court in a judicial proceeding, or you would have

17        done nothing?  Given the chance to do it over

18        again, you wouldn't have taken those tapes to

19        Ms. Jamieson to give to Ms. Blatchford, would you?

20                    A.   Yeah, I would not do that.

21 2929               Q.   Okay.  Tab 38.  This is just to

22        nail down the events.  I'm not sure we have quite

23        covered it off yet.  This is a text message

24        exchange.  You can see your phone number at the

25        top, and it is sent by Virginia Jamieson, who
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 1        describes herself as "the woman that you met about

 2        the USB key for Christie Blatchford"; correct?

 3                    A.   Yes.

 4 2930               Q.   Okay.  So you agree with me that

 5        you met with Ms. Jamieson the morning of September

 6        21st, which was the date of those phone calls that

 7        we saw, and you provided her -- you provided

 8        Virginia Jamieson with a USB stick containing --

 9                    A.   No, I did not.  I'm going to cut

10        you off there.  I did not provide her with a USB

11        stick.

12 2931               Q.   What did you provide her with?

13                    A.   Coordinates given to me by Gadi as

14        to where she could find the Newbould tape in the --

15        on the internet.

16 2932               Q.   Okay.  So you provided her with --

17        was it a piece of paper, or was it just something

18        you had memorized and told her where to look?

19                    A.   No, it was coordinates on a piece

20        of paper, which I subsequently took back from her

21        and then threw away.

22 2933               Q.   Okay.  So the way this arrangement

23        was worked out is that -- so who provided you with

24        this piece of paper?  It was Gadi Ben Efraim?

25                    A.   No, Gadi gave me the coordinates
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 1        orally, and I wrote them down on a piece of paper.

 2 2934               Q.   Okay.  And as part of your

 3        operational security, you then showed her the piece

 4        of paper.  She wrote it down.  And then you threw

 5        away the piece of paper?

 6                    A.   No, she went to another park bench

 7        in whatever the park is that is across from the

 8        Rosedale subway station where I met her, and she

 9        went and did whatever she did on her computer and

10        decided that she had what she needed.

11 2935               Q.   And at that time, you threw away

12        the piece of paper?

13                    A.   I did.

14 2936               Q.   So that no trace was left at

15        Catalyst of having provided this information to

16        Ms. Jamieson?

17                    A.   I'm not sure what the piece of

18        paper would have told, but it was a sticky, and I

19        didn't want to put it in my pocket.

20 2937               Q.   Okay.  Tab 40.  So this -- the

21        first email in this chain is from Sharon, who I

22        understand -- and you can see from the email

23        signature, it is Sharon Kisluk, who was an

24        individual employed by Psy Group; correct?

25                    A.   Yes.
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Privileged and Confidential 

[26/09/2017, 22:08:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Just to clarify, Brian the lawyer asked us not to have meetings in 
Toronto in the near future, however, Yossi (and Gadi..) Said there’s no such restriction. Better to send 
objects out, but if there’s no choice - we can do it there too.  

[27/09/2017, 12:02:27] Dr Avi Yanus: I have an idea.   Newboulds identity is all wrapped up in being a 
former judge and golf.   He must belong to some kind of judge or arbitrator organization.   If they have a 
golf outing or some kind of function coming up, we should have the blacks set up a cover for someone 
that looks/talks/same profile etc as newbould.   We get them closer and our guy discloses he essentially 
he has essentially the same ‘values’.   He discloses a case or 2 where he couldn’t control his hatred/bias 
against blacks/Jews (NOT chinese-Lisus has told newbould by now everything).   I would bet newbould 
won’t be able to help himself. 

[27/09/2017, 19:30:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - let’s set a status tomorrow noon. The agents are pushing for 
info about meetings that have been scheduled.  Thanks. 

[27/09/2017, 19:43:34] Dan: He was supposed to come with a status by this evening... Still in the 
evening.  A 

[27/09/2017, 19:43:42] Dan: Amir go to status in the early afternoon  

[27/09/2017, 19:45:03] Guy Fikhte: We have status, but there are a few decisions that need to be 
reached (that management needs to reach). It would be excellent if we sit over it.  

[28/09/2017, 8:00:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Sunday morning Gadi will come for status segmentation. Wants an 
operative plan to resume work with the judge - only his environment - but certainly on this essential 
element of information. I’ll explain..  

[01/10/2017, 13:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Hi Avi... I spoke with the customer at length this morning... he’s 
very concerned that you “slipped into a coma” during the holidays, and that the set targets will not be 
met!!! You know the man well by now, and understand that I’m transmitting the message very gently, 
and not as it was expressed to me, since I’m very sure that you fully understand even without me 
repeating his harsh words and real concern (as they were harshly expressed to me) that you won’t 
achieve the targets. I ask that we prove to him quickly that we can achieve accomplishments and 
conquer targets. I convinced him and he accepted my recommendation to extend the bonus (target 
accomplishment) periods which were specified in the initial document by an additional 30 days after the 
date when the extension was given in court. No need to say anything more!! Charge!!! 

[01/10/2017, 13:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi. The subject is clear, and I believe the gap is because we’re 
not meeting the customer and updating him. I’ll be in New York tomorrow if that works for you, if not 
we’ll have to meet next week. 

[01/10/2017, 13:26:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Please update Gadi, and I’ll update him. In parallel we’ll prepare 
for a meeting in the near future  

[01/10/2017, 17:01:38] Dan: The meeting went fine. Gadi requested a meeting with the customer next 
week in New York. Not this week, next week. We asked to postpone it by another week, to the week of 
October 16th. Once we’ve had all the meeting of the next couple weeks, and we have a lot of material to 
show the customer. Request to get moving on all of the meetings we showed Gadi for the next two 
weeks.  Schedule them in the calendar. Worst case, Effi Takatz will go to meet [them], or Avi and I.  

BC002473/089 671
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Privileged and Confidential 
 

 

set up Lisus after hey voices their objections, they could easily hurt us. Not worth the risk. We first have 

to navigate tomorrow w the judges.  Maybe later in the wk. he's wrong. 

[25/09/2017, 15:54:07] Yossi Tanuri:  Has never asked for a pin b4.  Tried the above.  Nothing works.  It's 

locked down.  May need new phone.  Rocco's firm remains committed to their position.  It's legally wrong 

and very dangerous for them.   It's highly likely that it's the result of the fact Lisus is in fact dirty or 

otherwise in bed w newbould.  Brian and others talking at 11am.  It's possible th court won't even let them 

resign but then we would be forced to proceed w counsel I no longer trust.  THe highest probability is that 

this now gets adjourned for 30-60days but it's possible (unlikely) that we r forced to go fwd tomorrow.   

Either way Rocco and his firm will now be in trouble w the Law Society separate and apart from 

Lisus/newboulds own issues. 

[25/09/2017, 15:54:43] Yossi Tanuri:  Will deal with phone. 

F. ROCCO AND HIS FIRM... I DON’T TRUST THEM...  At this point lets focus and pray for delay once we have 

it will strategise and rethink all together goals, plans, targets, track....  

[25/09/2017, 15:55:11] Yossi Tanuri:  The first is from the customer, the second is from me to him...  

[25/09/2017, 15:55:47] Yossi Tanuri:  Avi... Michael is my man on the ground..  He can be trusted...  

[25/09/2017, 15:55:55] Dr Avi Yanus: OK 

[27/09/2017, 11:59:20] Yossi Tanuri: I have an idea. Newboulds identity is all wrapped up in being a former 

judge and golf.   He must belong to some kind of judge or arbitrator organization.   If they have a golf 

outing or some kind of function coming up, we should have the blacks set up a cover for someone that 

looks/talks/same profile etc as newbould.   We get them closer and our guy discloses he essentially he has 

essentially the same 'values'.   He discloses a case or 2 where he couldn't control his hatred/bias against 

blacks/Jews (NOT chinese-Lisus has told newbould by now everything).   I would bet newbould won't be 

able to help himself. 

[27/09/2017, 11:59:25] Yossi Tanuri:  From the customer  

[28/09/2017, 12:48:18] Dr Avi Yanus: Sunday at 5:30PM, meeting at ours to summarize all paths forward.  

I’ll be happy if you come.  Gmar Chatima Tova! 

[28/09/2017, 13:00:00] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Meeting Sarel at noon. In the area of the office.  

[28/09/2017, 16:15:20] Dr Avi Yanus: We rescheduled the meeting to the evening so Dan and I can also 

and synchronize among all of us. Can you make it? 

[28/09/2017, 17:18:04] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Not sure.  

[28/09/2017, 17:22:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Let’s coordinate again on Sunday morning.  

[29/09/2017, 13:36:19] Dr Avi Yanus: Friends. I’m flying to New York on Monday. If you want me to meet 

Nathan or Jim - just let me know in advance and I’ll adjust the schedule.  in the meantime, Gmar Chatima 

Tova! 

[29/09/2017, 13:36:48] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Gmar Vhatima Tova 
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TIMING OF “STINGS”  
 

 

DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 

A. BEFORE INTERVENTION OF GREENSPAN ON SEPTEMBER 25, 2017 

September 12-14, 2017 Sari Richter (correspondence) Moyse Affidavit paras. 7-10 

September 13-14, 2017 Justice Newbould (correspondence) BC001934 p. 28-36 

September 13, 2017 Peter Fraser (correspondence) BC000191 

September 13, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 11 

September 13-15, 2017 Ekta Bhumri (correspondence) Bhumri Affidavit paras. 4, 6 

September 14, 2017 Lawrence Guffey (correspondence) BC000920 p. 167 

September 14, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 15 

September 14-15, 2017 Ian Bateman (correspondence) BC000191 

September 15, 2017 Ekta Bhumri (meeting - CANADA) Bhumri Affidavit para. 8 

September 15, 2017 Sunni Puri (correspondence) BC000191; BC000701 

September 16, 2017 Sari Richter (meeting - CANADA) Moyse Affidavit para. 11 

September 16, 2017 Sari Richter (correspondence) Moyse Affidavit para. 12 
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- 2 - 

  

DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 
September 17, 2017 Sari Richter, Brandon Moyse (meeting - 

CANADA) 

Moyse Affidavit para. 15 

September 17, 2017 Paolo De Luca (correspondence) BC000191; BC000697 

September 18, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence) Huang Affidavit para. 4, 7 

September 18, 2017 Peter Brimm (correspondence) Brimm Affidavit para. 3 

September 18, 2017 (Morning) Alexander Singh (meeting - CANADA) Singh Affidavit para. 19  

September 18, 2017 (Daytime) Justice Newbould (meeting - CANADA) BC000679 p. 14 

September 18, 2017 (6:00 PM) Alexander Singh (meeting - CANADA) Singh Affidavit para. 29  

September 18, 2017 (Dinner) Justice Newbould (meeting – CANADA) BC000679 p. 16 

September 18, 2017  Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit paras. 16-17, 28 

September 18, 2017 Brandon Moyse (correspondence) Moyse paras. 27-28 

September 18, 2017 Phil Panet (correspondence) BC000191 

September 18 – 19, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence) Kikhard Affidavit paras. 5-7 

September 19, 2017 Bei Huang (meeting - CANADA) Huang Affidavit para. 8 

September 19, 2017 Chantal Ballantyne (correspondence) BC000191 

September 19, 2017 Sari Richter (correspondence) Moyse Affidavit paras. 31-32 

September 19-25, 2017 Jonathan Lisus (correspondence) BC001934 p. 47-47 
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DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 
September 18-21, 2017 Roland Keiper (correspondence)  BC000191; BC001934 p. 37 – 

44 

September 20, 2017 Peter Brimm (correspondence) Brimm Affidavit para. 7 

September 20, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 48 

B. AFTER INTERVENTION OF GREENSPAN ON SEPTEMBER 25  
See Naomi Lutes notes of meeting with Avi Yanus and Guy Fikhte of Black Cube on September 25, 2017 
(CAT_E_00000575): “We made it clear this part of the investigation is over. Must stop. [....] B – no more 
undercover operations in Canada right now pls.”  

September 24-26, 2017 Helen Andersen (correspondence) BC000920 p. 157; BC000713 

September 25, 2015 Peter Brimm (correspondence) Brimm Affidavit para. 9 

September 25, 2017 Lorne E. Creighton (correspondence) BC000920 p. 148/BC000191 

September 26 – October 1, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 49-53 

September 26 – October 3, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence) Huang Affidavit para. 13-16 

September 27, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence)  Kikhard Affidavit para. 9 

September 28 – November 1, 

2017 

Etka Bhumri (correspondence) Bhumri Affidavit para. 20, 25 

September 28 – 29, 2017 David Gubatan (correspondence) BC000920 p. 160 

October 2, 2017 Alexander Singh (meeting – LONDON) Singh Affidavit para. 54 
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DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 
October 2, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 72 

October 3, 2017 Peter Brimm (meeting - CANADA) Brimm Affidavit para. 10 

October 3, 2017 Alexander Singh (meeting - LONDON) Singh Affidavit para. 73 

October 3, 2017 Albert Pelletier (correspondence) BC000920 p. 143 

October 3 – 5, 2017 Darryl Levitt (correspondence) BC000337 p. 9-17 

October 4, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 75 

October 4-November 1, 2017 Peter Brimm (correspondence) Brimm Affidavit paras. 15-19; 

BC002145 p. 1-24 

October 5, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence) Kikhard Affidavit para. 10 

October 3, 2017 Tony Lacavera (meeting - CANADA) BC000920 p. 103 

October 8 – November 9, 2017  Tony Lacavera (correspondence) BC000836; BC002145 p. 97-108 

October 9, 2017 Albert Pelletier (correspondence) BC000920 p. 143 

October 9 – 10, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence) Kikhard Affidavit para. 11-14 

October 10, 2017 Bei Huang (meeting - CANADA) Huang Affidavit para. 17 

October 10, 2017 Claude Robillard (meeting - CANADA) Robillard Affidavit para. 16 

October 11, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence)  Huang Affidavit para. 19 

October 11, 2017  Darryl Levitt (meeting – CANADA) BC000337 p. 9-17 

October 16 – November 2, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence) Kikhard Affidavit para. 15 
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- 5 - 

  

DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 
October 17-19, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 77-78 

October 23-30, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 80-86 

October 23 – 27, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence)  Huang Affidavit paras. 20-23 

November 1, 2017 Peter Brimm (meeting - CANADA) Brimm Affidavit para. 21  

November 1, 2017 Yujia Zhu  (correspondence) Zhu Affidavit paras. 5-6 

November 1, 2017 Yujia Zhu  (meeting - CANADA) Zhu Affidavit para. 12 

November 1-2, 2017 Bruce Langstaff (correspondence) BC000920 p. 108 

November 2 – 3, 2017 Alexander Singh (correspondence) Singh Affidavit para. 87-88 

November 3, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence) Huang Affidavit para. 23 

November 4 – 9, 2017 Yujia Zhu  (correspondence) Zhu Affidavit paras. 21-23 

November 6, 2017 (12:00 PM) Victoria Kikhard (meeting - LONDON) Kikhard Affidavit para. 17 

November 6, 2017 (4:00 PM) Victoria Kikhard (meeting - LONDON) Kikhard Affidavit para. 19 

November 6, 2017 Peter Brimm (correspondence) Brimm Affidavit para. 34 

November 8 – 10, 2017 Victoria Kikhard (correspondence) Kikhard Affidavit para. 24-26 

November 9, 2017 Bei Huang (correspondence) Huang Affidavit para. 25 

November 9, 2017 Bei Huang (meeting - LONDON) Huang Affidavit para. 28 

November 9, 2017 Tony Lacavera (correspondence)  BC002145 p. 97 

Date Unknown Kevin Baumann (correspondence) BC000920 p. 110 
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DATE OF STING INDIVIDUAL TARGETED  REFERENCE 
Date Unknown Patrick McGuire (correspondence) BC000920 p. 151 

Date Unknown  Elizabeth Tourigny (correspondence) BC000920 p. 154 

Date Unknown Daniel Nguyen (correspondence) BC000693  
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(Greenspan
Humphrey
Weinstein

Sent via facsimile and email.

September 25, 2017

Mr. Stephen Mills-Hughes
Registrar
Court of Appeal for Ontario
130 Queen Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5

Dear Mr. Mills-Hughes:

Re: The Catalyst Capital Group v. Moyse, Brandon et al
Court file No. C62655

l am writing on behalf of The Catalyst Capital Corporation to request an urgent attendance in Chambers this
afternoon before Mr. Justice Rouleau, the President of the Panel assigned to hear the above-noted appeal,
which is scheduled to commence tomorrow, September 26, 2017.

Over the weekend, circumstances arose which have resulted in irreconcilable differences between current
counsel of record and The Catalyst Capital Corporation regarding the conduct of the appeal. These
circumstances do not relate to any financial issue, but include a potential conflict of interest, such that Catalyst's
current counsel have concluded that they have no option but to seek to be removed as counsel of record.

l have been retained by Catalyst to, inter alia, provide advice in respect of these issues and in my view current
circumstances make it impossible for the appeal to proceed as scheduled.

l am available to attend before Justice Rouleau, together with current counsel of record, at 2:30 today or any
time thereafter. l would respectfully request that you convey this request to His Honour and to advise if such an
attendance can be arranged.

Thank you for your assistance,

Yours truly,
Greens an Humphrey Weinstein

Brian H. Greenspan

15 Bedford Road
Toronto, Ontario
1vl5R 2J7 Canada

T 416.868.1755
F 416.868.1990

15bedford.com
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September 25, 2017
Page 2 of 2

Copies to:

Appeal Scheduling unit, via facsimile and email

Rob Centa, via email
Rocco Di Pucchio, via email
Kent Thomson, via email
Matthew Milne Smith, via email
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BETWEEN

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO

Rouleau J.A. (In Chambers)

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.

and

Brandon Moyse and West Face Capital Inc.

DATE: 20170927
DOCKET: C62655

Plaintiff (Appellant)

Defendants (Respondents)

Rocco DiPucchio, Brian Greenspan and David Moore, for the appellant

Kent Thomson and Matthew Milne-Smith, for the respondent West Face Capital
Inc.

Robert A. Centa, Kris Borg-Olivier and Denise M. Cooney, for the respondent
Brandon Moyse

Heard: September 25, 2017

On appeal from the judgment of Justice F. Newbould of the Superior of Justice,
dated August 18, 2016.

ENDORSEMENT

[1] Mr. Greenspan for the appellant advised the parties and the court that he is

seeking to adjourn the matter now scheduled to be heard starting tomorrow. He

advises that on Thursday last, he was provided with information that requires

immediate investigation and may well lead to the tendering of a fresh evidence
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Page: 2

application with impact on the appeal. Apparently related to this, irreconcilable

difference between the appellant and counsel of record, Lax O'Sullivan, have

arisen such that Lax O'Sullivan has concluded that it has no option but to seek to

be removed as counsel of record.

[2] The respondents oppose any adjournment as they are ready and anxious to

proceed and are suffering some prejudice by the delay. Mr. Moyse has this cloud

over his name and West Face is under pressure to distribute the profits it has made

on the transaction.

[3] In the circumstances, I consider that it would be unfair to force the appellant

on without counsel. I therefore reluctantly agree to adjourn the appeal. In order to

allow for the possibility of the fresh evidence requiring additional court time I will

provide the dates of February 20, 21 and 22 for the appeal. l will remain seized of

any issues that may arise with respect to the potential fresh evidence. Counsel are

to inform me once it is determined if a fresh evidence application will be brought.

If no fresh evidence will be tendered, the appeal will be scheduled for only 2 of the

days set aside.

[4] The appellant is to retain new counsel forthwith and the necessary notice of

change of solicitors filed with the court, The issue of costs is left to the panel

hearing the appeal.
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017  19:46

Jim thought snowdy is full of shit and falling in 
value.  Gotta go.

Tuesday, Sep 12, 2017  19:46
14417046900

Oh well that surprises me

Sunday, Sep 24, 2017  08:17
14417046900

You feeling more comfortable now?

Sunday, Sep 24, 2017  08:18

Good morning.  Actually, no.  A lot of talk but 
virtually no substantiating evidence etc from your guy.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  18:09
14417046900

Do u still think arrests are imminent as you mentioned 
previously ??

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  18:22

We know a story is literally currently scheduled for 
sat.  We know that new evidence we have, including 
emails and sworn testimony, was acknowledged as enough 
by jsot for at least some formal stuff to proceed by the 
authorities.  We don't know if they r waiting for 
specific stuff re 1 or 2 specific parties and holding it 
up for such.  We also know further evidence from us is 
going to be delivered to the authorities in next 7-10 
days that is even more damning.   This is done.   
Question is how much more so they want which is tied to 
who specifically they r trying to catch in the net.  For 
example, we r not much help currently re anyone at osc.  
I do know that as every day passes and we get more of 
our own independent stuff, snowdy's stuff becomes far 
less valuable.   For example, we now have direct 
evidence on a judge etc.  Therefore, snowdy's comment re 
$5mm for the right judge and right decision from the 
commercial list from a partner in a downtown law firm is 
a quickly wasting asset--let alone his failure to even 
say what lawyer/law firm which then makes all of the 
statement worthless unless the lawyer in question is 
literally a person that could in fact reasonably be 
expected to know such a thing (something snowdy would 
never have the ability to assess); otherwise it's just 
ass-talk.   Unless he gets us substantiating / 
corroborating evidence in next few days, as well as 
disclose who exactly the lawyer that allegedly made the 
statement, even the value of that approaches zero now.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  18:23

Btw, we even have our own independent evidence of 
involvement of organized crime on TWO levels.  This is 
done.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  19:26
14417046900

Ok that's great.   5mm?  He wants 5 mm?

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  19:32

Who?  Plse read more carefully.  Snowdy alleges he was 
at a mtng where a partner from a downtown law firm 
allegedly said that for 5mm, the lawyer can get the 
right judge to oversee the case and provide the right 
decision.   It's One of his completely unsubstantiated 
and 'hearsay' statements that he has not even named the 
lawyer.  It's shit like that by snowdy that has 
destroyed his--and therefore your---credibility w the 
authorities and others.   The result in Tuen is that he 
has actually caused delays in the process instead of 
helping it.   We now know that Robbie true because of 
certain things the authorities and others have 
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

shown/shared w us.  If u want to help the process and 
expedite it, then go back to what I told u last month: 
tell snowdy and John Phillips to stop playing bs games 
and either provide HARD substantiating evidence for the 
allegations as well as specific (not just general) 
details.   Otherwise, he info is not actionable and 
people just feel like he--and therefore possibly u as a 
result but likely unintentionally--r wasting people's 
time and everyone wants to get on w this already.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  19:54
14417046900

Ah ok.  I know what your taking about.  I thought him 
and Jim were making progress on stuff.  I know that 
story on the lawyer but that is outside my case.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  19:58

Danny, I don't know what snowdy is telling u but he 
actually hurts his credibility and therefore yours w 
every interaction.   He is now just simply not believed 
by anyone unless/until he provides hard 
proof/substantiating evidence on EVERY statement.   He 
authorities trusted and believed u/John but now won't 
accept anything wout credible back up because of your 
association w snowdy and his repeated failures to come 
thru.   He needs to understand that we can either help 
resuscitate him via collaboration or he's basically 
persona non grata now.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:08
14417046900

Ya he tells me he is making progress with Jim. He trusts 
him.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:12

Jim is a crazy polite wasp.  I love him dearly but 
snowdy is clearly not great at his job if he can't read 
btwn the lines w jim.   Jim is furious that snowdy keeps 
wasting his time and not producing any real substantive 
back up.  I keep forcing him to go back.   Jim now wants 
brian Greenspan at the next mtng or so.  Brian clearly 
thinks very little of snowdy and told me pt blank last 
wk that snowdy needs to 'put up or shut up' in a very 
big way right now.  And brian is the one w the best and 
deepest relationship w jsot.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:20
14417046900

Do u mind if I talk to Jim so I can put an end to this 
without being the guy in the middle. Maybe I can bridge 
this and get everyone on same page

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:21

I can try but he's now at a place, as we all r, either 
there is hard corroborating evidence, or there isn't.   
Period.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:24
14417046900

Ya I figured this stuff was being talked about in detail 
at the meetings.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:26

U hAve no idea. And it's now damaging u by association.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:26
14417046900

Let me talk to Jim and then come back. Ya I hear you 
this shouldn't be that difficult and I wonder what is 
agenda is if he isn't forthcoming.  I get he wants to 
build some trust. But.
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:31

He's done the exact opposite and eroded whatever little 
trust there used to be.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:32
14417046900

Ya I hear u. He telling me the opposite

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:33
14417046900

Can u send me jims details I will get to bottom of this

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  20:49

Jriley@catcapital.com.   Office:416-845-3041.  Cell: 
416-302-6040.  There is nothing to get to the bottom of; 
jim and I speak a dozen times per day and r beyond 
close.   I am giving u the blunt truth that he will be 
too polite to say bluntly.

Monday, Sep 25, 2017  21:19
14417046900

Ty

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  07:52
14417046900

Reached out to Jim on What's app. He use it ?

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  07:54

Unlikely.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  07:58
14417046900

Ok will send text

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:30
14417046900

Was wondering. Cgx.  You control that through the reorg 
of pacific rubialis do you not?  Was wondering what the 
plans are there and what commitments do they have on 
their blocks.  I own a private co that is offshore 
Guyana.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:34

Frontera is obviously a public co.  As such I can not 
and will not discuss anything related to such not 
already in the public domaine.  If u have an interest 
directly or indirectly related to such, may I suggest u 
contact the co thru typical channels, sign an NDA and 
no-trade if approp, and then if there is anything to 
discuss do so via a typical process.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:35

Your request above is highly inappropriate and 
unacceptable, Danny.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:39
14417046900

Sure. Not asking for any non public info just wondering 
what the plans are for cgx.  Total just farmed in next 
door and we are going through a process in our private 
co so naturally I wonder if there is something that 
could be done with cgx as well.  Kinda depends on what 
their drilling commitments are etc.  newton there is 
nothing nefarious in my question. You have no public 
info that can be acted apon. The company is an orphan 
and needs a new plan. Hence my question.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:47

'Wondering what plans r for an alleged sub' IS 
potentially material non-public info. Perhaps u didn't 
realize such but by definition that is an issue.  Period.

Tuesday, Sep 26, 2017  09:49
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To: Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
From: Dan Gagnier[dg@gagnierfc.com]
Sent: Wed 9/27/2017 3:10:33 PM (UTC)
Subject: RE: Just left u a vmx

There is nothing online so far.
 
Checking with E
 
From: Newton Glassman [mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2017 11:05 AM
To: Dan Gagnier <dg@gagnierfc.com>
Subject: Re: Just left u a vmx
 
 CHeck huffington post and check w Emmanuel.  

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St., 
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
 
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
 
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 27, 2017, at 10:44 AM, Dan Gagnier <dg@gagnierfc.com> wrote:

Newton – I see nothing yet.  We are doing a full search and there are no references to any of the names.  Only new 
info out there are some random websites discussing Boland.
 
If someone else is prepared to come out with names, that doesn’t hurt what we are doing or reflect a loss of control.  
It likely adds to acceleration around the issue by mainstream media.
 
From: Newton Glassman [mailto:nglassman@catcapital.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2017 10:20 AM
To: Dan Gagnier <dg@gagnierfc.com>
Subject: Just left u a vmx
 
Is very time sensitive.   Plse check your vmx.  I am reachable by email but on a plane for next 3 hrs.  
 
FP has lost control of the Wolfpack story.  Apparently wout our knowing it, huffington post and others already on it, 
issued it 2 days ago, and even name the Wolfpack members.   She needs this out asap because I am told it's picking 
up momentum very quickly.  

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St., 
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
 
Office: (416)945-3030
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Fax:(416)945-3060
 
Sent from my iPhone
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, 
use or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does 
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of e-mail 
transmission.

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If 
you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, use or disclose this e-mail. E-
mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.
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To: Dan Gagnier[dg@gagnierfc.com]
From: emmanuel000ddd[emmanuelrosen@gmail.com]
Sent: Wed 9/27/2017 3:45:24 PM (UTC)
Subject: Links 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-bayout-that-wasnt-the-truth-behind-the-esco-
marine_us_59c156b4e4b0c3e70e742820

 

https://medium.com/@raheja.mobi/its-happening-right-under-our-noses-a5fe1a8d8b96

 

http://u.wn.com/2017/09/18/West_Face_strategy_love_em_and_leave_em/

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=o0K_L9OFUDc

 

https://greg-boland.blog/
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:15

Why u sending me this?

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:16
14417046900

Read it.  It’s happening everywhere. Story of interest.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:17

I did read it.  So?

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:19
14417046900

Just saying it’s everywhere. These guys fighting back.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:24

Snowdy allegedly mtng w brian Greenspan today.  U/John 
Phillips better make it 100% clear to snowdy that this 
is literally his very last chance.   Ask Phillips about 
who brian is;  suffice to say that brian has the ability 
to pressure and speed up jsot and others.  Snowdy MUST 
be extremely candid, forthright, provide everything and 
no games.  Otherwise not only will we throw snowdy on 
the trash heap, I am told so will jsot/police/ osc.  
Brian can either help snowdy and his credibility or 
decide we and everyone else has to get as far away as 
humanly possible from him.   This is a favor to u and 
snowdy.   He better understand that and fact he only 
gets this one shot.  NO GAMES OR BS.  Direct snowdy to 
give brian literally everything he has.   If brian is 
happy w such, we will make sure snowdy gets pd properly 
etc.  If not, he's done forever on this stuff.  Read 
btwn the lines:  we r not the only people empowering 
brian in this re snowdy.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:28
14417046900

Honestly. I thought he had good chats with Jim. So I 
hope he just down loads it all and in there are nuggets 
you can use. Jsot is taking all his stuff this week so. 
I am not in meetings so I can’t dictate the 
conversation.  Else I would

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:29

His conversations w jim were disastrous

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:30
14417046900

That’s not the impression I got from Jim.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:31
14417046900

Combing through his info for your purposes another story.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:35

Danny,u r stubborn and not listening.   It was 
dISASTROUS w jim.  Period.  Snowdy clearly has no self 
perception or self judgment.  Others find him to be both 
not credible and likely double dealing.   Jsot and 
others refuse to rely on ANYTHING he says and have proof 
as to why he is not credible.  They r letting brian meet 
w him as a favor and because they trust and rely on 
brian.  U need to stop arguing w me, u don't know all 
the facts, and I am trying to do YOU a favor.  FUCK!!!!!!

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:37
14417046900

Lol ok.  I can only go on what I know and see. I know 
his history with the OSC. I hope u are wrong on the 
double dealing. I can’t control him. He has to do that 
on his own.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:38
14417046900

I am Irish I am stubborn. To a fault most times
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Text Box
Tuesday, October 3, 2017 @ 10:24 am















Danny Guy (14417046900)

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:40

Stop being so fucking defensive and be fucking 
objective.   U r beyond pissing me off and I have had it 
w u guys.  U literally don't know what the fuck u r 
talking about on this now.  Snowdy has his one last 
chance.  If he blows it, u r severely damaged w him.  
Period.  U linked yourself far too intimately w him.  
His resurrection is, in my opinion, literally an 
imperative FOR U AND YOUR CREDIBILITY.  Fuck u r 
thick!!!!

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  10:51
14417046900

Newton. What would u have me do ? He has two years of 
stuff. Tapes emails etc. what’s valuable to you I don’t 
know.  Let him go through it with Brian. Why don’t u 
tell me what’s going on so I can help.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  11:15
14417046900

U want to chat on this ?

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  11:18

No.  He worked for u.  It's therefore YOUR property and 
he was pd by YOU.  U clearly do not understand it's YOUR 
resp to control him.  Right now he is using u and 
hurting u badly.  U clearly r too stupid or too blind to 
see it.  So be it but I can't and won't do your job for 
u. If u don't care about yourself then I certainly don't 
have a moral obligation to help u.  I have 2 
multi-billion $ businesses to run and fiduciary duties 
to my investors, let alone a duty to my family.   He's 
fucked u and this is your last chance to fix it.  I have 
no interest in spending one more minute on this helping 
u until u figure out U have to help yourself.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  11:21
14417046900

And comments like that are why no one likes you.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  13:23

Danny, u need to grow up. Not only is the above comment 
inappropriate and unnecessary, it's also blatantly 
untrue.  I have some very big issues due to snowdy.  I 
have failed repeatedly to deal w them.  U have no idea 
how much it is costing u.  I have repeatedly tried to 
help u.  I have way more and better info on this issue 
than u have --and way better than your wildest dreams.  
If u r too stubborn and narcissistic to try to be 
objective in the name of protecting your own 
interests---and then justify such by verbally lashing 
out like a 3yr old---then let the chips fall for u where 
they may.  It's not a exactly like either your personal 
reputation but esp your professional history and 
reputation r 'unblemished'.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  13:26
14417046900

Whatever Newton.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  13:26

U r acting like a child.  Grow up.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  13:29
14417046900

This whole thing is way past either of us at this point 
on both sides of the border. He said he would give Brian 
everything.  Let’s see

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  14:53

He has said that to us and others numerous times and 
then plays games.  It really was and is up to u to 
manage/control him.  He was pd by u. Work product 
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

belongs to u.  Inapprop for him to be holding it back 
and/or using it for personal leverage unless you have 
given him permission to do so.  That's why now no one 
trusts or believes YOU.  Either u r not controlling the 
guy properly or u r allowing/blessing his behavior.  
Authorities literally believe u may we'll be part of the 
'wolfpack'/otherwise financially involved.   I kid u 
not.   And I will not defend u one more time, esp after 
your behavior/comments today.  U don't know shit about 
what's really going on or the stupid accusations 
currently being thrown around.  U have enemies trying to 
make sure u get damaged / pulled down and u r not even 
smart enough to see I have been trying to protect u.   
For months.   U simply have literally no clue how 
decisive FOR YOU today's mtng w brian is; snowdy gives 
up everything and comes across 100% cooperative or there 
r big troubles headed in your direction. I am trying to 
help u and u act like a 3 yr old.  I was warned that at 
times u r not stable.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:00
14417046900

Oh I know who my enemies are. In the end they all go to 
jail or a worse fate will be in store for all of them. 
There is no where to hide.

Again. I don’t own him. He has been a big help in my 
view. I can’t control him. He is his own guy. That’s why 
we offered him to you.
Hopefully he can help you.  Let me know how the meeting 
goes.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:02
14417046900

Above is laughable by the way

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:26

U just don't get it.   If u pd him, it's your work 
product.  That's why people r skeptical about u etc.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:27

It's simply not believable or acceptable that if it's 
your work product but u let snowdy do w it (including 
withhold it etc) unless u r using it /him to manipulate 
the situation etc.  That's why your credibility is so 
tied to snowdy and so damaged along w his.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:56
14417046900

Let me know your thoughts on today’s meetings
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Danny Guy (14417046900)

belongs to u.  Inapprop for him to be holding it back 
and/or using it for personal leverage unless you have 
given him permission to do so.  That's why now no one 
trusts or believes YOU.  Either u r not controlling the 
guy properly or u r allowing/blessing his behavior.  
Authorities literally believe u may we'll be part of the 
'wolfpack'/otherwise financially involved.   I kid u 
not.   And I will not defend u one more time, esp after 
your behavior/comments today.  U don't know shit about 
what's really going on or the stupid accusations 
currently being thrown around.  U have enemies trying to 
make sure u get damaged / pulled down and u r not even 
smart enough to see I have been trying to protect u.   
For months.   U simply have literally no clue how 
decisive FOR YOU today's mtng w brian is; snowdy gives 
up everything and comes across 100% cooperative or there 
r big troubles headed in your direction. I am trying to 
help u and u act like a 3 yr old.  I was warned that at 
times u r not stable.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:00
14417046900

Oh I know who my enemies are. In the end they all go to 
jail or a worse fate will be in store for all of them. 
There is no where to hide.

Again. I don’t own him. He has been a big help in my 
view. I can’t control him. He is his own guy. That’s why 
we offered him to you.
Hopefully he can help you.  Let me know how the meeting 
goes.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:02
14417046900

Above is laughable by the way

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:26

U just don't get it.   If u pd him, it's your work 
product.  That's why people r skeptical about u etc.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:27

It's simply not believable or acceptable that if it's 
your work product but u let snowdy do w it (including 
withhold it etc) unless u r using it /him to manipulate 
the situation etc.  That's why your credibility is so 
tied to snowdy and so damaged along w his.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  15:56
14417046900

Let me know your thoughts on today’s meetings

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  21:51

Here is Brian's direct quote: "Two and a half hours of 
interesting but unusable bullshit - and two and a half 
minutes of food for thought."   Fucking blew it.  U have 
no idea.  Plse thank snowdy for wasting everyone's time 
and blowing his one chance at redemption--and putting u 
on the soup.  I warned u.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  22:24
14417046900

2.5 hrs  seems like a long time to get nothing.

Tuesday, Oct 03, 2017  22:27

Brian was instructed to make sure he gave snowdy every 
imaginable opportunity.  He blew it big time.

Thursday, Oct 05, 2017  12:32
14417046900

John spoke to Brian. You are right  he didn’t do what we 
wanted him to do.  Now I am pissed off.  He was told to 
give him everything.  Why didn’t he is the question.
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Text Box
Tuesday, October 3, 2017 @ 9:51 pm



Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/3/2021  103

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1       remember reading that note, no.

 2 229               Q.   And just to finish the thought, if

 3       we could then go back to the text messages one last

 4       time before we break about this meeting, and this

 5       is now my tab 36 and look at page 25.  Toward the

 6       bottom of the page there is a text from Danny Guy

 7       at 15:56 where the question he puts is:

 8                        "Let me know your thoughts on

 9                   today's meetings."

10                   And this is October 3, the same day as

11       the meeting we just looked at, where you write back

12       and say:

13                        "Here is Brian's direct quote:

14                   'Two and a half hours of interesting

15                   but unusable bullshit - and two and

16                   a half minutes of food for thought.'

17                   Fucking blew it.  U have no idea.

18                   [Please] thank snowdy for wasting

19                   everyone's time and blowing his one

20                   chance at redemption -- and putting

21                   u on the soup.  I warned u."

22                   And you then go on to say:

23                        "Brian was instructed to make

24                   sure he gave snowdy every imaginable

25                   opportunity.  He blew it big time."
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/3/2021  104

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                   Guy says:

 2                        "John spoke to Brian.  You are

 3                   right he didn't do what we wanted

 4                   him to do.  Now I am pissed off.  He

 5                   was told to give him everything.

 6                   Why didn't he is the question."

 7                   And then you say at the top of the

 8       page:

 9                        "He's playing both sides of the

10                   street.  And u have been suckered by

11                   him."

12                   So I took it that that meeting with

13       Brian Greenspan on October 3 of 2017 did not go

14       well and that Snowdy yet again failed to produce

15       the corroborating evidence that he maintained he

16       had; fair enough?

17                   A.   I don't think that is accurate.  I

18       don't think that is accurate.  Read the bubble.

19       There was two and a half minutes -- by his own

20       description to me, there was two and a half minutes

21       of, quote, "food for thought".  I suspect that

22       there was some stuff, but we still needed and

23       wanted confirmatory evidence.

24                   Our whole approach to Danny Guy and

25       Snowdy and Vincent Hanna was we know way more than
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/3/2021  105

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1       they thought we knew.  We had way more evidence

 2       than they thought we had both before talking to

 3       them, during talking to them and after talking to

 4       them, and we just wanted the confirmatory evidence,

 5       period.  It is not that -- I personally didn't

 6       think it was that complicated.

 7 230               Q.   And your assessment was that

 8       Snowdy "fucking blew it", to use your words, that

 9       he wasted everybody's time and "He blew it big

10       time".  That was your assessment as of October 3,

11       2017, at 21:51 and at 22:27; correct?

12                   A.   That is not quite accurate.  That

13       is what I said to Danny Guy, hoping to put more

14       pressure on him.  To this very day, I suspect that

15       if Snowdy has material, there is a chance that it

16       will come forward.  We would love to get it.

17 231               Q.   Well, here we are and it is now

18       May of 2021 and you still don't have it; correct?

19                   A.   That is true.

20                   MR. THOMSON:  All right.  Could we

21       break there for lunch.

22                   MR. MOORE:  Yes.

23                   [DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

24                   -- RECESSED AT 1:09 P.M.

25                   -- RESUMED AT 2:03 P.M.
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Affidavit 

Date: _ ....cO..:....CT_Z;.....3_20.:..._19~ 

Translation of: 1;;Y/AIL 'o 

I hereby certify that the tf §Pig.e,.-1 to 2:NGt-1°:M 
translation of the above mentioned is accurate and true-. _ _ _;:=-::-=.=-.:.~~ 

JudyKubi-!Yp . 

3250 Bloor ~West, 
Suite 600, Toronto, ON MSX 2X9 
agency@taontario.ca 

Continental Translation Agencies 
Certification Bureau (CTACB) 

www.ctacb.com 
Certified Member No 00109 

A Translation Agency W of Ontario 

Toronto (647) 985-7174 
Ottawa (613) 699-6944 
Website: www.taontario.ca, 
E-Mail: manager@taontario.ca 

H~1': 839829397RT0001 
PBN: 839829397PG0OO t 

comroi,s1ond., the 
provmce of Quebec, with 
Jurisdiction throughout Canada. 
and in all countries #218197, valid 
until04.19.2020 
Madonna Vergara Antonio 
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From: Guy Fikhte 

Sent: 
To: 

Friday, October 04, 2019 4:10 AM 

Romy Martin 

Subject: Fwd: Coordination of objects - Canada 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Sare! Granit <s.granit@blackcube.com> 

Sent: Friday, October 6, 2017 10: 13:18 AM 

To: Guy Fikhte <g.fikhte@blackcube.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Coordination of objects - Canada 

Sare! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sare! Granit <s.granit@blackcube.com> 

Date: 6 October 2017 at 10:10:48 GMT + 3 

To: Arik <arik@psy-group.com> 

Cc: Abraham Ronen <AbrahamRonen@psy-group.com> 

Subject: Re: Coordination of objects - Canada 

Hey Arik 

Yours according to the agreement with Gadi - l +2 

Former wf employees in our care and already in contact with them - 3+4+5 

Familiar. Not working on her - 6 

Our job [unclear] we are in contact with her - 7 

Not working on them - 8-9 

l 

' 1 '·HHH\c;\ 

. -..· '\. 
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BC002601/3

Ours according to the agreement with Gadi. Working on him - 10 

Yours according to the agreement with Gadi and so we have left them - 11-15 

[unclear] I ask to know exactly what you have already done regarding wf employees [unclear] 

Very much hope that you have not affected our running operations there. > 

Sare! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 6 Oct 2017, at 1:12, Arik <arik@psy-group.com> wrote: 

Hi Sarel, 

Below is a list of our objects at this stage and I am already in contact with most of them. We are continuing to collect and 

expand to additional objects, we request to receive as soon as possible your list of objects in order to avoid doubles, 

redundancies and unnecessary work. 

Thanks, 

Arik 

1. Koren Lightning-Earle 

2. David Sooaru, Bob Eliot & Rosedale golf club leadership 

Related to WF: 

3. David (Alasdair) Gubatan 

4. Daniel Nguyen 

5. Victoria Kikhard 

6. Casey Gaddess 

7. Helen Andersen 

8. Dana Quentin Coffield 

Related to WP: 

9. Marc Cohedes 

IO. Bruce Lengstaf 

11. Sarah Anderson 

2 
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Related to K2 

12. Vanessa Del Burgo 

Related to Anson: 

13. Mike Walczyk 

14. Brandon Hubah 

15. Alex Ren 

3 
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2018-02-14, 1: 57 PMPrint

Page 1 of 1about:blank

Subject: Re: To do list

From: Virginia Jamieson (vjamieson7@yahoo.com)

To: emmanuelrosen@gmail.com;

Date: Saturday, October 14, 2017 7:09 PM

I'm on it!!

Did you receive my bank wire info?

Virginia Jamieson
650-279-8619

> On Oct 14, 2017, at 4:20 PM, emmanuel000ddd <emmanuelrosen@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Hi dear Virginia, 
> Let me thank you again for all What you are doing and more then all for opening your heart to me. I will
never forget it. Your son had the most loving and sweet mother in the world,
> Regarding our missions:
> The most urgent things is getting from you on Monday list of media that you are going to approach with the
woolfpack case. Also I will love to know on Monday that you set a meeting with Rachel regarding Westface.
> If you have any new ideas please let me know. If you need addition information from Daniel please don't
hesitate to contact him,
> I'm meeting Glasman on Tuesday afternoon in NYC and want to update him on those activities,
> Also I would appreciate ideas on a strong magazine or TV show that can be interested in a profile story on
Glasman and his companies,
> On the bcc case I will talk to you. It's very simple story. The abuse on one hand and the money trail and
money loundring with evidences and quotations on the other end.
> My greatest desire here is New York Times and I will explain you how to pitch then when we will speak, I
need also strong tier 1 in Canada. And some tier 2 media which will concentrate on the abuse stories
> Have a great weekend and talk to me when you can
> Emmanuel

VJ00000048/1
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  414

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1 redacted version of your calendar on the 17th.

 2 David, may we please have production of an

 3 unredacted version of this page?

 4 U/A         MR. MOORE:  I'll take that under

 5 advisement.

 6 BY MR. THOMSON:

 7  848 Q. All right.  And, Mr. Glassman, I'm

 8 assuming that because your counsel are very, very

 9 excellent lawyers and they are fair lawyers, that

10 they wouldn't have redacted from your calendar

11 meetings that were squarely relevant to the matter

12 at issue in this case.  So I'm assuming that if

13 these redactions were done fairly, they will not

14 disclose a meeting with either Black Cube or Psy

15 Group on October 17.  Is that a fair assumption?

16 A. Their instructions would be to

17 follow the rules.  If they redacted it improperly,

18 it wasn't on my direction.

19  849 Q. And let me show you how this

20 calendar entry came to be on the 17th and why I

21 believe it doesn't disclose anything about Psy

22 Group or Black Cube and ask you to pull up, please,

23 tab 149.

24 MR. MOORE:  Mr. Thomson, to be fair,

25 there are notes that have been disclosed referable
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  415

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1        to this time frame.

 2                    MR. THOMSON:  Yes.

 3                    MR. MOORE:  Well, I mean, you say

 4        "yes", but I mean, I think some of this stuff

 5        should be shown to the witness.

 6                    MR. THOMSON:  Oh, it is going to be.

 7        Believe me, it is going to be.

 8                    MR. MOORE:  Well, no, but not shown

 9        after the fact and kind of with the idea that

10        something has been hidden and whatever else.

11                    BY MR. THOMSON:

12  850               Q.   Yes, we are going to go to the

13        hidden point right now, David.  So look at the

14        emails at tab 149.  That goes right to the heart of

15        this issue.  And scroll to the bottom of the page,

16        please.

17                    So this is an email from you to your

18        assistant on October 17th at 9:44 a.m.:

19                         "Need passport update/replaced

20                    2.  Calendar error.

21                        1. Plse arrange or make appt etc.

22                    for new passport.

23                        2. Today is not all day

24                    [meetings] w[ith] Gadi.  Plse delete

25                    from calendar and correct."
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  416

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    And then above that, the same date --

 2                    A.   Whoa, whoa, go back, go back, go

 3        back.  "[...] is not all day [meetings] w[ith]

 4        Gadi."

 5  851               Q.   Yes.

 6                    A.   I don't know if that means that

 7        the whole day wasn't with Gadi or it isn't meetings

 8        with Gadi.  And what "Plse delete from calendar and

 9        correct" can easily mean is make it so it is for

10        whatever part of the day a meeting with Gadi, if I

11        am meeting with Gadi.

12  852               Q.   Right, you have to scroll up.

13        Just stay with me.  I'll come back and I am going

14        to show you the whole email chain, and then we'll

15        come back and I am going to ask you questions.  I'm

16        trying to be fair to you.

17                    So above that, Stefanie Wright writes

18        back at 10:17 a.m. and she says:

19                         "1.  Passport forms are already

20                    completed and I have you going in

21                    after your trip in November with

22                    Alexandra.

23                        2.  Gadi told me he had a meeting

24                    with you all day ending at 8:00PM.

25                    I just followed up with him and he
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  417

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    responded 'I will talk with him.

 2                    Maybe he doesn't have time...its

 3                    ok.'  Kindly advise once you speak

 4                    with Gadi how long your meetings

 5                    will be and I will correct

 6                    accordingly."

 7                    And then above that your email to Ms.

 8        Wright of October 17th at 11:05 saying:

 9                         "I don't want it in the

10                    calendars!!!!!" with five or six

11                    exclamation points.

12                    A.   Okay.

13  853               Q.   You asked her to delete the

14        meeting from your calendars; correct?

15                    A.   It appears that I did.  I don't

16        know why, but yeah, it appears that is what

17        happened.

18  854               Q.   And --

19                    A.   He wanted the whole day.  He

20        wanted the whole day.  I didn't want to spend the

21        whole day with him, at least that is how I am

22        reading this.  Let me read it again.

23                         "Gadi told me he had a meeting

24                    with you all day ending at 8:00PM.

25                    I just followed up with him and he
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  418

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    responded 'I will talk with him.

 2                    Maybe he doesn't have time...'".

 3                    Maybe I didn't meet with him.  If I

 4        told him I don't have time, then maybe I didn't

 5        meet with him.

 6                         "Kindly advise once you speak

 7                    with Gadi how long your meetings

 8                    will be and I will correct

 9                    accordingly."

10                    I may have meant I don't want it in the

11        calendars because I'm not meeting with him.  I

12        don't know --

13  855               Q.   Well, I am going to show you

14        documents --

15                    A.   We will have it unredacted, and if

16        I met with him, you'll have the calendar.

17  856               Q.   All right.  Are you able to do

18        that over the lunch break?  David, do you have

19        these records easily accessible?  Can you email me

20        that one page?

21                    MR. MOORE:  What is the --

22                    MR. THOMSON:  It is October 17th, 2017.

23                    MR. MOORE:  This is the 17th, is it

24        not?

25                    MR. THOMSON:  Yeah, October 17, 2017.
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  419

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                    MR. MOORE:  And this is about a -- is

 2        this not about a trip to New York?

 3                    THE DEPONENT:  It is.

 4                    MR. THOMSON:  Yes, it is.  There are

 5        meetings in New York that take place that day.

 6                    MR. MOORE:  Yes.

 7                    BY MR. THOMSON:

 8  857               Q.   I just want to see the calendar

 9        entries.  I want to see an unredacted version of

10        this page is what I want to see?

11        U/A         MR. MOORE:  Okay, I'll see what we have

12        got, and I will let you know our position.

13                    MR. THOMSON:  Okay, so should we break

14        there?  It is 1 o'clock.

15                    MR. MOORE:  Yes.  Just leave that on

16        the screen so that we can get the document

17        reference.

18                    MR. THOMSON:  How long do you want for

19        lunch, Mr. Glassman?  Is 45 minutes is enough?

20                    THE DEPONENT:  Yeah, 45 minutes, but

21        there clearly wasn't a full-day meeting.  I didn't

22        even land until it says 10:30, and I didn't even

23        check in until 11:00, which is almost impossible at

24        that time of day to get from Peterborough to -- is

25        it Peterborough?  Yeah, from Peterborough to
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To: Stefanie Wright[SWright@catcapital.com]
From: Newton Glassman[nglassman@catcapital.com]
Sent: Tue 10/17/2017 11:05:57 PM (UTC)
Subject: Re: 1. Need passport update /replaced 2. Calendar error

I don’t want it in the calendars!!!!!    

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St., 
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3

Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 17, 2017, at 10:17 AM, Stefanie Wright <SWright@catcapital.com> wrote:

1.       Passport forms are already completed and I have you going in after your trip in November with Alexandra.
2.       Gadi told me he had a meeting with you all day ending at 8PM. I just followed up with him and he responded 

“I will talk with him. Maybe he doesn’t have time… its ok,” Kindly advise once you speak with Gadi how long 
your meetings will be and I will correct accordingly,

 
Thank you,
 
Stef
 
From: Newton Glassman 
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 9:44 AM
To: Stefanie Wright
Subject: 1. Need passport update /replaced 2. Calendar error
 
1. Plse arrange or make appt etc. for new passport
 
2.  Today is not all day mtngs w Gadi.  Plse delete from calendar and correct.  
 
 

Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
Catalyst Capital Group Inc.,
Bay Wellington Tower
181 Bay St., 
Suite 4700 PO Box 792
Toronto Ontario Canada
M5J 2T3
 
Office: (416)945-3030
Fax:(416)945-3060
 
Sent from my iPhone

CAT_E_00000644/1
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Camouflage
17.10.2017

1
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3 Object Mapping 

Current West Face Employees Former West Face Employees

Peter Brimm
Former 

Employee

David Gubatan
Investment 

Manager

Tony Griffin
Partner

Ekta Bhumri
Assistant 

Controller

Graeme McLellan
Hedge Fund Associate 

Helen Andersen 
Former Executive 

Assistant
Bei Huang
Compliance

Claude Robillard
Managing Director

Greg Boland
CEO

Peter Fraser
Partner

Patrick McCguire
Trader

Alexander Singh
Ex GC

Victoria Kikhard
Investor Relations

Daniel Nguyen
VP Northleaf

Brandon Moyse

Criminal behavior in WF/ lack of performance2 3Newbould RacismPurchase of Wind/ Moyse’s employment1

4 Wolf Pack 5 Whistleblowers

Yu-Jia Zhu
Former WF VP

1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

1 3

1 3

1 3 1 3

1 3 1 3 1 3 1 31 3

1

Sari Ritcher
Brandon’s Wife

1

BC000790/3BC000790/3
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4 Object Mapping 

Frank Newbould

Frank Newbould Wind

Criminal behavior in WF/ lack of performance2 3Newbould RacismPurchase of Wind/ Moyse’s employment1

Jim Deeks
Team Member on 
Newbould’s team

Lynden D’Alosio
Pro golfer on 

Newbould’s team

Craig Boyer
Former Catalyst 

employee

Anthony 
Lacavera
Wind CEO

Simon Lockie
Clear Water

Lorne Creighton
Former Catalyst 

Employee

Larry Guffey
CEO of LG Capital

Michael Serruya
Managing 

Director Serruya

Michael Leitner
Tennenbaum 

Managing Partner

Scott Reid
Stornoway 

Founder

Mark Holdsworth
Tennenbaum Co 

Founder

4 Wolf Pack 5 Whistleblowers

Jeff McFarland
Former CEO & 
Owner of XTG

Bob Molinaux
Whistleblower

Kevin Baumann
Whistleblower

Albert Pelletier
Former OSC, 
current LSUC

Darryl Levitt
Fortress 
Principle

Whistleblowers

1

2

2

2

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

5 5 5 5 5
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5 Object Mapping 

Kurt Feshbach
President of Kurt 

Feshbach

Adam Spears
CEO of Anson

Sherry Ye
Ex Senior Equity 

Research Associate

Desmond Lau
Equity Research 

Analyst

Kevin Dusseldorp
Ex Investment 

Analyst

Sunny Puri
Anson

Aaron Tan
Former Anson 

Employee

Frank Meng
Ex Equity 
Research 
Assistant

Amy Ding
Ex Equity 

Research Associate

Alex Wang
Ex Equity Research 

Associate

Anton Strgacic
Former Anson 

Employee

Chris Hines
Former Anson 

Employee

Elina Stolyar
EX VP of BizDev

Neeraj Monga
Ex Veritas 
employee

Kyle MacDonald
Ex Investment 

Analyst

Rosa Han
Ex – Research 

Associate

Sam LaBell
Head of 

Research

Carmela 
Zentena
Assistant

Veritas

Bruce Livesey
Journalist

Bruce Langstaff
Broker at 
Cancord

Anson

Others

Francois de Toit
Analyst

Mike Reid
Trader

Josef Vejvoda
VP at K2

Daniel Gosselin
K2

Shawn Kimel
President & CIO

Andrew Kearns
Analyst

Mallory Hazlett
Office Manager

Vanessa del 
Burgoe

Former Assistant

K2

Criminal behavior in WF/ 
lack of performance2 3Newbould Racism

Purchase of Wind/ Moyse’s employment1

4 Wolf Pack 5 Whistleblowers

4

4 4 4

44

4 44

4 44

4 44

4 44

44

44

44

44

445
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34 Bei Huang’s Profile

Professional life

Relation to the Case

Current employee at West Face (Middle office).

2006 – Present: Middle office at West Face.
2001 – 2003: MBA in Finance, Concordia University .
1999 – 2001: Bachelor of Commerce, Management Information Systems, Concordia
University.

Bei.huang@westfacecapital.com
beihuang@hotmail.com

8 Painted Rock Avenue, 
Richmond Hill, ON L4S 
1R6

+(647)338-5508

BC000790/34BC000790/34
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35 Bei Huang’s Active Approach

Relation to the Case

Current employee at West Face (Middle office).

Story: We received Bei’s CV from one of our clients and were very impressed with Bei’s experience, in 
particular in risk management. There is an opening that might be a good fit for Bei’s abilities and 
experience.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: 30 year old female Cover: Director of Talent Acquisition

BC000790/35BC000790/35 719



36 Meeting with Bei Huang - Toronto
BC000790/36BC000790/36
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68 Peter Brimm’s Profile

/

Professional life

Relation to the Case

Former West Face employee who was hired for his vast experience in short trading.

2008 – present. Guest lecturer at various universities and MBA programs
2015 – present: Portfolio manager at Picton Mahoney
2011 - 2015: West Face Capital: Joined the team at West Face in 2011, melding my
activist and long/short backgrounds into a distress/special situations environment.
2006 – 2011. Owner and Portfolio Manager at First Q Capital
2002 – 2006: Senior Analyst at Relational Investor. Fundamental Equity Analysis at $6.2 Bn
investment fund. Activist Strategy, value based
2000-2002: MBA, Stanford
1993 – 1998:  BA, business economics UCLA

peter.brimm@gmail.com 
09/17/1974 (43) +1(416)955-4108

BC000790/68BC000790/68 721



69 Peter Brimm’s Active Approach

Story: Cover company organizes a business event, that will take place in a number of major cities 
across North America. The invited participants are Chinese businessmen, potentially interested in 
investing into the US and Canadian primary and secondary markets. Peter is invited to take part as a 
guest speaker or guide.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: 45 year old male
Cover:  Executive Director of a round 
table organizer and event production 
company 

Relation to the Case

Former West Face employee who was hired for his vast experience in short trading.

BC000790/69BC000790/69 722



70 Meeting with Peter Brimm

Peter talks about when started working at WF

BC000790/70BC000790/70
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136 Yu-Jia Zhu Profile

/

Professional life

Relation to the Case

Yu-Jia Zhu is a former West face Capital employee
Active approach TBD

Apr 2017 – Present: Co-Founder & Chief Investment Officer at White Crane Capital Corp.
Alternative investment advisor based out of Vancouver. The firm manages an event 

driven multi-strategy hedge fund.
2008 – Apr 2017: Vice President at West Face Capital Inc.
Feb 2006 – May 2008: Fund Manager at UBC Portfolio Management Foundation.
May 2007 – Aug 2007: High Yield Debt Investing – Intern at Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial
Group..
May 2006 – Aug 2006: Fixed Income Trading – Intern at Merrill Lynch.

Vancouver, 
Canada

BC000790/136BC000790/136 724



137

James Deek’s Profile

Professional life

Relation to the Case

James Deeks is a member of a golf team at Rosedale golf club, he plays in the same team as
Frank Newbould.

2015-Present: Founder and President, Primary Counsel Productions.
2015-Present: Member, Board of Directors, Toronto Rehab Foundation.
September 2009- Present: Columnist, Fairway magazine.
September 2013- January 2017: Executive producer and co-host, the Toronto files.
1997-present:Founder (corporate entitiy, Primary Counsel Group Inc.
2006- December 2014: Executive director, RESP Dealers Association.
2005-2012: Executive director- diabetes committee, MEDEC- Canada’s Medical Device
Technology Companies.

jdeeks@primarycounsel.com
+1 416-689-8421

https://fairwaysgolf.ca/
blogs/jim-deeks//

jimdeeks@gmail.com

BC000790/137BC000790/137
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138

James Deek’s Active Approach

Story: We are a consultant agency representing a large Canadian PE ( insinuating WF) and we are in 
the market for a strategic Media consultant to help us with the public image of the company.   

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 
Agent: Male agent in his early 50s.
Specialized in business development 
and consultancy  

Cover: The agent will approach Deeks 
as a senior partner at a consultant 
agency.

Relation to the Case

James Deeks is a member of a golf team at Rosedale golf club, he plays in the same team as
Frank Newbould.

BC000790/138BC000790/138 726
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Lynden D’Aloisio’s Profile

Professional life

Relation to the Case

Lynden D’Aloisio is a member of a golf team at Rosedale golf club, he played in the same
team as Frank Newbould as the pro golfer.

March 2016- present :Associate Golf Professional, Rosedale gold club.
April 2005- November 2015: Associate Professional, magna golf club.
April 2001- October 2004 : assistant professional.

+1 905 867 0783

BC000790/139BC000790/139 727



140

Lynden D’Aloisio’s Active Approach

Story: We are a rich business man looking for private golf tutoring during his stay in Ottawa.
During the private lessons our agent will talk about Frank Newbould.   

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: Male agent in his early 60s.
Specialized in African investments

Cover: The agent will approach 
D’Aloisio as a golf player looking for 
private lessons

Relation to the Case

Lynden D’Aloisio is a member of a golf team at Rosedale golf club, he played in the same
team as Frank Newbould as the pro golfer.

BC000790/140BC000790/140 728



182 Next Steps

1

2

3

4

Purchase of Wind/ 
Moyse’s employment

Newbould Racism

Criminal behavior in 
WF/ lack of 
performance

Wolf Pack

Whistleblowers

1

2

3

4

5

Explore Frank Newbould’s surroundings and target new objects on a more personal level rather 
than professional

Proving Greg Boland heads the negative activity against Callidus 

Expose & target the Wolfpack members

Reveal further information about Brandon Moyse’ new position at Storonoway

Expose more information about the whistleblowers and short position attacks5
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Cc: Ran Shacham[r.shacham@blackcube.com]; Zorella Dan[zorella@blackcube.com]; 
yt@tamaraglobal.com[yt@tamaraglobal.com]; tt@tamaraglobal.com[tt@tamaraglobal.com]
To: Yossi Tanuri[yossi@tanuri.net]
From: Avi Yanus[/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CD64BAC8D7454D048EB27F809CEDEE09-YANUS]
Sent: Fri 10/20/2017 1:09:31 PM (UTC)
Subject: Re: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege

Thank you.

Again, We look forward to continue a successful cooperation. 

Avi

Sent from my iPhone

On 20 Oct 2017, at 8:01, Yossi Tanuri <yossi@tanuri.net> wrote:

The below is approved.
I will make an effort to wire you bonus prior to month end.
Thanks and Shabbat shalom
Yossi

From: Avi Yanus [mailto:yanus@blackcube.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 7:50 PM
To: 'Yossi Tanuri' <yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: 'Ran Shacham' <r.shacham@blackcube.com>; 'Zorella Dan' <zorella@blackcube.com>
Subject: RE: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation 
Privilege

Dear Yossi,

I hope this email finds you well.

I am pleased to inform you that we have just concluded an excellent meeting with your 
representatives.

The meeting included a presentation of the project’s current findings, and a lively discussion 
regarding the status of work and future actions.

While your representative appreciated the value of the findings presented to him, we all 
agreed that there is still a lot of work ahead of us.

Moreover, we have agreed on the following:
1. Immediate payment of 150,000 USD to Black Cube as part of the success fee which

was defined in the project’s LOE.
2. All the rest of the success fees  which were defined in the project’s LOE, are extended

until 30/11/17.
3. The following addition success fee elements will be added to the success fees defined

in the project’s LOE:
a. If the appeal is accepted, and the appellant court orders a retrial – Payment of

500,000 USD to Black Cube
b. If a final decision in favour of the Client is made – Payment of 1,500,000 USD to

Black Cube
c. If the Client is awarded a sum larger than 500,000,000 USD as a result of any

BC002323/1
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court decision or any settlement – Payment to Black Cube of 1% of the funds 
awarded

Of course, all project success fees, and specifically those mentioned above, are independent 
from one another and subject to article 24 of the LOE (“80:20”).

We look forward to a successful cooperation, a continuation of work, and reaching our mutual 
goals.

Looking forward to seeing you tonight.

Best regards,
<image002.jpg>

From: Avi Yanus [mailto:yanus@blackcube.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2017 8:16 AM
To: 'Yossi Tanuri' <yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: 'Ran Shacham' <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: RE: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation 
Privilege

Good morning Yossi,

Thank you for the prompt reply, it is much appreciated.

Please find attached the signed contract including the updated invoices according to the signed 
contract. Please note that Annex A will be sent separately.

We very much look forward to our mutual work and success, good luck to us all.

Best regards,
<image005.jpg>

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net] 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2017 7:19 AM
To: 'Avi Yanus' <yanus@blackcube.com>
Cc: 'Ran Shacham' <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: RE: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation 
Privilege

Hi Avi – pls find attached a signed contract
Pls send me account to wire funds to .
Pls send the appendix to document signed as well
Thanks
Yossi

From: Avi Yanus [mailto:yanus@blackcube.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2017 8:21 AM
To: 'Yossi Tanuri' <yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: 'Ran Shacham' <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: RE: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation 
Privilege

Dear Yossi,
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Following our meeting yesterday, and as promised, please find attached the revised LOE for 
project Camouflage for your review and signature.

We look forward to receiving the signed contract and the confirmation of the first payment.

Should you need anything please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Best regards,
<image006.jpg>

From: Yossi Tanuri [mailto:yossi@tanuri.net] 
Sent: Thursday, September 7, 2017 4:06 PM
To: Avi Yanus <yanus@blackcube.com>
Cc: Ran Shacham <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: Re: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation 
Privilege

Thanks Avi
Received.
I will review and consult with my legal team and will get by to you asap.
Best
Yossi

---------------------
Yossi Tanuri

On 7 Sep 2017, at 9:50, Avi Yanus <yanus@blackcube.com> wrote:

Dear Yossi,
I am pleased to e-meet you.
Following your discussion with my colleague, I am pleased to attached to this email 
the Letter of Engagement for project Camouflage, and the company’s T&C for your 
review and confirmation.
Please also find attached the project invoices, according to the payment schedule 
you conveyed to my colleague.
We look forward to working with you on this very interesting and promising project, 
and most of all we excited for this opportunity to provide with the deliverable which 
you require.
Should you need anything else, please feel free to contact me directly, and in any 
case I look forward to meeting you next week.
Best regards,  
<image002.jpg>

<LoE Project Camouflage 7.9.2017.docx>
<B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1566-Signed.pdf>
<B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1567-Signed.pdf>
<BC - Terms and Conditions 2017.docx>
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To: Jim Riley[JRiley@catcapital.com]
From: Lauren Oberson[LOberson@catcapital.com]
Sent: Mon 10/23/2017 9:38:32 PM (UTC)
Subject: FW: Meeting with Business Insider

Hi Jim,
 
Diana said that Gabriel is free now (or might be whenever you get back from your meeting) to speak about the below. 

I am going to go meet my cousin for tea downtown but am around if you need me.
 
Kind regards,
 
Lauren Oberson | Executive Assistant to James (Jim) Riley | The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. | 181 Bay Street, Suite 4700, P.O. Box 792 
Bay Wellington Tower, Brookfield Place, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2T3 | T: 416.945.3004 | M: 647.280.2035 |  F: 416.945.3060 | E: 
loberson@catcapital.com
 
From: Sharon [mailto:sharon@psy-group.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 12:16 PM
To: Jim Riley
Cc: Lauren Oberson
Subject: Meeting with Business Insider
 
Hi Jim,
 
Emmanuel wants to set up a meeting for someone from your firm with Virginia, a PR specialist who is in touch with Rachel Levy 
from Business Insider. The subject is WF and its poor financials.
He wanted to know who here can go and meet with her today/tomorrow, to give her more details about what exactly is amiss over 
there, preferably with concrete data.
 
He does not intend for anyone from management to go at this point.
 
Would also like to ask you a few questions from my colleagues in IL when you have a minute.
 
 
Regards,
 
Sharon Kisluk
Senior Project Manager
Cell: +972-542014743       
http://psy-group.com/

 
 
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail (including any attachments) may be confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee, please inform the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Do not copy, use 
or disclose this e-mail. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free, and the sender does not accept 
liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.
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West Face Capital (WF) appears to be losing face following a streak of dismal returns. The Toronto-

based hedge fund, managed by activist investor Gregory Boland and considered a formidable player in

its eld with over $2 billion in assets under management, continues to deliver very weak results for its

investors. The weakness of WF’s nancial results, which are low and unsatisfactory by any standard, is

magni ed even more when accounting for red-hot equity markets and their returns to every asset class.

By their own account, WF is underperforming signi cantly compared to the S&P 500, the S&P/TSX

composite, the Event Driven Distressed Hedge Fund Index, the Event Driven Activist Index and basically

any other relevant index.

So what exactly is going on at WF? Have Boland and his team simply hit a bump in the road? Or is there a

deeper story at play? It’s dif cult to tell from a simple analysis of WF’s reports since the level of detail

(rather, the lack thereof) makes it hard for even nancial experts to understand what is hindering their

Report rights infringement

developed with YouTube
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numbers. Suf ce to say that in an industry with loose regulation and oversight, to begin with, WF’s near

total lack of transparency and oversight compared to its peers stands out. It raises serious concerns.

Now consider that lacking transparency with the abovementioned, consistent underperformance. Taken

together those concerns constitute alarm bells that cause any self-respecting investor with a bit of logic

to take a step back and a very serious look at whether this is the place or people they want managing

their money.

Lack of compliance

WF appears to have lied or misrepresented facts on its Form ADV reports, claiming it quali es for

exemption from registration since it acts solely as an advisor to private funds and has less than $150M

in assets under management in the US. In reality, WF did not report assets under management for

several US incorporated funds on its FORM ADV, including the West Face Long Term Opportunities

(USA) L.P. which reportedly sold $849.46M insecurities. Instead, WF reported this fund as a “feeder” to

its Cayman Islands-based West Face Long Term Opportunities Global Master L.P., a fund that reports

less gross assets.

WF’s Form D and Form ADV simply do not match. Based on SEC lings, WF’s estimated AUM exceeds

$2.4 billion. The reduced reporting requirements WF has enjoyed since 2012 allows the rm to skate

SEC scrutiny along with reduced reporting requirements. Similar SEC investigations into similar PE

rms and hedge funds during the same period resulted in a signi cant enforcement action for

undisclosed fees and expenses, failure to disclose con icts of interest, misleading claims, and valuations,

unauthorized shifting, allocation of expenses and more.

Finally, WF has been the subject of injunctions from several Canadian provincial authorities. The Alberta

Securities Commission has heard four cases against them, the Ontario Securities Commission three. WF

insiders have also failed to promptly report on SEDI (Canada’s Electronic System for Disclosure by

Insiders).

Pro t through management fees, no returns
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One of the main problems with funds like WF is their short-term gain approach. The appeal of making

huge money through its performance fees often causes the fund’s managers to take very big and very

unnecessary risks.

In a recent interview, Greg Boland openly declared his true nature as a gambler and a thrill seeker,

stating that “Being a contrarian and buying at the nadir of investor con dence has always appealed to

me psychologically, I don't know why. The result is you often get some bumpy rides at the beginning. If

you're trying to catch a falling knife, you can get a few nicks on the way down.”

With the fund’s performance so weak, well below its high watermark, Boland and his team will need to

provide some very strong returns very fast if they want to continue enjoying the sweet, addictive taste

of success fees. Combine these two factors together and add the lack of transparency or reporting

requirements and you get a sure re recipe for some very risky and problematic deals in WF’s near

future.

In the meantime, WF’s investors should take a very good, in-depth look at their investor and consider
how lucky they really feel with the boat sailing through turbulent waters and a thrill-seeking, risk-taking
captain at the helm, especially when it comes to OPM (Other People’s Money). 

Community news via WN by marvinomi

Tweet 0Post Like 0Share
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Interview: Pakistan-born opera singer conveys peace message in unique Sufi opera
by Misbah Saba Malik ISLAMABAD, Oct. 25 (Xinhua) -- Saira Peter, a British singer of Pakistani origin, is visiting the country's
capital Islamabad with an aim to convey the...
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Beating by ex-husband leaves Arkansas woman 'unrecognizable,' authorities say
An Arkansas man was arrested early Saturday after his ex-wife was beaten beyond recognition, the Hot Springs Sentinel-Record
reported. Police responded to an apartment...

ARKANSAS ONLINE 2017-10-24

Thousands don terrifying costumes in preparation for ghoulish Day of the Dead parade in Mexico
...
REVELLERS in Mexico City take to the streets dressed as skeletons in preparation for the Day of the Dead festival popularised
by James Bond movie Spectre. People wearing...

THE SUN 2017-10-23

Catherine Zeta-Jones, 48, looks youthful as ever as she stuns in silver dress with thigh ...
CATHERINE Zeta-Jones steps out showing off lots of leg in a split silver gown - as she hits tonight's The Best Fifa Awards event.
The glamorous 48-year-old actress also...

THE SUN 2017-10-23

Musical Chairs in the Legislature?
Musical chairs in the political arena may be under way in Senate District 19, which comprises House Districts 37 and 38. That
district stretches from western Tualatin north...

PUBLIC TECHNOLOGIES 2017-10-22

London's £10 T-charge comes into effect in fight against toxic car fumes
Drivers of older, more polluting petrol and diesel cars in centre of capital now liable for fee on top of congestion charge London
London's £10 T-charge comes into effect...

THE GUARDIAN 2017-10-23
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Actress Heather Lind
accuses ex-US
President Bush of
sexual assaultThe Siasat Daily

Are Americans Worse
Than The
Concentration Camp
Muselmenn, MerelyWorldNews.com

Mayweather Threw
Rounds In McGregor
Fight, Claims Jim
LampleyTMZ

Ancient Navigational
Instrument Found In
500-Year-Old Wreck
WorldNews.com

Related News

London\'s £10 T-charge comes into effect in fight against toxic car fumes
Drivers of older, more polluting petrol and diesel cars in centre of capital now liable for fee on top of congestion charge London
London's £10 T-charge comes into effect in ght against toxic car fumes Drivers of older, more polluting petrol and diesel cars in
centre of capital now liable for fee...

THE GUARDIAN 2017-10-23 

Russia accuses US-led coalition of ‘barbaric’ bombing of Syria’s Raqqa
Author: Reuters Sun, 2017-10-22 13:13 ID: 1508672179587788400 MOSCOW: Russia accused the US-led coalition in Syria
on Sunday of wiping the city of Raqqa “off the face of the earth” with carpet bombing in the same way the Americans and Britain
had bombed Germany’s Dresden in 1945. The Russian Defense Ministry, which has itself repeatedly been forced to deny
accusations from...

ARABNEWS 2017-10-22 

Council to unite Newtown’s King Street
Tuesday 24 October 2017 Inner West Council will seek to boost the economy of Newtown's King Street by delivering late night
retail trading, legalising arts and music in shop fronts and untangling red tape which is confusing business owners on the retail
and entertainment strip. Following City of Sydney's proposal to investigate late night trading on one side of the busy...
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Breaking News Video Script

Hello and welcome to our latest financial report. In recent breaking news, the Canadian market 

was rocked by allegations of insider trading, market anipulation and interference by  well-

known veteran short sellers Mark Cohodes and Anson Funds.

The extreme lack of regulations against short selling has attracted many veterans to venture to 

Canada to take advantage of the system and use it for their own profits. Currently, there are 

allegations that Anson Funds has been privately setting the agenda together with Mark 

Cohodes, who publicly uses these market manipulation strategies. These types of allegations 

has sparked inquiries into many people that execute coordinated market manipulation tactics 

which use short selling attack campaigns against other companies. 

They take advatnage of a broken system that allow companies to attack other companies. 

Critics have been vocal about short selling and how much accountability there is after the string 

of recent high-profile short selling attack campaigns in Canada.

Shorting is an ambigious tactic used by large financial corportaions to manipulate the market in 

their favor by attacking a comapny's assets and spread vicious rumors. This manipulates their 

public perception because they know it will lead to massive drops in their stocks' value. Then 

these malicious companies bet that these stocks will drop in value, resulting in massive profits 

for them.

This event has reignited the debate that if short selling expose existing problems such as fraud 

within companies or are they creating self-fulfilling prophesies through coordinated campaigns.

1
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K2 & Assoc:io1tcs 

1<2 & Assoda:tes Is run by Shawn K1md. one of Canada's most 
~resswe short ~s. wrth Awnko Mlrweg tis most rKent high
prof4C tb1get. 
Shawn Klmel k the foundff of Kl & Associates, the- firm 1hat puts out 
his research about t¥gets. He staned his c.reer at the Wotkk\g 
Venture-s Cbntidibn F\Rt in l996 before he opened the fl1m in 1998. He 
has been the CtO eYer since. KM-net acts ~ the Chief lrwestment omcer 
for both The K2 Principal FtM'lcl LP. and The K2 Principill Trust. 
Kimel~ m•rket mtnipultt10n tbetict lhfl s.hort •nd <is.tort cciuln 
stock's. smearing compar.t$ to drive the p,ic:e down. Attacks typkalty 
spcrulate aboul a company'sgcwe,nance structure or scare readers 
into thinldng • fi1m·s bool(s have been eooked Anothe-1 ex~ w.n 
K.ts pressvrt-on Oonw,lon ~to sell stock In 2015. Thbt bUKk 

1elled on vague !ns;nuatlons agamst the company's businfiS strat~y 
and the company's upper rnanegtmtnL 

Since• ,ep,011 In 2016 assested AUnko had m,de poor mlnlng de<l1ic::inl 
in Afnca, the stoc-k has tanked. A second report by MudctyWate,s 1n 

2017 halted tr4ding entirety. The attack on Asanko was not possible 
WilhwtK.:Z. 

Oanielle 8ochcwe at Ibc Globe and M.aH says !hat report - and the 
re.teUOn of Asanko man.tgement • Is what f1rst caused Huddy Waters 
to IOOlt II As.anko. ~ MLX.kfy W•ters CIOlmed they WOUid never hbve 

Issued 1hekown ,epoct had ll not been for Kl dtawlng attention to the 
stock. Kl is also not open to new hweston. suggesting majo, ls sues If a 
hed9C fund wants lo keep ntw- investors out. 
Kimel ts dose w11h West Face Capital founder Gregory Boland. They 
might have even came up with their firms' names together, Kl IS named 
for the second•·U.lltst mountain In the worid. 'West Ftcet refers to the 
famed western 'Side ot the same pe.1<. The two m•lntaln their offices 
across the street from each other. Boland and Klmel are so close 1hey 
ha~ bOCh ~.Imto the urne places. 
He hais a strong wo,k,ng ,elaillonshipWilh other membertof the 
Woffpack. He co-fnvestsoften with MHCap's HM:lhew Macisaac and 
Hillel Heitz. who got their respectNe SYlrts at K2. HGC lntelT)i)tilOnih 
~ ... id Hede:n l'l llk>i former K2 ,ssoci,te who Is close with Anson 
Funds' Hoez Kassam. 

Mate Cohodes 

An,onf"unds 
Orl:obtr11 DI 

Shere thb po1:t 
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\ HOMEPAGE COMPANIES ABOUT US 

MMCAP 

MMCAP 

MM Asset Management is a financial brokerage in Toronto managed by 
co-founders Hillel Meltz and Matthew Macisaac. The hedge fund team 
got their sta,t together working at K2 & Associates. 
Macisaac still manages the MMCap Fund, known for Its ac1ivity in 
Can&dian $hO<t·selling and Su$1>Ci0usly consistent ,eturns. MMCap also 
co-invests with K2 & Associates• child funds lovictus MP Strateg~ 
WRQWiQa . Merus Labs. Swi\her Hyg=., Mariana Resources (along 
with Ben Cubltt's Samara Fund Canadian 5uoetk>r Energy,., and ~ 
Wind Eoergx with Samara and Anson). 

Macls.aac's career is a wonder considering he was arrested i.n 2008 for 
cocaine trafficking. at a time he was considered one of Canada's best 
hedge fund managers. Ben Cubitt, then a partner at MMCAP. insisted to 
Canada's The Globe and Mall that Macisaac was not the same who 

worked f0< the firm, which w•s a blatant lie. 

He was caught at the culmination of a police operation called Project 

White Rabbit They surveilled a Tor onto nightclub called the Comfort 

Zone. waiting for the opportunity to catch Macisaac in the act. When 
police as.keel him why he was carrying $600 In his pockets at the club, 

hi-s excuse was ''I'm a hedge fund manager.• Macisaac survived the 
charges with a slap on the wrist before returning to his ;ob like nothing 
happened. 

PREV.OUS 

MMe Cohodes 

Marc Cohodes 

Anson Funds 

Share this post 
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THE 

WOLFPACK 
CORRUPTION 

(OMPANILS 

Marc Cohodes 

Marc Cohodes is one of the leading voices for short
ulhng in the US and Canada. Smee JeaV1ng Gold-

~old mor• 

MMCAP 

MM Asset Management is a financial brokerage tn 

Toronto managed by co-founders Hillel Meltz and 
Matthew Macisaac. 

K2 & Associates 

K2 & Associates is run by Shawn Kimel, one of 
Canada's most aggressive short sellers, w,1h Asanko 
Mining ... 

Re..imor• 

Anson Funds 

Anson Funds was founded by CE.O Moez Kassam 
and has a long career in short-selling. As the head .. 

Read more 
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CORRUPTION 

ABOUT US 

The WoUpack chews up its targets and spits them out. Like L11Ue Red Riding Hood without 

the happy ending, publicly traded oompanies are hit herd by an avalanche of false charges. A 

blizzard of lies collects momentum, snowballing down the mountain on unsuspecting compa
n ies who can't compote with the Wolfpack's ability to do-.stroy target company reputations 

with litUe insinuation. 

With an allusion to a cooked book o, a hint to a conflici of interest, the Wolfpack is a shad• 
owy cabal of shorl sellers th.at d istort company reputations to drive stock prices down. They 
prey on investor tendency to jump at rumors, creating a cascade of rumor to profrt off s:tocks 
they decide to short. 

This is the story of an unsuspecting company, delivering its products to customers down the 

long and winding path in the forest that is Bay Street. But the path is not a safe one despite 
the scenic Canadian wood and tweets of the birds in the trees. Those woods hide predatory 
speculators and market manipulators. 

Those tweets. hit pieces and speculative reports carry rumors that tum investors against 

your company, marking your fresh red hood not as a respected brand but a target . Not as a 

worthy lnve$tment, but a stock abOut to nosedive. 

Those rumors are simple to spread, The wolves in lhe forest are the likes of Anson Funds, 

K2 & Associates, West Face Capital, MM Asset Management and the American shon seller 
Mark Cohodes. The Riding Hoods? A growing list of victims like Nobilis, Home Capital Group, 

Concordia and Equitable Group are In the trenches against the WOlfpack's flnancial war ma• 
chine. 

The Wolfpack develops stories about their targets based on minutia of evidence, amplifying 

m ild foibles to twist them into death knells for 1hese companies. 

Few v1ct1ms htave survived their wrath. Some have defeated negative projections handedly. 

Others have successfully gone to war in court. The inept judges know their game. The weak 
courts know their pattern. The hamstrung regulators have seen it. too. 

Now you have a chance to catch these wolves in action and save your investments. learn 
here how Toronto's WoUpack shotts and d istorts target companies to make quick money. 
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WolfPack Corruption
@WolfPackScam

Working to expose 'The WolfPack' - a
group of companies in #Canada that
secretly manipulate the stock market &
target other companies.
#WhereAreTheAuthorities

wolfpackcorruption.com

Joined September 2017

New to Twitter?

 Pinned Tweet

WolfPack Corruption  @WolfPackScam · Oct 30
Who is the #WolfPack? They're companies that commit #MarketManipulation in 
#Canada together - #RT! 

Read more at http://www.wolfpackcorruption.com 
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WolfPack Corruption  @WolfPackScam · Oct 29
#MarketManipulation #Canada #ShortSell #Economy #Market #Finance 
 
#Share this with your friends #RT

  



     

 WolfPack Corruption Retweeted

Canada Action  @CanadaAction · Oct 28
Natural resources are the foundation of our economy #AgProud
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 WolfPack Corruption Retweeted

WolfPack Corruption  @WolfPackScam · Oct 25

Replying to @Franktmcveety @Davitoeh and 48 others

These people are destroying the #Canada economy. Please RT, don't let the 
government ignore them!
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 WolfPack Corruption Retweeted

MJ  @BleepedNews · Oct 25
#Canada 's stock market just a close good ol boy club? #ShortingStocks could 
sure explain our housing bubble & real estate problems

  





Replying to @rollincrazy @Franktmcveety and 48 others

Group of companies and their CEO's that short sell Canadian companies, 
and the government doesn't care. It's called market manipulation

    2  3

WolfPack Corruption  @WolfPackScam · Oct 25
Very well said, you hit the nail on the head here.

  



Replying to @Tornadoflavor @WolfPackScam and 48 others

I BEG to differ.  a short here & there is nothing, a BUNDLE of tens of 
thousands makes a major impact. All you need is the right BANK.

     

WolfPack Corruption @WolfPackScam

MJ @BleepedNews
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 WolfPack Corruption Retweeted

BusinessNewsNetwork  @BNN · Oct 25
#LIVE now on BNN: Bank of Canada holds rates at 1%

  


 

Bank of Canada holds interest rates
The Bank of Canada has maintained its key benchmark rate at 1%. BNN's Jon
Erlichman pores over the details.

  4   49  47

WolfPack Corruption  @WolfPackScam · Oct 25
#WednesdayWisdom #WednesdayMotivation  
 
These people are part of the Wolf Pack and they're controlling the #Canada 
markets & your money! #RT
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A Company Desperate 
to Maintain a False Image 

In the world of hedge funds and money managers, there are 

those you can trust to make accurate and timely investments, 

and those who take what prove to be unnecessary risks with a 

hope of return that is never met. West Face Capital, a Toronto

based hedge fund. has come under intensive scrutiny as of 

late for several discrepancies in their reports, which have led 

financial market experts to raise red flags. 

According to the S&P 500, a widely-regarded and -entrusted 

gauge for determining the profitability and reliability of large

cap U.S. equities, West Face Capital is falling short in almost 

every performance index. Data, which includes backdated 

reports on five year. three year and one year revenues. 

highlight the shockingly meager account with which the 

investors have been presented. As the business operates in 

both Canadian and American markets. there are also detailed 

reports available on the TSX index that corroborate West 

Face's poor returns. 

While the hedge fund claims one thing, the visible results as of 

June 2017 show that the S&P 500 has gone up 19.9% over the 

last year and West Face's index went up only 28%. 

This means that by choosing to invest in the S&P or in other 

top American stocks. you would have yielded 539% more 

revenue than if you were to invest in West Face. 

Their credibility is on rocky terrain, as they continue to 

vehemently deny any trouble in their portfolio. The TSX 

reports yield a similar conclusion, with an increase of 11% over 

the past year, 292% better than West Face. An investor who 

would willingly purchase options through West Face in this 

market. or consult their money managers in this state. is 

putting their money in the trust of a company with zero idea of 

how to read the current market. 
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Riddled with Manipulation 
and Falsified Reports 

What should trouble investors is the lack of transparency in 

West Face's financial reports and in their communications 

with their clients. Canadian-based hedge funds tend to enjoy 

more lax regulation than their American neighbors, and West 

Face Capital is taking full advantage of this. The company 

employs no outside auditors. This means that investors are 

letting the fund manage their capital and compile their 

reports with virtually no outside scrutiny. It does not take a 

financial expert to recognize the potential for misconduct in 

this situation. 

In light of this, and with all the accompanying suspicion, it is 

truly a wonder that West Face Capital, run by CEO Greg 

Boland, manages to maintain a client base at all. The reason 

lies in a sophisticated web of manipulation that has lulled 

investors into a false sense of security. These investors are 

not dumb -far from it - but West Face Capital has perfected a 

scheme of manipulating funds and revealing just enough 

information to keep their clients and business partners in the 

dark about their actual worth. They consistently report gains 

when the harsh reality reflects a string of near-crippling 

losses. 

' • - . • • 

• • - . 
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Activist Investing to 
Suit Their Own Needs 

West Face, under the direction of Greg Boland, utilizes an 

activist investor approach that is not well received. Activist 

investors focus more on securing their own interests rather 

than promoting the needs of their clients: Rather than 

improving the companies they work with, activist investors 

position their own people within existing company structures 

in order to push their agenda forward. Several companies in 

the past few years have issued major complaints against 

West Face after falling victim to activist techniques. West 

Face's rearrangement did little to improve their portfolios, 

and instead shook up existing business structures with no 

benefit 

It would be remiss not to mention one of the largest issues 

with West Face Capital; an issue that may confirm claims of 

misconduct and market manipulation more than any other. A 

private firm found evidence that West Face Capital has not 

been reporting assets under management for several US 

incorporated funds on its Form ADV since 2012. In addition, 

the most recent Form ADV reports that West Face Capital 

qualifies "for the exemption from registration" because it acts 

as the sole adviser to private funds and has 

assets under management of less than $150 million. 
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Wise Investors 
Should Look Elsewhere 

This, however, is a blatant lie. This exemption has permitted 

West Face to escape SEC examination and allowed for 

reduced reporting. The form D and Form ADV for West Face 

do not match, and based on SEC filings, the investment 

management firm's AUM is estimated to be more than $2.4 

billion. Suspicion of non-compliance with SEC regulations is 

high, and their relation to the OEC is largely thought to be the 

same. Coupled with the fact that West Face has been late in 

filing with SEDI over 16 times, this is a factor that cannot be 

ignored. West Face Capital is desperately trying to maintain 

their image amidst obvious inequities, and their behavior is 

deplorable. Any sound-minded individual who hopes to 

preserve their portfolio's worth would be wise to think twice 

before putting their money into the hands of this company. 
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Falsified Reports Activist Investing For Investors Conta 
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Oman - FW: 'white campaign - urgent miuh:m 6/23/19, 4:18 PM 

mail 

FW: 'white campaign - urgent mission 

-------·•·.,,.,.,.,,·.,.~•·.,.,,,,,,.,,.,.',,,·,.,~,,,:"'-'.,-,-•,••·s.,,,,,·.,•'•''·,.;,;,,._,,,,. . ._ .. ,,,,,·,,,, ••·•·•·••·•·•·•--•"•·•'•'•·•·,,.,·,·,·,••·••·•••·••••·•'"'""'·,,,.,,,·,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,•,,;,,~•-·••- ,., ,,, ... , ... ,_,,,,,,,,,,,,·- ••·•-·~· •-·~,-·~·-·••••~·•·••••·•·••••••-,eo"-'·''"'''"'.''.'''''•'·,,•,,;- ·,-•,.•.•,"'''''''··•·'·'''""' • -'""'-"'"'''''··'•"·'''.·"-·-"'·,:.,;,;."''''''".'"'_",.__-,.,~:,,·,,· 

Royl Buratlen <royi@psy-group.com> Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 12:32 PM 
To: Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmail.com>, Eitan Chamoff <eitan@psy-group.com>. Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy
group.com>, Ori <ori@psy-group.com> 

This mission is TOP PRIORITY for the coming week. 

Let's discuss this all on Monday. 

Best, 

Royi 

From: Royi Burstien 
Sent: Saturday, November 4, 2017 5:41 PM 
To: Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@invop.net>; Ori Amir <ori@invop.net>; Roy G <royg@invop.net>; Eitan Chernoff 
<eitan@invop.net> 
Subject: 'white campaign - urgent mission 

This was received from the client today -

We have a very serious problem w this reporter Lawrence delivigne from Reuters. West face I anson I someone 
pushing him to write another very untrue and bad story about us. We r now at huge risk becuase PT is so late w the 
White campaign. We have no choice and it must start RIGHT NOW. One of the stories we need out RIGHT NOW is 
Catalyst's recognized 'Best of breed' for its reporting and processes as recognized by INSTITUTIONAL LIMITED 
PARTNERS ASSOCIATION ('ilpa). That includes: European carry structure, absolute ban on transaction tees, 
absolute ban on personal trading accounts, third party fund administration, and most importantly fact we r only fund in 
the wor1d we know of that has TWO accounting firms (both kpmg and PwC)independently do our valuations on 
portfolio co's. Also has to say how nearty every monetization has been always OVER the value we show our 
investors. Etc 

And we have to have this in a tier one paper THIS COMING WK. this is not negotiable. It must happen. They have 
to make it happen ASAP. This is how/where the counter attack is coming and we need it squashed before they can 
even start. 

http1://m1ll.googl1.eom/mall/u/0?lk■440e6afebb&vlaw■pt&1earch• ... m1g-f"8A15831600176712&9238&slmpl•mso•f"3A158320892241S42076015 Pago 1 or 3 
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Omall - FW: 'white campaign • urgent minion 

Best regards, 

Royi Burstien 

PsyGroup 

+972 (54) 2223722 

+1 (347) 3445427 

+44 (203) 7691556 

WF009004 

Cl/23/19, 4:16 PM 

Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy-group.com> Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 12:41 PM 
To: Royi Burstien <royl@psy-group.com> 
Cc: Phil Elwood <phil.elwood(mgmail.com>, Eltan Chamoff <eitan@psy-group.com>, Ori <ori@psy-group.com> 

I suggest - if this is now the TOP priority and not WP, let's ask Bloomberg to do this story. Phill, we started to engage 
them - let's change the topic 
Emmanuel 

:nl'l.11, <royi@psy-group.com> Royi Burstien , 17:33 nll\!.l:l ,2017 ':lllJ. 4-:i 

[Quoted text hidden) 

Eitan Chamoff <eitan@psy-group.com> Sat. Nov 4, 2017 at 1:11 PM 
To: Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy-group.com>, Royi Burstien <royi@psy-group.com> 
Cc: Phil Elwood <phll.elwood@gmail.com>. Ori <ori@psy-group.com> 

I agree. 

Eitan Charnoff 
Project Manager & Business Development Psy-Group 

From: Emmanuel Rosen 
Sent: Saturday. November 4, 2017 6:41 PM 
To: Royi Burstien 
Cc: Phil Elwood; Eitan Chamoff; Ori 
Subject: Re: 'white campaign - urgent mission 

(Quoted text hidden] 

httpa://mall.google.com/mall/u/0?lka449eCSaf8bb&vlew•pt&search• ... msg-t,,aA15831600171571299238&1lmpl•m1g-fK3A15832083224S4207808 Peg• 2of 3 
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Gmall - FW: 'whit• campaign - urgent mlaalon 6/23/10, 4:1& PM 

Ori <ori@psy-group.com> Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 2:10 PM 
To: Eitan Chamoff <eitan@psy-group.com>, Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy-group.com>, Royi Burstien <royi@psy
group.com> 
Cc: Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmail.com> 

We will add what the client wants to our rewrite and do everything we can to publish it on tier 1. 

Phil - this is the article I talked to you about a few days ago. You can see how urgent it is. Let's talk on Monday? 

Of'i 

(Quoted text hidden) 

Royi Bunstien <royi@psy-group.com> Sun, Nov 5, 2017 at 1 :58 AM 
To: Phil Elwood <phil.elwood@gmail.com>, Eitan Chernoff <eitan@psy-group.com>, Emmanuel Rosen <emmanuel@psy
group.com>, Ori <ofi@psy-group.com> 
Cc: Avi Eliyahou <avi_e@psy-group.com> 

If it helps we have an ADDITIONAL WORKING BUDGET I BONUS FOR THIS - $10k - IF THE ARTICLE IS 
PUBLISHED BY FRIDAY! 

Best regards, 

Royi Burstien 

Psy Group 

+972 (54) 2223722 

+1 (347) 3445427 

+44 (203) 7891556 

(Quoted text hidden) 

http1://m111.googla.com/mall/u/O?lk=448a6af&bb&vl•w•pt&Narch• .•• mag-f"3A16831tl00175712Sl9238&1lmpl•m1g-f"3A156320832241S4207eoa Page 3of 3 
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Privileged and Confidential 

Does he get that he’s no longer with the firm? 

[05/11/2017, 13:30:39] Dan: He doesn’t get it. And we’ll have to address that point, otherwise he’ll 
blabber to Yossi and the customer  

[05/11/2017, 18:58:07] Dan:  Good morning.  Thank u Gadi but not sure I fully understand.   Just so u 
guys know, we now know that Lawrence delivigne is part of a large ‘black pr push’ by west face and 
others.   They r trying to attack how we report our returns and our performance generally.  They r 
focusing on tier 1 media outlets.   We r the only firm in the world that has 2 audit firms review our 
returns (PwC and kpmg), our European carry structure means we don’t get pd based on ‘valuations’ but 
rather only on REALIZATIONS and only at the end of the fund life.   Our partnership agreement is held up 
by the Institutional Limited Partners Association (ilpa) as the gold standard and Best in the world. All 
recent. Realizations have been above our valuations (ie we over deliver from what we and accounting 
firms say). The pt is we need a white article ahead of their black attack.  

 

 

Also: the mkt manipulation and the Wall Street journal law suits will be filed and public either Monday 
or tues. the contents of such once public are devastating from a black perspective against our enemies 
and spectacular for us from a ‘white’ perspective.  U must get both BC and petach tikva ready so they 
can use to max effect.   Lawyers think it will be front pg news in at least cdn business press. 

[05/11/2017, 18:58:27] Dan: Yes 

[05/11/2017, 19:00:00] Dan: I hope Gadi didn’t tell him the story already. And with a bunch of errors 
too, I’m sure. We’ll find out in the meeting with him on Tuesday. Anyway, we can’t go at him over that. 
If he did it. His decision.  

[05/11/2017, 19:01:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Sure he told him. There’s nothing to be mad about. Anyone 
managing a customer like this would have told. Our problem is that we told Gadi... 

[05/11/2017, 19:14:52] Dan: No Avi. You’re the one who told Yossi. And Yossi told Gadi. And Gadi called 
me to understand what’s going on more or less. He can’t be told, I have no idea, or we’re still listening, 
when you told Yossi already a week ago. In any case, I understand that you’re bored in the Bahamas and 
are looking for this week’s new drama. You’re just making Guy not tell you what’s new.  

[05/11/2017, 19:16:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan. I didn’t tell Yossi anything other than the usual catchphrases 
of “go team”. Gadi just used you..:-)  

[05/11/2017, 19:16:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I didn’t even tell Yossi who the meeting was with...  

[05/11/2017, 19:17:27] Dr Avi Yanus: “Got amazing materials...” stuff like that... you could have said the 
same thing  

[05/11/2017, 19:18:55] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000965-PHOTO-2017-11-05-19-18-55.jpg> 
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Privileged and Confidential 

[05/11/2017, 19:19:58] Dan: It doesn’t work that way with Gadi. He’s the project manager. He knows 
every detail. It’s not Yossi the idiot, who’s really not interested. Want to keep something secret? Then 
don’t tell Yossi either. 

[05/11/2017, 19:21:15] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m not saying anything except everything’s great and pictures of 
Miami / kubeh soup...  

Yossi may be an idiot but for now he’s the one that’s paying us...  

[05/11/2017, 19:21:37] Dr Avi Yanus: And managing / paying Gadi.. 

[06/11/2017, 15:45:14] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000969-PHOTO-2017-11-06-15-45-14.jpg> 
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Privileged and Confidential 

[06/11/2017, 15:45:59] Guy Fikhte: ? 

[06/11/2017, 16:18:03] Guy Fikhte: Does that mean there’s no meeting with Gadi tomorrow? Does that 
mean there are meetings with them one day after another? 

[06/11/2017, 16:18:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Talking about meetings in New York next week  

[06/11/2017, 16:19:40] Guy Fikhte: I understand, when are we preparing for? 

[06/11/2017, 16:22:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Wednesday or Thursday next week  

[06/11/2017, 16:22:59] Dr Avi Yanus: This doesn’t contradict instructions from Dan regarding paying 
attention. I’m talking about the meeting with the customer and Yossi. 

[07/11/2017, 20:41:07] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000976-PHOTO-2017-11-07-20-41-06.jpg> 
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Privileged and Confidential 

[07/11/2017, 21:05:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Everyone in their free time are invited to send a flight request to 
Lipaz.  

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am worried if a new direction, that in case it’s a mistake there will 
be wasted time and effort by waiting til next wed. 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: They are not wasting atime these guys.... They are hungry and 
pushing... We should be cateful... Not to make mistakes and rush... Meetings cant take place daily and 
weekly as than it is subspecies... It is a game of patience... And wisdom... And stupidity... 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: I understand.   But since I have no idea what is being worked on or 
found, I am worried people may misunderstand what they have and/or will spend time chasing wrong 
rabbit holes. 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: No worries! 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am off and will be silent until sunday. Meeting is confirmed for 
wed around 11am in ny. 

Gadi is now in charge and bc is preparing meeting... All their team is coming to meeting. We have a new 
direction that will tequire your guudance, insight and going forward direction! 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Communicated your message to gadi and avi just that it is clear 
that we ate continuing on ALL fronts 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am incredibly curious.   When we heard there was ‘russian’ and 
chinese money in the fund but hidden behind ubs, I have been worried it was all a front for one or more 
of the Russians involved in vimpelcom (Michael Frydman in particular) to re-buy it cheap but hide 
behind west face to get around Canadian ownership rules etc.   It would mean they potentially broke the 
law and did not disclose foreign involvement etc when they had to apply for spectrum transfer etc.  And 
it’s even worse re Chinese since a condition by cdn govt was removal of chinese back bone from ‘huwei’ 
becuase the cdn gift already had security concerns re chinese. 

[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: My correspondence with the customer... Gadi / Avi - FYI 

[07/11/2017, 22:02:14] Guy Fikhte: Who says what? 

[07/11/2017, 22:02:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi / Nathan. I don’t know. That’s how I got it.  

[07/11/2017, 22:02:52] Guy Fikhte: Just them? 

[07/11/2017, 22:03:03] Guy Fikhte: Spelling mistakes are Yossi’s, the rest is from the customer  

[07/11/2017, 22:04:19] Dan: It’s pretty clear who said what. This tension is awful. It would have been 
better to set the meeting earlier. But we’ll wait for Yossi  

[07/11/2017, 22:10:29] Ran Shacham: Messages 1, 3 and the last are from the customer. The rest are 
from Yossi  

[07/11/2017, 22:32:16] Ran Shacham: Actually, Yossi updated the customer that there’s intel and a 
change in direction that we want, without giving him details, and let him stew in it for a week and a half  
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Privileged and Confidential 

[07/11/2017, 23:06:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Maybe that’s the right way to maintain contact with customers..:-
)! 

[08/11/2017, 16:51:28] Sarel Granit: Both lawsuits now formally filed.  One against Wolfpack, other 
against Wall Street journal. $450mm and $300mm respectively.    Financial Post already writing about it.   
Both are avail via court system and both BC and pt need to read ASAP.  A fundamentally key part of 
them is our statement that we have ‘...sworn testimony, emails, and other evidence...’.   This is a critical 
statement by us.   The references to statutes etc are hints that authorities likely pursue criminal charges 
etc. Esp when put together w keyhoe statements on October 19 Re ‘short and distort’. 

[08/11/2017, 16:51:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Both lawsuits now formally filed.  One against Wolfpack, other 
against Wall Street journal. $450mm and $300mm respectively.    Financial Post already writing about it.   
Both are avail via court system and both BC and pt need to read ASAP.  A fundamentally key part of 
them is our statement that we have ‘...sworn testimony, emails, and other evidence...’.   This is a critical 
statement by us.   The references to statutes etc are hints that authorities likely pursue criminal charges 
etc. Esp when put together w keyhoe statements on October 19 Re ‘short and distort’. 

[09/11/2017, 8:11:11] Sarel Granit: http://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/catalyst-capital-
files-450-million-lawsuit-accusing-anson-funds-west-face-of-short-selling-conspiracy  

[10/11/2017, 9:53:59] Dan: Monday afternoon or Wednesday morning in Montreal with the customer. 
He’s OK and relatively calm, and is mostly interested in seeing results in the project  

[10/11/2017, 9:54:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy? Will the transcripts / presentation be ready on time? 

[10/11/2017, 9:54:26] Guy Fikhte: There’s a big difference in times... better the later one  

[10/11/2017, 9:54:41] Dan: We said we’d be ready from Sunday morning already....  

[10/11/2017, 9:54:42] Guy Fikhte: No, it’ll be partially ready 

[10/11/2017, 9:54:58] Guy Fikhte: We’ll be as ready as we can.  

[10/11/2017, 9:54:59] Dr Avi Yanus: What do you mean, partially?? 

[10/11/2017, 9:55:17] Guy Fikhte: We have 6-8 hours of transcription from this week, without the 
transcription team  

[10/11/2017, 9:55:24] Guy Fikhte: And with 3 days less 

[10/11/2017, 9:55:44] Guy Fikhte: We’re all working on Saturday, and we still won’t be able to make it  

[10/11/2017, 9:55:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I assume it’s not necessary to transcribe the entire 6-8 hours. Listen 
once and transcribe select sections.  

[10/11/2017, 9:56:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Call Sarel and call in reinforcement from the London branch, who’ll 
be happy to assist during their weekend (Saturday-Sunday). 

[10/11/2017, 10:05:09] Dr Avi Yanus: Just spoke to Yossi. Wednesday in Montreal. Many reasons. He’ll 
finalize it during the day with the customer.  
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 1                         "This mission is TOP PRIORITY

 2                    for the coming week."

 3                    And if you look down the page, you'll

 4        find an email from Burstien of November 4th at 5:41

 5        p.m.

 6                    MR. MOORE:  Mr. Thomson, can I just ask

 7        you, I am assuming -- I think this is one of the

 8        exhibits to the Elwood affidavit?

 9                    MR. THOMSON:  I believe it is.

10                    MR. MOORE:  All right.

11                    BY MR. THOMSON:

12  959               Q.   And he says -- Burstien in the

13        email at the bottom of that page, November 4, says:

14                         "This was received from the

15                    client today -"

16                    And then the email below that -- or the

17        message that is embedded in the email says:

18                         "We have a very serious problem

19                    w[ith] this reporter Lawrence

20                    delivigne from Reuters.  West

21                    face/anson/someone pushing him to

22                    write another very untrue and bad

23                    story about us.  We r now at huge

24                    risk because PT [...]"

25                    I'll pause there for a moment.  That
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 1        would be Petach Tikva, the Psy Group; correct?

 2                    A.   I assume so.

 3  960               Q.   And this is a message that you

 4        sent.  It is another email that you sent or a text

 5        message you sent either to Yossi Tanuri or to Gadi

 6        Ben Efraim or to Psy Group directly; correct?

 7                    A.   I would bet I sent it to Yossi or

 8        Gadi, if I had to bet, but I wouldn't bet my life

 9        on it.  But yeah, it looks like something I wrote.

10  961               Q.   Okay.  And what you are saying is:

11                         "We have no choice and it must

12                    start RIGHT NOW.  One of the stories

13                    we need out RIGHT NOW is Catalyst's

14                    recognized 'Best of breed' for its

15                    reporting and processes as

16                    recognized by INSTITUTIONAL LIMITED

17                    PARTNERS ASSOCIATION."

18                    And it goes on.  Then you say in the

19        next paragraph:

20                         "[...] we have to have this in

21                    a tier one paper THIS COMING WK.

22                    this is not negotiable.  it must

23                    happen.  They have to make it happen

24                    ASAP.  This is how [and} where the

25                    counter attack is coming and we need
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 1                    it squashed before they can even

 2                    start."

 3                    And that gives rise to another series

 4        of emails between people at Psy Group, which I am

 5        not going to take the time to go through.  What I

 6        wanted to get to is the punch line at the very end

 7        of that chain, which is the last email on the third

 8        page where Burstien says:

 9                         "If it helps we have an

10                    ADDITIONAL WORKING BUDGET/BONUS FOR

11                    THIS - $10k.  IF THE ARTICLE IS

12                    PUBLISHED BY FRIDAY!"

13                    So do I take it from this that an

14        agreement was reached with people from Psy Group to

15        pay them a bonus of $10,000 if they managed to get

16        this article that you were looking for published by

17        Friday?

18                    A.   Can you go back, please?

19  962               Q.   Back to what?

20                    A.   To the heading.  So the heading on

21        the whole chain is "white campaign", right?

22  963               Q.   Yes.

23                    A.   And when you read the paragraph,

24        it is all factually correct, if I'm reading it

25        correctly.  Can you scroll up, please?
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 1 So yeah, we do have a European carry.

 2 We do have an absolute ban on transaction fees.  We

 3 do have an absolute ban on personal trading

 4 accounts.  We do have third party fund

 5 administration.  And we have -- I don't know if we

 6 were the only at that time because now there is

 7 more, but we do have two accounting firms doing our

 8 valuation work.

 9 Okay.  So it is a factual text or email

10 sent and wanting it to be in a paper as part of a

11 White campaign.

12  964 Q. My question was --

13 A. I'm sorry, I'm missing your point.

14  965 Q. My question was none of that.  My

15 question was did you enter into an arrangement with

16 Psy Group to agree to pay them a $10,000 bonus in

17 November of 2017 if they managed to have this

18 article published by the deadline you had imposed?

19 A. I have no idea if that is

20 factually correct or not.  And I don't know why it

21 would be -- why it would matter one way or another,

22 but that is just my own inquiry.

23  966 Q. Now, the Wolfpack action, which we

24 have talked about before, was commenced by Catalyst

25 and Callidus on November 7 of 2017, and let me take
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 1        you back to a message that I believe you sent just

 2        before the action was commenced, and I have already

 3        shown you this, I believe, before, but just for one

 4        last time, I'll take you back to tab 225.

 5                    A.   Sorry, Mr. Thomson, you said we

 6        filed the action on what date?  I just want to keep

 7        the dates correct.

 8  967               Q.   November 7 of 2017.

 9                    A.   Okay.

10  968               Q.   So pull up tab 225 and go to page

11        133.  And I showed you this earlier today,

12        Mr. Glassman.  It is the second half of that

13        message at the top of the page that starts with:

14                         "Also:  The mkt manipulation

15                    [of] Wall Street Journal law suits".

16                    Do you see that?

17                    A.   Can you stop moving that, please?

18        Can you go back up?  Can you go back up to the

19        first part, please?

20  969               Q.   Yeah, just leave it.

21                    A.   So it ends up being true that

22        Lawrence Delevingne actually was being manipulated

23        and pushed by members of the Wolfpack.  So now what

24        you wanted me to read?

25                         "Also:  the mkt manipulation
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 1                    and the Wall Street Journal law

 2                    suits will be filed and public

 3                    either Monday or tues."

 4  970               Q.   Yeah, so look at the date of this

 5        text message, which is November 5th of 2017 and

 6        just --

 7                    A.   Okay.

 8  971               Q.   -- for your benefit, November 5th

 9        is Sunday, and what you are saying in your message,

10        the bottom half of that, is:

11                         "Also:  the mkt manipulation

12                    and The Wall Street Journal law

13                    suits will be filed and public

14                    either Monday or tues."

15                    Tuesday would be November 7th, which

16        turns out to be the date that the Wolfpack action

17        was commenced.  You then go on to say:

18                         "the contents of such once

19                    public are devastating from a black

20                    perspective against our enemies and

21                    spectacular for us from a 'white'

22                    perspective.  U must get both BC and

23                    petach tikva", meaning Psy Group,

24                    "ready so they can use to max

25                    effect.  Lawyers think it will be
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 1                    front pg news in at least cdn

 2                    business press."

 3                    And again, that was a message or an

 4        email sent by you around the 5th of November of

 5        2017; correct?

 6                    A.   I don't know if it is correct as

 7        to when it was sent, but I think the most -- to me,

 8        the most important part of that is to get people

 9        ready that it is coming, not to do anything --

10  972               Q.   And, David, this is another

11        example of a message sent by Mr. Glassman that we

12        do not have production of.  It is embedded in the

13        Black Cube texts, and we don't have it produced by

14        him or by Catalyst.  So you'll inquire on that

15        front as well?

16        U/A         MR. MOORE:  We will inquire.  I won't

17        repeat what I have said before in terms of the --

18        and I haven't gone into the minutia of the steps

19        that have been taken, but I'm not going to refuse

20        to inquire, but I hear you.  As far as I am aware,

21        we have produced everything that is available.

22                    BY MR. THOMSON:

23  973               Q.   And, Mr. Glassman, just to put

24        this to you squarely straight up, what you are

25        asking both Black Cube and Psy Group to be ready
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 1        for was to use the commencement of the Wolfpack

 2        action to generate publicity against your perceived

 3        enemies that you knew would be devastated; correct?

 4                    A.   The contents of such, which

 5        included, as I remember it, some substantial

 6        evidence is what I was asking people to get ready

 7        to use to maximum effect, if that is my email,

 8        which I suspect it is.

 9  974               Q.   All right.  And you knew that

10        those contents, once publicized, would be

11        devastating to your enemies and your enemies

12        included both West Face and Greg Boland; correct?

13                    A.   I also knew the content was

14        accurate and factual.

15  975               Q.   So what is the answer to my

16        question?  You knew that the content, once

17        publicized, would be devastating to your perceived

18        enemies, including West Face and Greg Boland;

19        correct?

20                    A.   Well, it clearly wasn't

21        devastating, but yeah, I used some colourful

22        language, but yeah, I knew it wouldn't be good.

23  976               Q.   And you wanted to ensure that

24        Black Cube and Psy Group would both be geared up or

25        ready to use that information with maximum effect
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BETWEEN

Court File

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL
CORPORATION

and

r,. (';OUf-?i

/t/¡.1r¡rr \li-
' llf'rf- "'

f) Plaintifß

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND, M5V ADVISORS INC.
c.o.b. ANSON GROUP CANADA, ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC, FRIGATE
VENTURES LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON CAPITALLP, ANSON

INVESTMENTS MASTER FUND LP, AIMF GP, ANSON CATALYST
MASTER FUND LP, ACF GP, MOEZ KASSAM, ADAM SPEARS, SUNNY

PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC., NATHAN ANDERSON, BRUCE
LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND, KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY

MCFARLANE, DARRYL LEVITT, RICHARD MOLYNEUX, AND JOHN
DOES #1-10

Defendants

STATEMENT OF CLAIM

TO THE DEFENDANT(S):

A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by the Plaintiff
The Claim made against you is set out in the following pages.

IF YOU V/ISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an Ontario lawyer acting for
you must prepare a Statement of Defence in Form 184 prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure,
serve it on the Plaintiff s lawyer or, where the Plaintiff does not have a lawyer, serve it on the
Plaintiff, and file it, with proof of service, in this court office, WITHIN TWENTY DAYS after
this Statement of Claim is served on you, if you are served in Ontario.

If you are served in another province or territory of Canada or in the United States of
America, the period for serving and filing your Statement of Defence is forty days. If you are
served outside Canada and the United States of America, the period is sixty days.

Instead of serving and filing a Statement of Defence, you may serve and file a Notice of
Intent to Defend in Form l8B prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure. This will entitle you to
ten more days within which to serve and file your Statement of Defence.
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IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, JUDGMENT MAY BE GIVEN
AGAINST YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO YOU. IF
YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE UNABLE TO PAY LEGAL FEES,
LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU BY CONTACTING A LOCAL LEGAL AID
OFFICE.

IF YOU PAY THE PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM, and $1,000.00 for within the time for
serving and hling your Statement of Defence, you may VE

by the Court. If you believe the amount claimed for co
Claim and $400.00 for costs and have the costs assessed

Date November 7,2017 Issued by
Registrar

of
court office:

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC.
2 Bloor Street E.
Suite 3000
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 1A8

.gilrãntûR ûf;uiìi
H: Jti$Ti{lI
å$l{ uåilv;;i;tsiï Y l,'rË.
'È,JiF{ rL0ü$ì
ì:û&¡Jl¿Tú, 0ruT,qnm

mãß tEü

dismissed
Plaintiff s

ruun suPtiRlËuäs
üil iijË,lltË
3Ë:3 ÅVE. UillVälltlïY
triË É'iÅiìL
i'Ðfi0l¡T0, ülfTitRt0
È1ðç 1üå

TO:

AND TO: GREGORY BOLAND
c/o V/est Face Capital Inc.
2 Bloor Street E.
Suite 3000
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 1A8

AND TO: M5V ADVISORS INC. c.o.b. ANSON GROUP CANADA
I 11 Peter Street
Suite 904
Toronto, Ontario
M5V 2H1

AND TO: ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC
5950 Berkshire Lane
Suite 210
Dallas, Texas, U.S.
75225

excesst
the
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CLAIM

1. The Plaintiffs claim against the Defendants, on a joint and several basis, for the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Ð

(h)

(i)

(e)

General and aggravated damages in the amount of $450,000,000 for defamation,

injurious falsehood, the tort of causing loss by unlawful means (intentional

interference with economic relations), civil conspiracy and unjust enrichment;

In the alternative, an accounting of any and all gains from transactions in Callidus

Shares (defrned infra) and the derivative securities thereof on or after August 9,

2017, including without limitation gains from short positions covered on or after

that date; and, to the extent that such amounts are greater than any amount of
general damages awarded, disgorgement or such other equitable remedy in relation

to such gains;

A Declaration that the Defendants defamed the Plaintifß;

A Declaration that the Defendants breached s. 126.1 and s. 126.2 of the Securities

Act (Ontario), RSO 1990, c. S.5 (the "Securities Act");

A Declaration that the Individuals Defendants (defined infra) are personally liable

for the unlawful actions carried out by or through the corporations andlor other

entities that are named as Defendants;

Special damages for costs associated with the "investigation" of the willful

misconduct of the Defendants, or some of them;

Punitive andlor aggravated damages as against all of the Defendants in the amount

of $5,000,000.00;

Prejudgment and postjudgment interest in accordance with sections 128 and 129 of

the Courts of Justice lcl, R.S.O.1990, c. C.43, as amended;

The costs of this action, plus the applicable taxes; and

Such further and other relief as to this Honourable Court may seem just.û)
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Punitive Damages

128. The Plaintifß claim that an award of punitive damages is appropriate, having regard to the

high-handed, wilful, wanton, reckless, contemptuous and contumelious conduct ofthe Defendants.

Accordingly, the Defendants are liable, on a joint and several basis, to the Plaintiffs for punitive

damages.

129. The Plaintiffs are entitled to damages equal to the cost of the "investigation" of the

Defendants' misconduct undertaken by Callidus and Catalyst which resulted in sworn statements,

discovery of emails and other facts and evidence which form the basis on which this Action is

based.

(K) SERVICE EX JURIS

130. The Defendants' actions include torts committed in Ontario. At all material times, the

Defendants carried on business in Ontario.

1 3 1 . The Plaintiffs plead and rely upon Rule 17 .02 (g) and (p) of the Rules of Civil Procedure,

RRO 1990, Reg. 194.

132. The Plaintiffs propose that this action be tried at Toronto.

November 7,2017 LAX O'SULLIVAN LISUS GOTTLIEB LLP
Counsel
suite 2750, 145 King Street West
Toronto ON M5H 1J8

Rocco DiPucchio LSUC#: 38185I
rdipucchio@counsel-toronto. com

Tel: 416 5982268
Bradley Vermeersch LSUC#: 69004K
bvermeersch@counsel-toronto. com

Tel: 4166467997
Fax: 416 5983730

Lawyers for the Plaintiffs
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Catalyst Capital files $450-million lawsuit accusing Anson
Funds, West Face of short-selling 'conspiracy'

business.financialpost.com /news/fp-street/catalyst-capital-files-450-million-lawsuit-accusing-anson-funds-
west-face-of-short-selling-conspiracy

Catalyst Capital Group Inc. has launched a lawsuit against Anson Group Canada, a privately held asset manager
with operations in Canada and Texas, and Toronto-based private equity firm West Face Capital Inc., dubbing them
“Wolfpack Conspirators” and accusing them of participating in a “manipulative ‘short and distort’ campaign” against
publicly traded Catalyst subsidiary Callidus Capital Corp.

The lawsuit, filed Tuesday in Ontario’s Superior Court of Justice, claims the group — and several associated
individuals — targeted Callidus with a short-selling strategy that involved coordinating with and providing financial
support to a group of borrowers who had defaulted on loans to Callidus, and were fighting to prevent Callidus from
collecting.

“The conspiracy required very sophisticated coordination and perfect timing under the hand of the Wolfpack
Conspirators,” the lawsuit alleges. “This pattern has been honed through repetition in other situations.”

1/2
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The lawsuit is seeking $450 million in general and aggravated damages.

None of the allegations have been proven in court.

The lawsuit names individuals involved at the various firms and funds, including principals Moez Kassam and Adam
Spears and analyst Sunny Puri of Anson, as well as West Face’s Gregory Boland. It accuses them of being part of
the “Wolfpack Conspirators.”

Representatives of Anson and West Face were not immediately available for comment.

Catalyst and competitor West Face, which both invest in distressed companies, have scrapped in court before,
including a prominent dispute involving a former Catalyst employee who left to work at West Face.

2/2
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2017 Plane Use Tracker - Falcon 

15-Nov-17 112420 C-FIGI Toronto to Montreal Newton Gershon Zev Glassman, Darren Rafael Neb res n/a Firm LOO 

15-Nov-17 112420 C-FIGI Montreal to Toronto Newton Gershon Zev Glassman, Darren Rafael Neb res n/a Firm 1.30 
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7 Object Mapping 

Frank Newbould

Frank Newbould Others

Jim Deeks
Team Member on 
Newbould’s team

Lynden D’Alosio
Pro golfer on 

Newbould’s team

Craig Boyer
Former Catalyst 

employee

Lorne Creighton
Former Catalyst 

Employee

Scott Reid
Stornoway 

Founder

Jeff McFarland
Former CEO & 
Owner of XTG

Bob Molineaux
Whistleblower

Kevin Baumann
Whistleblower

Whistleblowers

Patrick McCguire
Trader , Former 

West Face

Albert Pelletier
Former OSC, 
current LSUC
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11 Bei Huang’s Active Approach

Relation to the Case

Current employee at West Face (Middle office). 

Story: We received Bei’s CV from one of our clients and were very impressed with Bei’s experience, in 
particular in risk management. There is an opening that might be a good fit for Bei’s abilities and 
experience.

Agents: Female, late 30s, native French. 

Agent: 30 year old female Cover: Director of Talent Acquisition
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12 Meeting #4 with Bei Huang

BC1 You probably know West Face company they did very well in the past, now they doing less well (Bei: laugh).

By the way as a preparation to this meeting we read some article that was published yesterday I assume, about West Face not too good 

(Bei: laugh)  

Bei Really I didn’t even know that

BC1 Yeah yeah, something about all kind of market manipulations the company did umm. But

Bei doesn’t seem to be fully updated about West Face in the media
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195 Goals

Maturity in understanding the Wind/BM/WFC triangle

WFC runs a tight ship1.

Consortium is a likelier target2.

Some new intel uncovered (BM’s new job; Compliance issues; some 3.
activities undertaken to hide foreign investors)

Recruitment of WFC sources about midway

BM approach to be discussed

Wolf Pack approaches underway
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Privileged and Confidential 
 

 

[16/11/2017, 19:14:19] Dr Avi Yanus: The party is on.. 

[16/11/2017, 19:15:35] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Now’s the time to deliver 

[16/11/2017, 19:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Absolutely! Update our friends...  

[16/11/2017, 19:16:48] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: attached: <00000358-PHOTO-2017-11-16-19-16-48.jpg> 
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Privileged and Confidential 
 

 

[16/11/2017, 19:16:58] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Mistake... 

[16/11/2017, 19:19:54] Dr Avi Yanus: We have her and we have Bloomberg  

[16/11/2017, 19:20:11] Dr Avi Yanus: We’ll divide it fifty-fifty  

[16/11/2017, 19:21:03] Dr Avi Yanus: We have Bloomberg a well. Intelligence will be splited 50:50... 

[16/11/2017, 19:24:02] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Need all stuff from yesterday to Brian ASAP.  Esp re Alex 

(former anson employee etc). 

[16/11/2017, 19:24:11] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: From the customer  

[16/11/2017, 19:25:22] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: In flight, available in an hour... 

[16/11/2017, 19:25:27] Dr Avi Yanus: Will do 

[16/11/2017, 19:47:36] Dr Avi Yanus: We have a call tomorrow with the vice of the chief (!!!) editor of 

Bloomberg. 

[17/11/2017, 0:56:46] Dr Avi Yanus: All the intelligence have been uploaded to our mutual folder with 

Naomi (from Brian office). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

[20/11/2017, 19:12:17] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi.  

First, the partner of the customer (or Petach Tikva) is the one that messed up and transferred all the tapes 

to the journalist, and now the issue is fully under her control.   

The two possibilities are: 

1. That his partner (or Petach Tikva) ask the journalist, as the material’s journalistic source, that the artic le 

not be published, etc. That it would hurt him, etc.   

2. We’ll contact the journalist and get her on our side. We’ll explain the full picture to her, and an article 

will be published against the judge, and not (as it currently appears) against our friend.   

In parallel - 

.  

2. The issue of the paper vs. two leading newspapers - Economist and Bloomberg at work. It will take a 

few days until the article is published. It can’t be made earlier.  
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Privileged and Confidential 
 

 

3. An article in English can be published in Haaretz English within one day - if he thinks it will help.  He’s 

currently not listening to that option.  

4. The materials were sent to Brian against for the second time. The first time was Friday morning.  He 

isn’t calling us.   

Also (and we don’t have to tell him this now) -  

We can’t find his “lost” emails anywhere, and as it seems at the moment, this is simply his way of saying, 

for completely different reasons, that our work is terrible.   

 

After giving it a great deal of thought, these are the possibilities, and they’re very good right now , but our 

friend is going through a nervous breakdown, and is unable to function or listen. He can emerge from this 

story a winner, but he’s busy looking for people to blame, and has forgotten that two months ago he 

almost lost the appeal.   

 

I’ll be happy to discuss this at length in two and a half hours once he lands. 

[20/11/2017, 19:48:02] Gadi Activi - Abu Gosh: Avi. Thanks for the lengthy and comprehensive 

explanation. I think the analysis, in general, is correct. It’d be a good idea for you to send him a message 

in a similar wording, first for information purposes and so he has it before his eyes, and maybe after 

thinking it over he’ll accept the recommendations. Please keep us updated. Good night  

[20/11/2017, 21:15:18] Dr Avi Yanus: OK.  

[21/11/2017, 13:31:02] Dr Avi Yanus: attached: <00000374-PHOTO-2017-11-21-13-31-02.jpg> 
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Privileged and Confidential 
 

 

[25/11/2017, 7:18:27] Dr Avi Yanus: http://nationalpost.com/feature/exclusive-the-judge-the-sting-

black-cube-and-me 

[25/11/2017, 7:18:31] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s amazing that Newton excoriated us like that, when actually 

everything blew up because of Petach Tikva’s slacker attitude, with no connection either to us or to the 

Hollywood story.   

What isn’t so amazing is that you, Gadi, were not honest with us along the way, and let us feel  this way 

even though you knew it for sure.   

Maybe that’s how they work at the office, but not in the business world.  

[25/11/2017, 7:22:47] Dr Avi Yanus: We’re of course working full speed ahead to promote articles and to 

build legal strategies for use of our materials, to ensure that the customer wins the proceedings.  

[25/11/2017, 7:30:51] Yossi Tanuri:  Avi I think that statement is unfair, inappropriate and disrespectful, 

and requires an apology. To be fair to Gadi, I can tell you that Gadi and I have fought and are continuing 

to fight and protect you... You know it wasn’t easy to do, and Gadi sat on the fence during the last week... 

and also before then because of Hollywood...   

It’s behind us... We need to promote the other articles which will greatly  help us vis-à-vis the customer. 

Time is a very important factor here... Need to put out   

an article that will be published tomorrow. I strongly request that you push hard with all the abilities and 

tools at your disposal! 

[25/11/2017, 7:43:55] Dr Avi Yanus: We’re pushing in any case - because our professional commitment is 

very high. That’s what built our company, and that’s what will maintain its reputation.  

They weren’t fair to us. They let us feel that everything happened because of us, although the truth is 

totally different. I mean totally. That’s not how you work in a team - that’s now how you “operate”. 

[25/11/2017, 7:45:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Read the article - she describes in detail, down to the level of the 

date, to what extent Petach Tikva were negligent. The worst thing here is that the innocent reader might 

think they’re a part of Black Cube’s operational team.  

[25/11/2017, 7:46:26] Yossi Tanuri:  It’s a package... Hollywood, Petach Tikva... And now this is the result... 

Right now, the next battle / win is an article...  The customer is eagerly waiting...  Dan gave a strong feeling 

that it would be published..  and he’s impatient  

[25/11/2017, 7:46:32] Dr Avi Yanus: An aboriginal association hired a company liked Black Cube?? Even 

my grandmother, a very naive woman, wouldn’t buy that. So a polished journalist (would)??? 

[25/11/2017, 7:47:36] Yossi Tanuri: Avi. Let’s go... I ask that we move forward to accomplish the goal..  

Important for all of us  

[25/11/2017, 7:48:57] Dr Avi Yanus: I agree that it’s a package. I agree about working together. But they 

behaved very unfairly to us. Not fairly at all.   

In any case, we’re working on the articles and legal strategy full force.   
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Exclusive: The judge, the sting, Black Cube and me | National Post

http://nationalpost.com/feature/exclusive-the-judge-the-sting-black-cube-and-me[25/11/2017 12:21:31 PM]

EXCLUSIVE: THE JUDGE, THE STING,
BLACK CUBE AND ME

ADVERTISEMENT

Christie Blatchford: How a legal battle between two ferociously
competitive Toronto firms took a dark turn

CHRISTIE BLATCHFORD

National Post
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Exclusive: The judge, the sting, Black Cube and me | National Post

http://nationalpost.com/feature/exclusive-the-judge-the-sting-black-cube-and-me[25/11/2017 12:21:31 PM]

A former Ontario Superior Court judge was targeted in a sting designed to discredit him

days before his decision in a controversial case with hundreds of millions of dollars at

stake was scheduled to be heard at the Ontario Court of Appeal.

The sting saw the 74-year-old former judge, Frank Newbould, audiotaped and

photographed surreptitiously at a posh Toronto restaurant as an agent posing as a

potential client apparently tried to induce him, in vain, to make anti-Semitic remarks.

Newbould, who just left the bench in June, was the trial judge in a 2016 lawsuit

between Catalyst Capital Group and West Face Capital, two ferociously competitive

Toronto private-equity firms whose feud hasn’t yet ended in the courtroom.

A source authorized to speak for Catalyst acknowledges that a subcontractor working

for a security company it hired carried out the sting on the judge. But the source said

Catalyst did not order the sting or know about it until after it happened.

The subcontractor was the Israeli intelligence firm Black Cube, recently in the news as

the same private agency Hollywood film producer Harvey Weinstein hired to undermine

the women accusing him of sexual assault. Black Cube later apologized for taking the

job and said it would donate the fee to women’s groups.

Last week in response to another lawsuit filed against it by Catalyst — the fourth since

2014 — West Face alleged in court documents that operatives from Black Cube

pretended to be recruiters in an attempt to get information from some of its current and

former employees.
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Exclusive: The judge, the sting, Black Cube and me | National Post
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The sting on Newbould began Sept. 18 with an appointment arranged via email with a

man who said his name was Hugo Gabriel Saavedra Rodriguez. He said he was the

executive director at Victorius Group, a consultancy firm purportedly based in London,

England, but with international interests.

But Companies House, the United Kingdom’s government registrar of companies, has

no record of a company by that name at the given address.

The two met at Newbould’s downtown office. Rodriguez claimed to represent a

Canadian company involved in the oil sands business that was unhappy with a

competitor who “had gone behind my client’s back” and allegedly used its technology to

get licences to drill in Africa and Israel.

He said his client might be in the market for an arbitrator and appeared to be interested

in hiring Newbould.

Three months earlier, in June, Newbould had stepped down from the bench amid a

controversy over his involvement in an aboriginal land claim dispute near his family

cottage at Sauble Beach on Lake Huron.

A sting arranged by Israeli intelligence firm Black Cube saw former judge Frank Newbould
audiotaped and photographed surreptitiously at a posh Toronto restaurant in September 2017.
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A judicial inquiry into a complaint that he had shown a “lack of sensitivity to the

experiences of Aboriginal peoples” and derailed a proposed settlement of the claim by

speaking out against it was stopped because Newbould resigned. However, he said at

the time that he wasn’t forced to quit and had decided two or three years before to

retire from the bench early.

Almost immediately he joined Arbitration Place, a downtown Toronto agency for

arbitrators, and also joined the law firm of Thornton Grout Finnigan as counsel.

In the first meeting at Newbould’s office, Rodriguez said he thought his case might have

to be heard in New York, but he expressed doubts about getting a fair hearing there

because of “the Jewish lobby or influence in New York.”

Four times in this conversation, Rodriguez mentioned as a potential problem for his

client “the Jewish lobby or influence,” “the Jewish issue,” “the Jewish way of doing

things…. All the time trying to take more than they should, and more than agreed.”

Newbould failed to rise to the bait, repeatedly responding only with such benign

disclaimers as “there’s good Jewish people and there’s some bad Jewish people …

some good Spaniards and bad Spaniards” and “My experience is arbitrators aren’t

influenced by that (ethnicity).”
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He also tried to explain the rules of arbitration to Rodriguez and the two agreed to

discuss the job over dinner that night at Scaramouche, an expensive midtown Toronto

restaurant known equally for its fine food and sweeping views. Rodriguez paid.

The judge did not see a tape recorder being switched on. Nor did he notice a

photographer taking his photo, careful it would seem to only capture the back of

Rodriguez.

They quickly returned to that morning’s discussion. With little preamble, Rodriguez said

the man heading the company that was allegedly stealing his client’s technology was

“this Jewish guy.”

Newbould ignored this, told him he needed to retain both a lawyer and an arbitrator,

and said it wasn’t clear to him which role Rodriguez saw for him. “If you have in mind

that I would be the arbitrator,” he said, “I couldn’t give you advice on all that you’re

asking me.”

To do so, he said, would be inappropriate. “I couldn’t do that,” Newbould said. “Nobody,

no good arbitrator, would ever do that.”

In the course of the night, Newbould at one point made what could be described as an

intemperate remark, though, seemingly to the regret of the agent’s employers, it wasn’t

about Jews but about Chinese witnesses.

At one point, Rodriguez asked if a judge could make a decision on the basis of what he

heard verbally, and Newbould said no, courts are document-heavy.

“The documents tell the story, for the most part,” he said, then mentioned, “I had a case

a year and a half ago now I guess, a lawsuit between two hedge funds and one hedge

fund was trying to acquire a telecommunications company…”
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Newbould said the plaintiff in the suit was named “Glassman and he is a terrible

witness.”

If it was perhaps indiscreet, it was nothing Newbould hadn’t also said in his public

decision.

Newton Glassman is the founder and managing partner of Catalyst, which sued West

Face, accusing it of obtaining confidential information about its bid for WIND Mobile Inc.

through former Catalyst analyst Brandon Moyse.

Moyse left Catalyst for West Face in 2014, four months before a consortium of

investors led by West Face successfully acquired WIND in a deal valued at

approximately $300 million. In 2015, the group sold the wireless carrier to Shaw

Communications for $1.6 billion.

Catalyst has claimed it lost out on $750 million in potential profit.

In his lengthy Aug. 18, 2016 decision, Newbould ruled against Catalyst. He was harshly

critical of Catalyst witnesses, particularly Glassman, whom he described as

“aggressive, argumentative” and more of a “salesman than an objective witness.”

He simply could not accept being “outsmarted” on the WIND deal, the judge said later,
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when awarding costs.

It would have been a humiliating rebuke for the proud and combative head of the

successful company founded in 2002.

The judge ordered Catalyst to pay Moyse $340,000. He also awarded costs of $1.2

million to West Face on what’s called “a substantial indemnity basis” because, the

judge said, Glassman had played such “hardball attacking the reputation and honesty

of West Face.”

In fact, the judge had no idea then of what hardball really was.

***

A day before Newbould and Rodriguez met, I received an email from a woman I didn’t

know. The subject line said: “Exclusive story offer — Judge Frank Newbould’s record

might unravel September 20th.”

She gave me a one-sided, six-paragraph interpretation of the Catalyst/West Face/WIND

Mobile case, and offered to connect me with a spokesperson “that can prove evidence

was destructed in the case and that Newbould’s ultimate ruling completely ignored it.”

She also wrote, “In addition, information is brewing about a wolf pack of companies that

West Face is involved with as well — we can connect you with the investigators” and

offered a meeting with her source.

(Catalyst filed a $450-million lawsuit on Nov. 8 accusing West Face and others of being

“Wolfpack conspirators” in a short-selling campaign targeting a publicly traded lender in

which it holds the majority stake. West Face denies the allegations, and called the

lawsuit meritless.)

In emails over the next few days, the woman described herself as a

communications/public relations professional, a Canadian from Toronto living in New

York City who said she chose me because her parents were big readers of mine.

When I pressed her, she insisted that was the reason, and added she’d been asked to
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do a favour for a friend by finding a suitable Canadian reporter.

For several days, she peppered me with emails — there was clearly some urgency to

the matter — and on Sept. 19, wrote, “I have arranged for an exclusive background

meeting btw yourself and the leading figure from Catalyst.

“He is in Montreal today but will fly to Toronto — ideally tomorrow — to meet with you.

I’ll come back to you on times.”

The meeting with the unidentified figure from Catalyst never happened, and instead on

Sept. 21, I met the woman alone at a midtown café.

There, she handed me a USB flash drive containing the photos of Newbould, audio and

what appear to be edited transcripts of the two surreptitiously recorded conversations

he had with Rodriguez at his office and Scaramouche.

She gave my number to the purported friend connected to the case, who texted a few

days later to set up a meeting.

He is a former Israeli TV journalist and documentary filmmaker. We met on Oct. 20 at a

diner in the east end of Toronto.

He knows of only one remotely comparable case in Canada,
which happened almost 30 years ago, where a mining company

that lost in court and, convinced the judge must have had a
personal financial stake, hired a private eye.

- Christie Blatchford
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He said he was passing on the story because it would be of little interest to his

audience in Israel. Plus, like the PR woman, he said he was doing a favour for

someone close to the case. Also like the PR woman before him, he mentioned my

unquestioned brilliance and experience as a reporter; flattery, however transparently

and thickly ladled on, appears part of undercover tradecraft.

But where the PR woman was unequivocal that the people behind the sting were from

Catalyst, the journalist seemed to be backing away from that. The movers behind this,

he said, were Aboriginals. When I pushed him on it, he said they were the same people

who had complained about Newbould in the land claim controversy.

I knew that was ridiculous. That complaint had been brought by the Indigenous Bar

Association, a professional group of lawyers unlikely to have done something like this.

And their complaint was no longer a live issue as Newbould had resigned.

I told the journalist I couldn’t continue unless I met one of the principals.

“You will meet the guy who is behind this project,” he texted me on Oct. 26, but that

soon changed to “Jessie from the operational team.”

Jessie and I met on Oct. 31 in a restaurant at the Eaton Centre. An attractive woman

with dark hair, who looked to be in her early 40s, Jessie said she was now doing this

work after a career in an unnamed government’s national security agency. She wouldn’t

give me her last name, was vague about where she lived, and gave me an email

address that she didn’t answer.

I paid the bill and left after about 30 minutes. My patience with wannabe spooks, mules

and ghostly figures — and mostly, being lied to — was exhausted.

***

The lawyers for Catalyst and West Face met at the Court of Appeal on Sept. 25, a

week after the sting on the judge.

Among them were two new faces: prominent Toronto lawyer Brian Greenspan and
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veteran litigator David Moore, both there for Catalyst.

They were seeking an adjournment to the appeal, which was slated to be heard the

next day.

A two-page document filed with the court says Greenspan told Judge Paul Rouleau

that on Sept. 21, “he was provided with information that requires immediate

investigation and may well lead to the tendering of a fresh evidence application with

impact on the appeal.”

What the evidence is, he did not say. But on the 21st, Catalyst received its own USB

flash drive with a transcript of Newbould and Rodriguez’s conversations as well as the

audio and photos.

According to the source authorized to speak for Catalyst, the company was weighing

whether they had enough to dislodge the presumption of neutrality that cloaks judges

as a matter of law to now argue at the appeal that Newbould was biased.

Rouleau was also told that an “irreconcilable difference” between Catalyst and its

lawyers, the Lax O’Sullivan Lisus Gottlieb firm, had arisen and that Lax O’Sullivan had

“concluded it has no option but to seek to be removed as counsel of record.”

The “irreconcilable difference” was that once Lax O’Sullivan was told about what Black

Cube had done, its lawyers made the decision it was “unethical conduct” and they

wouldn’t be a part of it.

The lawyers demanded Catalyst sign an undertaking that it would never attempt to use

in any way the information covertly obtained about Newbould.

But Catalyst wouldn’t make the decision then and there, and wanted time to weigh what

it had learned.

In other words, according to the source’s account, Catalyst may not have ordered the

attempted setup of the judge or even wanted it to happen, but now that it was done, the

company had to evaluate the fruits of the sting to see if there was enough to bring an
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allegation of bias against Newbould.

Such is the ruthless pragmatism attached to big money and big power.

Rouleau reluctantly granted the adjournment and set new dates for February, ordering

the lawyers to tell him if there was going to be a fresh evidence application as soon as

possible. He later set a deadline of Dec. 1 for any such application.

***

According to the source authorized to speak for Catalyst, the company hired a security

firm on Aug. 31 because of a variety of “security concerns.”

Among them, he said, was a belief that Catalyst had been cyber-hacked, evidence of

trespassing and at least one break-in at the homes and cottages of its senior people

and that their garbage was being picked through. And, said the source, some

executives had received threats.

The company, he said, didn’t have sufficient evidence to go to Toronto Police, so took

their concerns to the private firm instead.

The man was adamant that Catalyst never asked the main security company to set up

a sting on Newbould, though he acknowledged that probably in the first briefing with the

security firm, it would have been clear that Newbould and West Face were the subjects

of much of the collective Catalyst ire.

Such contracts, the source said, are invariably arranged through lawyers, so as to cloak

the arrangement — and protect to a limited degree any information gleaned by security

operatives — with solicitor-client privilege.

He said it’s common in complex criminal matters and commercial crime cases with their

enormous amounts of money at stake for parties to use private investigative firms with

their covert methods.

The arrangement with Catalyst allowed the security firm to use other consultants and

sub-contractors.
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And it was the sub-contracted agency, Black Cube, that ran the sting on the former

judge.

According to the source’s account, when the firm found out on Sept. 21 what the sub-

contractor had done, “damn right there was freaking out,” he said.

At least one further sting run on a former West Face employee, he said, was the result

of a miscommunication, following an attempt to call off such operations.

In an email Saturday, a Black Cube spokesman said: “It is Black Cube’s policy to never

discuss its clients with any third party and to never confirm or deny any speculation

made with regards.”

The company denied approaching any “journalist, lawyer, PR company or any other

professional consultant with a view to publishing intelligence gathered.”

In fact, the company had refused to make any on the record comment unless and until I

submitted the story in advance of publication.

***

On Oct. 12, I met Newbould in a boardroom at the office of his lawyer, Brian Gover,

and gave them the USB to copy.

I had briefed Gover on the phone, so they knew some of what was coming, but still

appeared shaken.

Though the Catalyst source maintains no laws were broken in the sting, the operation

raises larger ethical questions about how common it is for companies to hire private

investigators, how often they use these sorts of dirty tricks, the role of lawyers and law

firms in their hiring, and if there are any boundaries beyond which the players won’t go.

“Think of the collateral damage caused by well-heeled litigants who will do anything, but

will stop at nothing,” said Gover.
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He knows of only one remotely comparable case in Canada, which happened almost

30 years ago, where a mining company that lost in court and, convinced the judge must

have had a personal financial stake, hired a private eye to check him out.

Gavin MacKenzie, a Toronto litigator and leading authority on legal ethics, said the

Newbould sting is shocking, and said he too was aware only of the one other case.

That case went all the way to the Supreme Court, but the investigation and surveillance

of the judge never made it onto the record, though it was widely discussed in legal

circles.

MacKenzie said lawyers will always “talk about a judge’s background and pre-

dispositions and that sort of thing.”

In countries where judicial corruption is common, judges themselves often become

targets. But Canada, he said, has “never had a judge on the take from a party.”

With a reputable and independent judiciary, MacKenzie said, talk is about as far as

things get.

“It’s very rare and almost unnecessary to go beyond that.”
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November 29, 2017

Christie Blatchford: The night two alleged spies were sent
to dinner and two more spies showed up

nationalpost.com/opinion/christie-blatchford-the-night-two-alleged-spies-were-sent-to-dinner-and-two-more-spies-showed-
up

Nov. 9 was quite the night at Galvin at Windows, a posh, Michelin-starred restaurant in the
Mayfair district of London.

Inside, two private investigators, pretending to be recruiters, were “interviewing” an employee
of West Face Capital, a Toronto private-equity firm, over dinner, but allegedly trying to elicit
confidential information about West Face.

The investigators were allegedly working for Black Cube, the elite Israeli investigations firm
with a specialty in “litigation support” — gathering intelligence that may or may not be useful for
lawyers and companies engaged in high-stakes court battles.

But at another table in the tony restaurant were two other spies, these from K2 Intelligence
Limited.

They were there spying on the spies, and as the alleged Black Cube agents and the West
Face employee left the restaurant, the K2 agents snapped pictures of the two men and the
female West Face employee.

West Face was the big winner last year over Catalyst Capital Group in Ontario Superior Court.
The two had competed for WIND Mobile, with Catalyst alleging that West Face had used
confidential information to successfully acquire a stake in the wireless carrier. Catalyst has
claimed it lost out on $750 million in potential profit.

In August of 2016, Judge Frank Newbould, now retired, dismissed the Catalyst action against
West Face and Brandon Moyse, the junior analyst who had moved from Catalyst to West
Face, taking, Catalyst had alleged, company secrets with him.

The purported recruiters were vague about who their clients were and obsessively interested in
getting negative information about West Face

It was on Nov. 8-9 that Stella Penn, a former Israeli actress, was publicly named by media
outlets in New York and London as an alleged Black Cube operative who had befriended
some of the women accusing Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein of sexual misconduct — a
job Black Cube later apologized for taking and pledged to donate its fee to women’s groups.
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On a lark, says a source close to West Face, someone in the company’s Bloor Street
headquarters in Toronto took a photo of Penn around the office, asking if anyone had ever
seen her.

One employee allegedly did, and in short order, broke the bad news — they believed another
West Face employee had also been approached by Penn, posing as a recruiter, and was now
in London, with a dinner meeting set up for that very night.

It was 4:45 p.m. in London. The dinner was set for 6.

West Face had about an hour to find its own spies and have them scramble to the restaurant.

All of this information, including the photos of the two alleged Black Cube agents, is contained
in two hefty volumes of materials filed Nov. 15 at the Ontario Superior Court in Toronto by
lawyers for West Face.

It was the firm’s response to Catalyst’s latest court action — a defamation suit against West
Face and multiple other companies and individuals it alleges acted in concert, as a “wolfpack,”
against Catalyst and a company it controls.

West Face has strenuously denied those allegations, and their filings are hardly the usual dry
material of such litigation.

Five employees or former employees of West Face swore lengthy affidavits, complete with
attachments of emails between them and who they believe were Black Cube agents using
various aliases.

All but one of the employees are identified by name, but the Post is naming only Moyse and
Alexander Singh, the former general counsel for West Face.

The others are junior “back office” employees — they work in accounting.

West Face, which Wednesday said it was appalled by the Black Cube activities, said that
transcripts of the surreptitiously taped “interviews” with its employees have been released to
the press.

All but one of the targeted employees identified the woman they knew as “Olivia Anderson” or
“Maya Lazarov” as the actress Stella Penn.

The actress Rose McGowan, who has accused Weinstein of sexual assault, has said Penn
posed as the ostensible women’s activist “Diana Filip.”

Last Saturday, the Post reported that it was also Black Cube, purportedly acting as a sub-
contractor to another Israeli firm hired by Catalyst because of a variety of security concerns,
which in September ran a sting against the former judge, Newbould.

He was approached by a man posing as a potential client of his arbitration business, and was
surreptitiously photographed and recorded at two meetings, one over dinner.
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We don't do that in Canada

A man authorized to speak for Catalyst said the company didn’t authorize the sting against
Newbould, and learned of it only after it happened.

He also said that Black Cube was immediately told “We don’t do that in Canada,” and in a
case of “broken telephone,” the agency misunderstood and moved the operation it was
running on Singh to London instead. The Catalyst spokesman didn’t acknowledge any other
operation against West Face employees.

Black Cube has said its policy “is to never discuss its clients with any third party, and to never
confirm or deny any speculation made with regards to the compay’s work.”

Singh’s experience may be the most relevant, at least in court, because in his affidavit, he said
that at an Oct. 2 dinner with two men and Maya Lazarov, also at Galvin at Windows, he began
to feel under attack. The men were grilling him to disclose confidential information he had
about West Face, from his four-year stint there, particularly in relation to the WIND deal.

He fears, he said in the affidavit, that while on the defensive, the tension at the table rising, he
was “induced to divulge what may have been privileged information.”

Singh was also told that if he moved on to the next interview stage — it never happened — he
would have to take a lie detector test.

There were common elements to all the West Face dealings with alleged Black Cube agents:
The purported recruiters were vague about who their clients were and obsessively interested
in getting negative information about West Face.

But perhaps the most galling case involved the former junior analyst, Brandon Moyse.

Black Cube purportedly made its approach through his artist and art-therapist wife, pretending
to represent a global charity working with autistic children.

Moyse, proving himself a smart young man, said he noticed several red flags in the alleged
approach and was skeptical but didn’t want to spoil his wife’s excitement.

• Email: cblatchford@postmedia.com | Twitter:
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From: Brian H. Greenspan <bhg@15bedford.com>
Sent: November 30, 2017 2:35 PM
To: 'Miranda, Lily (MAG)'; Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca; Thomson, 

Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'
Cc: Schirripa, Mary (MAG)
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655
Attachments: CATALYST 20171129 L BHG to Mr Milne-Smith Re Response to letter dated November 

242017.pdf

Dear Ms. Miranda:  
We would appreciate if you would bring to the attention of Justice Rouleau that it will not be necessary to 
attend before him as previously scheduled tomorrow, December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m. Please advise Justice 
Rouleau that: 

(i) No application for the introduction of fresh evidence by Catalyst on the “Moyse” appeal now
scheduled to proceed in the Court of Appeal on February 20, 2018 will be brought. The third day
previously scheduled as a result of a possible fresh evidence application can be vacated.

(ii) The motion initiated by West Face returnable before you tomorrow is withdrawn.
(iii) Counsel have agreed that the attached letter dated November 29, 2017 should be filed on consent

and attached to the Motion Record previously filed by West Face.
(iv) We understand that counsel for West Face will provide to Justice Rouleau an additional letter

which on consent is to be added to the public record.
(v) Should Justice Rouleau have any questions which he wishes to canvas with counsel or considers an

attendance necessary, counsel are available to address the matter as previously scheduled at
Osgoode Hall, Courtroom 2 at 1:15 p.m. tomorrow.

Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 
Brian Greenspan 

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure.  No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the 
named recipient(s).  Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited.  If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email. 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG) [mailto:Lily.Miranda@ontario.ca]  
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2017 10:13 AM 
To: Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca; Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'; Brian H. Greenspan; Naomi M. Lutes 
Cc: Schirripa, Mary (MAG) 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 

Hello, 
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As you know a  case management meeting is scheduled before Justice Rouleau for December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m.. The 
case management will be heard in courtroom two at Osgoode Hall. 
Counsel may proceed  directly to courtroom two. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling  Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327  1730 
Lily.miranda@ontario.ca 
 
 
 
 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG)  
Sent: November-17-17 11:06 AM 
To: 'Milne-Smith, Matthew'; david@moorebarristers.ca; Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'; 'bgreenspan@15bedford.com'; 'nlutes@15bedford.com' 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 
 
 
Hello, 
 
Further to a case conference before Justice Rouleau, please find attached a letter for the matter. 
 
Regards. 
 
 
Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling  Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327  1730 
Lily.miranda@ontario.ca 
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Greenspan
Humphrey
Weinstein

Brian H. Greenspan
Partner

416.868.1755 x222

NOV0mb©r29 2017 bgreenspan@15bedford.com

Matthew Milne-Smith

Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP
155 Wellington Street West
Toronto, ON

M5V 3J7

Dear Mr. Mllne-Smith:

Re: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.

I am writing in response to your letter dated November 24, 2017. I am responding on behalf of Mr. Moore who has
reviewed and concurs with the contents of this letter.

We note that your November 24, 2017 letters have been included in the motion record publicly filed and which
apparently appears on your website at Tabs GG and HH. As well, Mr. Moore's initial response by e-mail on
November 27"^ is included in the motion record at Tab II. Evidently, that motion record has been made available to
the press and forms the genesis of the front page article in today's National Post. We would therefore expect that
this correspondence also be provided to the court on the public record.

You have Irresponsibly alleged, based upon an incomplete and Inaccurate account of tape recordings of two
conversations which took place on September 18,2017, that the application made to Justice Rouleau on September
25, 2017, was without a good faith basis for seeking the potential admission of fresh evidence or the adjournment of
the appeal. We unequivocally reject the suggestion that counsel failed to properly and ethically consider the
substance of the tapes and their potential evidentiary impact on the appeal in accordance with established principles
of law. Neither Mr. Moore nor I had any pre-knowledge nor involvement in the events which led to the interviews of
Frank Newbould or the resulting tape recordings nor with respect to any other similar investigative activities in
relation to any West Face personnel and we have been assured by Catalyst that the same applies to them.

We agree that the unauthorized means by which the tape recordings were obtained was unacceptable.
Nevertheless, our duty as counsel to our clients, once the recordings came into our possession, was to objectively
and dispassionately assess the impact of the contents of the tape recordings, which we believe were Improperly but
not unlawfully obtained. Indeed, contrary to the mischaracterization contained in the National Post article referred to
in your letters, we arrived at the initial conclusion, and remain of the view, that portions of the tape recordings are
equally, if not more unacceptable and troubling than the manner in which the recordings were obtained, In our view,
a proper assessment had to be conducted as to whether or not reliance could or should be placed upon this material,
together with certain other historical facts, in relation to an application for the introduction of fresh evidence.
Regardless of our ultimate determination of this issue, a virtually unique and unprecedented legal dilemma had been

15 Bedford Road

Toronto, Ontario

M5R 2J7 Canada

T 416.868.1755

F 416.868.1990

15bedford.com
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UNDERTAKINGS, QUESTIONS TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT, AND REFUSALS 

given at the Cross-Examination of James Riley by Mr. Milne-Smith held on October 26 and 27, 2020  

No. Pg. Q. Category Specific Question Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal 

1. 10-
11 

9 ADV To advise whether or not Catalyst has 
disclosed all communications from June 
2014 to the present between Catalyst - 
including at a minimum Messrs. Riley, 
Glassman, de Alba, Jean Lepine 
(Catalyst's Director of Corporate 
Communications) and Dan Gagnier 
(Catalyst's external public relations 
consultant) - on the one hand, and any 
third party, on the other hand, about West 
Face, Mr. Boland, and/or any of the five 
pieces of litigation involving West Face 
and Catalyst. To the extent that all of such 
communications have not been disclosed, 
to disclose them. 

In a case of this size and complexity, this question is 
inappropriately broad and open-ended. To their knowledge, 
the Plaintiffs have produced, subject to (i) the principles of 
proportionality and (ii) the issues of relevance and privilege 
which they have asserted (including those issues which are 
the subject of recent motions decided by Justice Boswell and 
Justice McEwen), all relevant documents in their possession, 
power or control, in accordance with the applicable Rules of 
Civil Procedure.  This is subject to the duties which apply to 
every party under Rule 30.07.  If the Plaintiffs ascertain any 
producible documents which may have been inadvertently 
overlooked, the Plaintiffs will identify and produce same. This 
is an ongoing obligation. 

2. 11-
12 

15 REF To advise of the basis on which privilege 
has been asserted over any number of 
communications involving Dan Gagnier 
(as set out in the Plaintiffs' Supplemental 
Schedule B to their Affidavit of Documents 
delivered October 13, 2020). 

For the purpose of enabling counsel to provide legal advice 
and for the dominant purpose of litigation.  The bases upon 
which these privileges are maintained are set out in 
paragraphs 27 to 34 of Mr. Riley’s Affidavit sworn December 
28, 2020.   

The privilege claimed in respect of documents related to Dan 
Gagnier was the subject of a motion brought by West Face 
returnable on January 18, 2021.  The portion of the motion 
pertaining to the privilege over the Dan Gagnier documents 
was abandoned by West Face. 

1. This question, and many others which arose during 
Days One and Two (October 26-27) of Mr. Riley’s 
cross-examination relate to the issue of privilege.  

2. This and all other such questions (see paragraph 7 
below) have been or could have been the subject of 
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No. Pg. Q. Category Specific Question Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal 

 

47. 218-
219 

724 UT To advise of the basis for the redactions 
made to the calendar bearing document 
production number CAT_E_00000317 
(Document 68 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-
examination of Mr. Riley). 

The redactions were made for relevance. 

48. 225 741 ADV The October 21, 2017 entry on Mr. 
Glassman's calendar states "Yossi, 
Newton, Michael" and "Michael Buckstein" 
(Document 72 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-
examination of Mr. Riley).  
 
To advise as to the identity of Michael 
Buckstein. 

Mr. Buckstein was the principal of Barrday Advanced Material 
Solutions. 

49. 226-
227 

742 ADV The October 10, 2017 entry on Mr. 
Glassman's calendar refers to a meeting 
with Gad Benefraim (sometimes spelled 
Gaddi Ben Efraim).  
 
To advise as to the identity of this person 
and what role he played that is relevant to 
this litigation. 

This information is the subject of Mr. Glassman’s affidavit 
sworn November 24, 2020. 

50. 227-
228 

744 ADV To confirm that, prior to the sting (or 
interview) of Justice Newbould, none of 
Rocco DiPucchio, Brian Greenspan, David 
Moore, or anyone at Catalyst, was aware 
that the sting (or interview) was to take 
place. 

Confirmed. 
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No. Pg. Q. Category Specific Question Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal 

51. 229-
230 

746 ADV To confirm without qualification that the 
contents of the letter from Brian 
Greenspan dated November 29, 2017 
(Document 85 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-
examination of Mr. Riley) are true (i.e., as 
of the date of Mr. Riley’s cross-
examination on October 26, 2020, and 
with respect to anybody and not merely 
the author of the letter), including 
specifically the passage of Mr. 
Greenspan's letter that was highlighted in 
green in Mr. Riley's cross-examination 
stating:  
 
"Neither Mr. Moore nor I [Mr. Greenspan] 
had any pre-knowledge nor involvement in 
the events which led to the interview of 
Frank Newbould or the resulting tape 
recordings nor with respect to any other 
similar investigative activities in relation to 
any West Face personnel and we have 
been assured by Catalyst that the same 
applies to them." 

Confirmed. 

52. 232 753 REF As Catalyst has a duty to give its investors 
fair, complete and accurate information to 
the best of its abilities, to confirm that it 
would be inconsistent with its fiduciary 
duties in that regard to provide investors 
with inaccurate, incomplete or misleading 
information. 

Confirmed. 

 

53. 241-
242 

773 UT Catalyst's letter to investors dated March 
19, 2018 (Document 90 of Exhibit 2 to the 
cross-examination of Mr. Riley) states in 
part "Catalyst is also in possession of 

The six Exhibits referred to in the answers to Items 9-11 
above  were referred to and relied upon in the Moyse action, 
but only for a limited purpose and in the following context. 
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No. Pg. Q. Category Specific Question Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal 

numerous emails which support the 
opinions quoted above and which 
corroborate that there was improper 
leakage of confidential information in 
connection with the sale of WIND to the 
West Face consortium, during Catalyst's 
exclusivity period."  
 
To confirm that the "numerous emails" 
referred to in that letter were in fact the 
same emails that Catalyst had relied on at 
the trial of the Moyse Action in June 2016 
and which were referred to by Mr. Riley as 
"The Additional Evidence" in paragraphs 
74-91 of his Affidavit dated December 5, 
2019.  

Exhibits 33, 34, and 35 were relied upon by West Face, and 
were first introduced into evidence and relied upon by 
WestFace, through the Trial Affidavit of Tony Griffin (as 
Exhibits 48, 46 and 51 thereto, respectively). Three of these 
Exhibits (31, 32,and 36) were referred to in the cross-
examination of Mr. Griffin during the Moyse trial. 

The sole purpose of the introduction of and questions 
regarding these documents was to deal with the issue at the 
heart of the Moyse trial: did West Face improperly obtain 
confidential information or documentation from Moyse? 

The use of these documents in the Moyse trial did not relate to 
any alleged breach of the exclusivity agreement or to any 
other issues regarding same,  which lay outside the scope of 
the Moyse action and trial.  In the result, no Court has ever 
considered or determined on the merits of whether West Face 
(or any other member of the West Face Consortium) acted 
improperly and/or in breach of the exclusivity agreement 
between Catalyst and VimpelCom. 

The limited purpose and scope are documented by oral and 
written parts of the Moyse proceedings.  See, for example, 
attached extracts from the Trial Transcript and from the 
Defendants’ written submissions. 

This limited purpose (and the inaccurate premise built into 
Questions 773 and 775) was referred in by the answers 
provided by counsel following these questions on October 27, 
2020. 

 

54. 242-
243 

775 REF To confirm that Catalyst did not disclose in 
its letter to investors dated March 19, 2018 
(Document 90 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-
examination of Mr. Riley) that the 
"numerous emails" referred to in that letter 
had in fact already been argued before 
Justice Newbould and that Catalyst's 

See the answer to Item 53 (Q. 241-242) above. 
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No. Pg. Q. Category Specific Question Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal 

arguments and claims in that respect had 
been rejected by Justice Newbould.  

55. 256 778 REF To answer any questions regarding 
privilege of any kind, including questions 
that would explore the basis for the 
privilege assertions being made. 
 

This information is the subject of the Motion Record filed by 
the Catalyst Parties dated November 24, 2020 and January 
13, 2021. 

56. 259-
260 

786 ADV In reference to the Bloomberg News 
article titled "Glassman's Catalyst Says 
Third Fund Plunged More Than 60%" and 
dated May 14, 2020 (Document 91 of 
Exhibit 2 to the cross-examination of Mr. 
Riley), which states in part: "The Toronto-
based firm, which invests primarily in 
distressed debt and private equity, marked 
down the value of the portfolio in the 
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III to 
about $320 million at the end of last year 
[2019], from about $820 million at the start 
of the year, according to a document sent 
to its limited partners", to produce the 
document sent to Catalyst's investors that 
is referred to in this article. 
 

The questions and document demands contained in this 
question and Q. 262-263, 263, 263-264 are not relevant to the 
anti-SLAPP motions. Without prejudice to this position, the 
Fund Values in these questions refer to unique one-off post 
December 31, 2019 adjustments resulting from the 
combination of the Covid 19 Pandemic and the resulting 
economic shut down and disruption, which had significant 
impacts on all market participants. 

57. 262-
263 

796 ADV To produce Catalyst's communications 
and/or reporting to its investors in Fund III, 
Fund IV, and Fund V in respect of 
Catalyst's 2019 year-end financial results, 
including the document referred to in the 
Bloomberg News article titled "Glassman's 
Catalyst Says Third Fund Plunged More 
Than 60%" and dated May 14, 2020 
(Document 91 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-
examination of Mr. Riley), and whatever 
the equivalent communications and/or 
reporting were for Funds IV and V. 

See the answer to Item 56 (Q. 259-260) above. 
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CAT_E_00000859/1

Thursday, November 30, 2017 

FINAL Financial statement - CATALYST 

Received: September 2017 

Nov. 2017 

Total US$ Received to date: 

Total Canadian$ received to date: 

Total received in USS: 

Invoices/Expense to date: 

September 2017 (invoice 300003) 

October 2017 (invoice 300004) 

Nov. 2017 (invoice 300005) 

Total expenses in USS: 

Balance USSZ6.531.6 

US$ 1,000,000 

US$1,700,000 

us 1,000,000 

CA$ 640,000 

US$ 3,700,000 

CA$ 640,000 =US$ 496,152.5 

(exchange rate lCA=0.7752-Nov. 30th) 

USS4,196,152.5 

US$ 1,797,240 

US$ 936,006.98 

US$ 1,436,374 

US$4,169,620.9 
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CAT_E_00000859/2

Payments - OK/ Catalyst 

Date of Invoice/Payment 

September 10/September 27'" 

October 10/October 17"' 

November 10/November 21" 

Comments 

Work plan and 1" payment - 180 K approved by NG@ 
meeting with Royi - NY September 14 - invoiced to 
Brian and paid - receipt issued 

180 k Approved for payment by NG @ meeting with 
Royi -Toronto October 10 - invoiced to Brian and paid

receipt issued 

180k Approved for payment by NG by phone Nov. 13 

Invoiced to Brian and paid - receipt issued 
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1/12/2017

Black Cube Testimony Describes Undercover Employee’s

Recording of Former Judge

calcalistech.com /ctech/articles/0,7340,L-3726397,00.html

An employee of Tel Aviv-based intelligence firm Black Cube used an assumed identity to meet with and secretly

record a retired Canadian judge, according to a witness written by Black Cube co-founder Avi Yanus.

 

For daily updates, subscribe to our newsletter by clicking here .

Mr. Yanus’ statement, which was obtained by Calcalist, appears to be part of a new lawsuit in the ongoing conflict

between Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and West Face Capital Inc. over the companies’ competing bids to acquire

Canadian wireless carrier Wind Mobile Corp. in 2014. West Face won the bid and acquired Wind for about $300

million, selling it less than two years later for $1.6 billion.

 

Toronot. Photo: Bloomberg

Before he left the bench, in a 2016 court case, Frank Newbould ruled in favor of West Face, denying Catalyst’s

claim of foul play.

 

Mr. Yanus wrote that Black Cube was hired because of a conflict over the original acquisition of Wind, but he did not

disclose the identity of his client.

 

“The company was contracted to provide intelligence regarding misconduct, fraud and bias in the 2014 Wind
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Telecom deal or its proceeding legal processes,” Mr. Yanus wrote.

 

Earlier this month, Canadian newspaper National Post reported that Mr. Newbould, who now works as a

professional arbitrator, was the target of a sting operation in September by a private investigator who sought to

record the former judge making offensive comments. Citing an anonymous source, the Post reported that the

private investigator was working on behalf of Black Cube.

 

On Tuesday, West Face filed a motion in the Ontario Court of Appeal asking to obtain information about sting

targeting Mr. Newbould. The case resumes today.

 

In his witness statement, which has not yet been submitted to the court, Mr. Yanus wrote that Black Cube indeed

conducted an “operation” targeting Mr. Newbould. Mr. Yanus described meetings between Mr. Newbould and an

undercover Black Cube agent who was posing as a potential client and secretly recording the conversation.

 

In the cover story, the Black Cube employee was a consultant inquiring about Mr. Newbould’s arbitration service on

behalf a Canadian oil company whose patent rights have infringed upon.

 

They met twice in one day to discuss a business agreement and then the Black Cube employee broke off

communication because “we had all the evidence required,” Mr Yanus wrote.

 

Mr. Newbould could not be reached for comment.
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
James Riley on 4/22/2021  1064

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1        "C" corresponds to the (c) in paragraph 23 of the

 2        Letter of Engagement?

 3                    A.   I can't say that with certainty.

 4 3026               Q.   All right.  Do you know whether

 5        Black Cube was adjudged to have been successful in

 6        acquiring evidence of dealings between West Face

 7        and Bruce Livesey relating to Callidus/Catalyst and

 8        any --

 9                    A.   I do not know.

10                    [Court reporter intervenes for

11                    clarification.]

12                    BY MR. LASCARIS:

13 3027               Q.   So my question was, do you know

14        whether Black Cube was adjudged to be successful in

15        finding evidence of dealings between West Face and

16        Bruce Livesey relating to Callidus/Catalyst and --

17                    A.   I do not.

18 3028               Q.   I'm sorry, if I could finish.

19                    A.   Yes.  I apologize.

20 3029               Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Any payment for

21        services by Livesey; that was my question.

22                    A.   I do -- are you finished?

23 3030               Q.   Yes.

24                    A.   I do not know.

25 3031               Q.   Would you expect that Mr. Glassman
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
James Riley on 4/22/2021  1065

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1        would know the answer to that question?

 2                    A.   You will have to ask Mr. Glassman.

 3 3032               Q.   Are you in a position to say

 4        whether Black Cube was adjudged to be successful,

 5        you know, for purposes of the Letter of Engagement,

 6        in acquiring any of the evidence particularized in

 7        Mr. DiPucchio's email?

 8                    A.   I do not know.

 9 3033               Q.   Let's go to the third document.

10        This is BC00168.

11                    A.   Who is the author of this

12        document, please?

13 3034               Q.   I was going to ask you that

14        question, Mr. Riley.  I have not been able to glean

15        from the document who the author is.  Evidently,

16        you don't know.

17                    MR. MOORE:  What does Black Cube say in

18        their affidavit of documents who -- do they

19        describe would the author is?

20                    MR. LASCARIS:  I can't tell you off the

21        top of my head as I sit here.

22                    MR. MOORE:  All right.

23                    BY MR. LASCARIS:

24 3035               Q.   But in any event, it appears

25        Mr. Riley doesn't know the answer to that question.
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Privileged and Confidential Update-WIND Litigation 

I . Catalyst has been pursuing litigation claims based upon alleged misuse or leakage of 
confidential information relating to the acquisition of WIND on behalf of the Funds 
which it manages on behalf of investors. 

2. In one of the actions which we refer to as the Moyse/West Face litigation, on February 
21, 2018, the Court of Appeal of Ontario made a ruling dismissing Catalyst's appeal from 
trial decision of the Honorable Justice Newbould. 

3. In Catalyst's February 21 Press Release regarding this decision, Catalyst indicated it 
respected the decision of the Court of Appeal and that reasons of the Court were expected 
in the near future. These reasons were released yesterday. Consequently, we want to 
provide you with this confidential update. 

4. It its reasons, the Court of Appeal referred to the legal principles which make it very 
difficult for appellate courts to review factual findings made at trial and concluded that 
the grounds argued by Catalyst were not sufficient to allow this to occur. 

5. In addition, the Court of Appeal concluded that it did not need to consider the substance 
of the legal arguments made by Catalyst regarding the tests applied by the trial judge to 
the issue of destruction of evidence and data by Mr. Moyse. 

6. Catalyst has sought legal advice regarding the potential grounds to seek leave to appeal 
the above decision, particularly in relation to issues relating to the destruction of 
evidence. It will make a public announcement about this in the near future. 

7. In its reasons, the Court of Appeal also made reference to the fact that in early August 
2014, it appeared that Catalyst and VimpelCom had reached agreement for the sale of 
WIND to Catalyst but that within days that agreement fell apart. Later in its reasons, the 
Court referred to the trial judge's finding that "Catalyst chose to tenninate its 
negotiations with the vendor of the WIND shares [VimpelCom] when the vendor 
demanded a substantial break fee." (underlining added). 

8. Neither the trial judge nor the Court of appeal made any determination as to whether the 
actions of VimpelCom or persons associated with VimpelCom had breached any of 
Catalyst's exclusivity rights. 

9. In our view, the contents of the interviews quoted below, together with the emails 
referred to in paragraphs 19-24 below provide cogent evidence that Catalyst's contractual 
rights in connection with the WIND sale were disregarded and breached by VimpelCom 
and related parties. As noted below, we believe that additional documents exist which we 
have not seen or had access to and that it is likely that such unknown documents contain 
evidence highly relevant to these claims. 
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I 0. In particular, Catalyst is confident in its conclusions that confidential information about 
the WIND negotiations and transactions was improperly leaked to the West Face 
consortium between July 23 and August 18, 2014 and that Catalyst's exclusivity rights 
and other contractual rights during this period were not respected. 

11 . The interviews in Catalyst's possession include statements made by a former West Face 
employee, who has extensive experience as a portfolio manager. This former employee 
has repeatedly indicated in his interview that inside information about the WIND 
negotiations was improperly leaked to West Face. 

12. This former employee expressed his belief that the West Face consortium had received 
inside information about the WIND negotiations as a result of which West Face was able 
to buy WIND by making a different bid with fewer conditions than Catalyst. 
Consequently, this employee stated that "I didn't work on the deal because I thought 
it was polluted". 

13. This employee went on to state his opinion that West Face had benefitted from the 
leakage of inside information about Catalyst's confidential bid: 

FormerWF 
employee 

Interviewer 
FormerWF 
employee 
Interviewer 
FormerWF 
employee 

Interviewer 

FormerWF 
employee 

But one of them in particular was - they were like 'we can't 
provide you with that'. And somehow that news made its way 
into our shop. And so they [the West Face consortium] made a 
bid with no conditions--
That's crazy--
--and the board took it. 

.-this is why- it's crazy, isn't it? I mean --
It is, unless someone on the Wind board told you what the right 

answer was, but said they couldn't put it on paper. 

So they had inside information from Wind or from Catalyst? Or 
from both, you think? 
They had information about Catalyst's bid, and they had 
information about why Wind wasn't taking it. And so they gave 
a bid that was lower but a little bit different that the board 
would accept. 

14. This same former employee also referred to the Moyse litigation. He said that Catalyst 
was correct in believing that West Face had indeed received confidential information 
about the WIND transaction that it was not supposed to have, but that the leakage of such 
information did not come from Moyse: 

"Interviewer 

formerWF 
employee 

Who has the right answer? 

Catalyst. It's - I believe they're correct that West Face had 
information they weren't supposed to. 
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Interviewer 

FormerWF 
employee 
Interviewer 

FormerWF 
employee 
Interviewer 

FormerWF 
employee 

Ah, okav. 

It just didn't come to West Face's hands the wav--

So what's the right path? Where did it go, I mean it's --

The board. 

A board member? Of Wind, vou think a board member of Wind 

gave them the--

15. A second former West Face employee with extensive investment industry experience has 
indicated in an interview that the West Face consortium's winning bid was made as a 
result of collusion, including "teamwork" with WJND's Tony Lacavera during the period 
when Catalyst was contractually entitled to exclusivity: 

"Former 
WF employee #2 
Interviewer 

Former WF 
cmployce#2 

Interviewer 

Former WF 
employce#2 

Interviewer 

Former WF 
employee#2 

Yeah, so Catalyst Capital--. 

Yeah, Catalyst, umm-hmm. 

They actually had a bid that was higher than ours. They 
bid something, something over 300 million. I don't know 
what. Our belief that it was higher than ours. Umm. so 
they kind of forgot about, they kind of forgot about, 
umm ••. If you remember what, umm, VimpelCom told 
UBS, the three key--. 

Conditions. 

Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the 
bidding process was, umm, expediency of close, whoever 
can close the fastest; certainty of close; and number three 
was price. But price wasn't the most important factor. So, 
we put our bid in, and we said, "See, no conditions to close, 
we can close--." And the big thing was regulatory, because 
you need a regulatory approval to take ownership of the 
asset, and they had to put in a, a regulatory approval. 

And you had that approval? 

We didn't, but what we did differently from Catalyst 
Capital is we went to Tony Lacavera and we said, ''Tony, 
umm, technically speaking, you already control this 
asset. You own 51% of the votes, so why don't we team 
up with you, we'll give you the money, and then you pay 
VimpelCom?" 
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Interviewer 

Former WF 
employee#2 
Interviewer 

FormerWF 
employee #2 

Interviewer 

Former 
employee#2 

Interviewer 

Former 
employee #2 
Interviewer 

Former employee #2 

Is that, isn't that conflict of interest? 

No, no. There's no conflict of interest. 

He was selling to himself? 

He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business, 
remember? But he owned 51% of the votes. 

Yeah. 

So we said to him, "Why don't we give you 285 million 
dollars, and then you use that to pay VimpelCom 285 
million-.." 

To buy their--. 

"-to buy out their shares." 

Correct. And then, at some point later, we will restructure 
the company such that we own 90% and you own 10%. ~ 
we teamed up with Tony Lacavera, and he was first, was 
willing to do that because he would essentially be gifted a 
certain percentage of the company for free." 

16. Based upon the additional documents referred to below, during Catalyst's exclusivity 
period, significant contacts and dealings in furtherance of the West Face consortium's 
acquisition of WIND took place among Lacavera and participants in his equity group, 
VimpelCom and/or its financial advisors, and members of the West Face consortium. 

17. The above interviews have not been filed with any Court and should be treated as strictly 
confidential. 

18. Catalyst is also in possession of numerous emails which support the opinions quoted 
above and which corroborate that there was improper leakage of confidential information 
in connection with the sale of WIND to the West Face consortium, during Catalyst's 
exclusivity period. Given the number and volume of these emails, it is difficult to fully 
describe their contents. Specific dates and details are available for review on a 
confidential basis by interested limited partners. 

19. Among other things these contemporaneous emails reveal that significant confidential 
information was leaked to members of the West Face consortium during the Catalyst 
exclusivity period (July 23--August 18, 2014) which had been formally agreed to by 
VimpelCom. 

20. In our view, the emails: 
(i) show that these leaks included confidential information about the dates of Catalyst's 
exclusivity rights and the status of Catalyst's dealings with VimpelCom and its Board; 
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(ii) reveal the timing and terms of a competing proposal which the West Face consortium 
submitted to VimpelCom at the same time as VimpelCom was scheduled to consider the 
formal agreement which had been negotiated with Catalyst; 

(iii) show that the timing and content of the communications relating to this competing 
proposal were for the specific purpose of providing VimpelCom an alternative option to 
Catalyst's offer to buy WIND; 

(iv) disclose the participation of and contacts involving Mr. Lacavera and investors 
affiliated with him about the West Face consortium's competing proposal, despite 
Lacavera's obligation to support the Catalyst offer during Catalyst's exclusivity period; 

(v) following the delivery of the West Face consortium's competing proposal to 
VimpelCom, and before the expiry of Catalyst's exclusivity rights on August 18, 2014 
there were additional communications in furtherance of the West Face consortium's 
competing proposal, and, 

(vi) reveal, throughout, the participation, knowledge and encouragement ofVimpelCom's 
financial advisor, UBS, in relation to the matters referred to in the emails. 

21. The timing of these events and communications is important. 

22. First, all of the emails referred to above occurred during the exclusivity period which had 
been agreed to between Catalyst and VimpelCom. 

23. Second, additional documents in Catalyst's possession show both the content and timing 
of significant new business demands made by VimpelCom near the end of Catalyst's 
exclusivity period. 

24. These documents show that VimpelCom's new demands included a demand for a multi 
million dollar break fee, as well as for a material shortening of the time to obtain the 
regulatory approval for the transaction which had been proposed by Catalyst. 

25. The additional documents show these new demands had previously been addressed in 
the prior negotiations between Catalyst and VimpelCom and that they had been signed 
off on in detailed agreements submitted to the VimpelCom Board for formal approval. 

26. These additional documents, when read together with the emails referred to above, 
establish that VimpelCom decided to put the above demands back 011 the table shortly 
after the competing proposal had been delivered to VimpelCom by the West Face 
consortium, but prior to the expiry of Catalyst's contractual exclusivity period. 

27. No doubt there are additional communications and documents in the possession of 
VimpelCom, UBS, and Mr. Lacavera, which are highly relevant to the above issues. Such 
additional documents have never been produced to Catalyst because these persons were 
not defendants in the Moyse/West Face litigation, and because full document production 
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f 

and discovery examinations have not occurred in the lawsuit commenced by Catalyst 
against VimpelCom and others. 

28. Given the above, despite the Court's dismissal of Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse/West 
Face case, we remain convinced that Catalyst's confidential work product, information, 
and strategies regarding the WIND transaction were improperly conveyed to by 
VimpelCom and others during the exclusivity period referred to above, and that such 
breaches caused significant damages to Catalyst Fund investors. 

29. Accordingly, Catalyst will use its best efforts to ensure that all of the relevant facts and 
documents come to light, and to pursue all available remedies to obtain redress for the 
benefit of the investors in the Funds. 

30. Currently there arc pending Court motions in which VimpelCom (and other 
defending parties) have asked the Ontario Superior Court of Justice to make orders 
preventing Catalyst from continuing the lawsuit it has instituted based upon the 
above claims. The Court's decision is under reserve. You should be aware that 
inappropriate circulation of this summary could adversely affect the outcome of 
these motions. Accordingly, it is vital that you respect the confidentiality of this 
litigation update. 
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Meeting with Peter Brimm / November 1st, 2017/ Toronto 

Time 

stamp 

Side Transcript 

Sounds on the street, then sounds inside a restaurant/cafe, 

music 

5:50.0 Agent Good morning, how are you today? 

Brimm Suit and tie every day 

Agent [5:52.8] cold? 

Brimm No, no, not real cold yet 

Agent [Mumbles, not elear][5:58.7] 

Brimm How have you been? 

Agent Jetlagged last two weeks 

Brimm Oh man, that's unfortunate 

Agent Not your fault 

Brimm It's Canadian thing to apologize for everything. 

Agent You do? 

Brimm Canadians apologize for everything 

Agent Are they Polish in origin? 

Brimm Hmm, I think some of them must be 

Agent I think it's a very Polish characteristic-- 

Brimm If this was Poland, you could have asked it, so 

06:30 Agent I think they're best in the world in losing. 

So how are you? 

Brimm Coming along. 
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00:10:59 Agent And the second, hmm, the second, hmm, thing that I would 

like you to talk about is your experience with the, hmm, 

hmm, West Face ... you worked at West-Face, right? 

Brimm West-Face, yeah. 

Agent Your experience there while the purchase of Wind happen —

occurred. 

Brimm The purchase of what? 

Agent Hmm, Wind I think? 

Brimm Wind? Okay. 

Agent -the cellular company, because it's very big acquisition! Okay? 

Brimm Yeah. 

Agent So, hmm, we would like you to talk about that, if it's possible, 

of course. 

00:11:27 Brimm Hmm, I didn't, I didn't work on that file. 

Agent Umm-hmm you know 

Brimm --I know some details about it, but I didn't actually work on 
it, so. The gentleman who was responsible for it now lives in 
BC. 

Agent B.C? 

Brimm You know, British Colombia. 

Agent Oh, British Colombia. 

Brimm Yeah, yeah, exactly, yeah. Hmm, so, he...started his own 

fund now. But, I'm (pauses — AGENT), let's see. So, the...if 

we're speaking about Canada, I can talk as short or as long as 

you want about that, hmm, the stuff on Wind, I don't have a lot 

of details 'cause I wasn't on the file, that would have to be a bit 

shorter 
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Agent The first one could be...well, we don't wanna tire them 

so...maybe two sessions of two hours, would that work? With 

different aspects? 

Brimm Of? So I'm sorry the — so the Canadian stuff? 

12:20.8 Agent About the Canadian stuff, yes. 

Brimm You wanna total of two hours or total four hours? 

Agent Four hours, two sessions of two hours. 

Brimm They would hate me at the end of it. (Laughing) 

This guys, shut up! 

Agent [laughs] But say it in Chinese please. 

Brimm Yeah [laughs]. 

Agent Okay, and the second one, the Wind story? 

Agent And the second one, the Wind story? 

Brimm I mean, I might be able to put together half an hour on that. 

Agent That's it? ok. 

Brimm Yeah I don't really have-- 

Agent Okay. 

Brimm --that much on it -- I don't have the details on it. 

Agent You probably will as that — in the business world there's a lot 

of importance to rumours, to how you saw it happening, you 

know, not just one that did the deal, but — yeah that could be 

very interesting because it is a very significant deal, even in 

Chinese eyes. So that would be nice. 

00:13:13 Brimm Yeah, hmm, the biggest file that would have made headlines, 

maybe that not as much as, hmm, getting SafeWay U.S to sell 

SafeWay Canada to a Canadian company. So, he's--. 
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Meeting with Yu-Jia Zhu/ November 1st, 2017 / 
Vancouver/ 02:06:58/ Voice_005[1] 

Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

00:04:24 Yu-Jia I am flattered. Thank you very much. 

00:04:36 Yu-Jia It must be a tired long day for you. 

00:04:37 Agent You can't imagine. As you know you, you do business, you do global 

business? 

Yu-Jia Such as life. We are very much Canadian focused. 

Agent Oh Okay. You know, the global realm, you have to work all around. 

Yu-Jia Yes. Yes. 

Agent So how are you? 

Yu-Jia Very good. Very good. 

Agent I do apologise [for] taking you away from your wife and kids tonight. 

And I appreciate it. 3 years old you say? 

Yu-Jia 3 years old, yes. 

Agent One? 

Yu-Jia One, yes. 

Agent Are you enjoying it? 

Yu-Jia Very much so. It's fascinating to watch them develop right before your 

eyes. You know, every day is different. Especially, if you go away on a 

trip, come back 4 or 5 days later, they develop. 

00:05:29 Agent • Don't hold back anything, anything. I say to my kids, I have grown-

up kids. The small one, she's 14 years old. I don't know if I was 

mistaken, I am not • home. Now, I try to be at home with her. Any 

TOR_LAW\ 9662323\1 1 
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stamp 

Yu-Jia No, so for any bidder. 

Agent Ah, okay. 

Yu-Jia Whoever owns this asset, will provide clarity shortly. Umm ... 

Agent Was that a statement told to you, or is that something that was published 

in the newspapers? Meaning, it's addressed and don't worry? 

01:32:34 Yu-Jia Umm, it, it was, it was spoken to us in a meeting, but anyone who went 

to him, he said the same thing to them. 

Agent Ah, okay. 

Yu-Jia So, there were other potential bidders like, hanging around, looking at the 

asset. Everyone did this. Umm, the craziest thing is, so--. I' II, I' II go in 

sequence. So, after hearing that, those words from the minister, I said, 

"Well, it's pretty obvious that he's still committed to this plan oflowering 

cell phone prices. It's clearly an issue at, at the next election. Umm, he 

agrees that he has to finish the job that he started. So, umm, I think he's 

gonna, he's gonna give additional spectrum to, umm, to, to the new 

entrance, umm, in the next, in the next auction." 

01 :33:29 So we put in the bid for WIND at 285$ million. 

Agent At the--. You told me that there was another bid from, umm, from ... I 

don't remember the company's name. 

01 :33:40 Yu-Jia Yeah, so Catalyst Capital--. 

Agent Yeah, Catalyst, umm-hmm. 

Yu-Jia They actually had a bid that was higher than ours. They bid something, 

something over 300 million, I don't know what. Our belief that it was 

higher than ours. Umm, so they kind of forgot about, they kind of forgot 

about, umm ... If you remember what, umm, VimpelCom told UBS, the 

three key--. 
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Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

Agent Conditions. 

Yu-Jia Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the bidding process 

was, umm, expediency of close, whoever can close the fastest; certainty 

of close; and number three was price. But price wasn't the most important 

factor. So, we put our bid in, and we said, "See, no conditions to close, 

we can close--." And the big thing was regulatory, because you need a 

regulatory approval to take ownership of the asset, and they had to put in 

a, a regulatory approval. 

01 :34:36 Agent And you had that approval? 

Yu-Jia We didn't, but what we did differently from Catalyst Capital is we went 

to Tony Lacavera and we said, "Tony, umm, technically speaking, you 

already control this asset. You own 51 % of the votes, so why don't we 

team up with you, we'll give you the money, and then you pay 

VimpelCom?" 

Agent Is that, isn't that conflict of interest? 

Yu-Jia No, no. There's no conflict of interest. 

Agent He was selling to himself? 

01 :35:08 Yu-Jia He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business, remember? But he 

owned 51 % of the votes. 

Agent Yeah. 

Yu-Jia So we said to him, "Why don't we give you 285 million dollars, and then 

you use that to pay VimpelCom 285 million--." 

Agent To buy their--. 

Yu-Jia "-to buy out their shares." 

Agent -95%7 
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Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

01 :35:24 Yu-Jia Correct. "And then, at some point later, we will restructure the company 

such that we own 90% and you own 10%." So, we teamed up with Tony 

Lacavera, and he at first, was willing to do that because we would 

essentially be gifted a certain percentage of the company for free. 

(Irrelevant Section - waitress serving the table -AGENT) 

01:35:50 Yu-Jia And the beauty of the, this, this structure was that from the government's 

perspective, there's no change of control. Tony Lacavera is the guy who 

controlled it before, and he's the guy who controlled it afterwards, yeah. 

Agent He's controlled it. 

Yu-Jia Yeah. so, we were able to go to VimpelCom and say, "Our bid has no 

conditions, it doesn't have--." 

Agent Why did they, Catalyst have conditions? 

01:36:12 Yu-Jia They had regulatory approval. They said, "We'll bid you," however much 

they bid, I don't even know, 300 and something million, umm, "and that's 

condit--, conditional on us receiving approval from Industry Canada, the, 

the minister." 

Agent And you already had it because you teamed up with, umm--. 

Yu-Jia Correct. WIND. 

Agent -Tony. 

Yu-Jia Correct. 

Agent Okay. Smart move. 

01:36:39 Yu-Jia So, VimpelCom looked at that and they said, "I care about an extra 15-

20$ million? I don't give a shit, you know? We already burned, you 

know--. 
,, 

Agent One--. 
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Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

Yu-Jia "-1.2 billion, 2$ billion on this. Fuck the money. All I want is 285 million, 

today you can have it." So, we closed within like 3 days, sent the money 

over. And, um, that's how fast that transaction's been. So, Catalyst, as 

you probably know, sued us afterwards. They said, "Oh, you guys did all 

sorts of things, umm, and you stole--." 

01 :37: 14 Agent That, that, yeah. That's, umm ... And, and you told me that there's an 

employee that then came to work with, for, umm, West Face. 

Yu-Jia It was coincidental. At the time, umm, West Face was launching a new 

credit fund, a lending fund. And so, they hired a, a junior analyst to be a 

part of this credit fund. He worked for like, five days, and then Catalyst 

sent the letter saying, "Hey, you can't hire this guy, he has a non-compete, 

and such and such." Se we told him, "Alright, go home and sit at home 

for, you know, six months, visit, come back, kind of thing. We' 11 pay your 

salary." He was there for five days, he couldn't do anything. 

Agent Umm-hmm. 

01:38:00 Yu-Jia But Catalyst tried to, tried to sue West Face and say, you know, "This 

guy gave you secrets which allowed you to bid and win in this auction". 

It didn't make any sense, like, we bid less money than you, you know? 

It's not like you told us how much money you were bidding and then we 

bid like one million dollars more--. 

Agent More, yeah. 

Yu-Jia -yeah. we bid less than you. 

01 :38:20 Agent Umm, Pet--. Umm, Peter told me that, umm, Tony pulled strings to make 

sure that none of the law suits umm, succeed. Personal strings. 

Yu-Jia Yeah, umm, it wasn't really a matter of pulling strings, it was more--. 

Like I said, the judges in Canada, the court system, will look at--. Look 

at the facts of the case, and umm, we already had a judgement last year. 
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Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

There's an appeal now, but, the, the initial judgement was, was in our 

favour. They said, "Look at the facts of the case, clearly, you know, West 

Face won the auction process because they were willing to take a risk that 

Catalyst was, was not willing to take." We took a certain amount of risk 

by answering to this structure, because it was possible--. 

01:39:07 Agent Because in the condi--. In the conditions--. 

Yu-Jia Exactly, yeah. It's possible that Tony Lacavera, for a period of time, he 

owned 100% of the votes of the company. It was, it was--. Our risk was 

that he could have screwed us by, well, not completing the second step 

transaction where we get 100% of, or 90% of the company--. 

Agent He could have .... 

Yu-Jia Exactly, yeah, yeah. So, it was, it's not without risk. We were willing to 

take that risk, and therefore we were rewarded, you know, with the asset 

and, and eventually the, the proceeds, you know, the game's 

[1 :39:38]. It was the judge's words, the judge said this to Catalyst. He 

said, "You lost, not because--." 

01 :39:44 Agent "Just deal with it." 

Yu-Jia Yeah, "Not because this junior analyst gave some secret to West Face, 

it's because you were unwilling to take the risk." 

Agent So, the rumours that he came with, umm, the, the competitors', umm, 

offer, those are, that's bullshit? 

Yu-Jia Yes. No tricks to it at all, we bid less than--. (laughs - AGENT) 

Agent Yeah. logically it doesn't make any sense, ofcourse. 

01:40:13 Yu-Jia It's because, it's a fundamental thing they forgot about the priorities for 

VimpelCom. Expediency of close, how fast we'll close--. 

Agent That was the most important thing? 
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Time Side Transcript 

stamp 

Yu-Jia Most important. More important than price. Second was certainty of 

close. They were just so tired of having spent 6-7 years in Canada, 

spending 1.2$ billion, 1.5$ billion. Being screwed around by the 

government. So, we just wanna cut our losses and get out. 

Agent (laughs - AGENT) 

01:40:41 Yu-Jia The, the guy in charge of the file for VimpelCom, he said--. He came over 

and he met us once, he said, "I'm, I'm in town to meet all the potential 

bidders. I'm meeting with you guys, and Catalyst, and everyone else." 

Agent What, the Egyptian? 

Yu-Jia Umm, he was, umm, no, he was a Russian guy. 

Agent Oh. 

Yu-Jia So, ... "I'm only gonna tell you this once. I only wanna fly back here one 

more time." 

Agent Did he say it in an American accent, or in a heavy Russian accent? 

Yu-Jia He, he didn't have much of an accent. 

01:41:09 Agent Okay. That's interesting. 

Yu-Jia I think it's what educated in western Europe. "So, I'm gonna come back 

to Canada one more time." 

Agent He was that much fed up with the process? 

Yu-Jia Yeah, yeah. "The, the next time I come back to Canada is to sign the sale 

agreement, and then I'm never coming back again." So, there, ifthere are 

any conditions to close, you know, like if there's any risk that maybe it's 

not approved or, you know, the, the transaction doesn't go through- the 

guy, you know, he'll have to come back again, and like, just, there's no 

one to deal with that. It's just gonna be like, once he signed the papers--. 
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stamp 

01:41:44 - So, we gave him our offer, we said, "You come back--." 

Agent Once. 

Yu-Jia "-sign this, we'll wire you the money immediately" kind of thing. 

Agent The money was, the cash wired immediately? 

Yu-Jia Yeah. 

Agent Wow. 

Yu-Jia And we sent it to Tony, you know, Tony said ... 

01 :42:01 Agent You know, it's amazing because I, the rumours are that there was foul 

play here. Now that I hear it from the guy who managed it, wow. It's such 

a big difference. 

That would be a, a very interesting case to present to the, to the, to the 

visit. 

Yu-Jia You know--. 

Agent Very interesting. 

Yu-Jia -the, the outcome is, you know--. 

Agent But you have to do it in English, not in Chinese. 

Yu-Jia Yeah. I don't speak Chinese well enough to be able to do that, you know. 

Agent Your English is, is more than perfect. 

01:42:34 Yu-Jia And the outcome was 14 months later, we added another 200,000 

subscribers or so. 

Agent So, you've reached the, the breakeven point? 

Yu-Jia The company generated, I think in 2016, and then generated 50 million 

of EBITDA. And then the government came through and had additional 

spectrum for set, set aside a spectrum, which we purchased for the 
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reserved price with no other bidders in the auction. Deployed 4G LTE, 

mnm, started doing that. Umm, and, mnm, 14 months later we sold it to 

a cable company, a Vancouver based cable company for 1.6 billion. 

Agent 1.6 billion? It's a nice deal. 

Yu-Jia It's a nice deal. 

01:43:17 Agent Yes. What, what was your bonus? 

Yu-Jia That's, umm, not relevant, but ... 

Agent Did you get a bonus? That's the important part. 

Yu-Jia (laughs - AGENT) 

Agent Because I talked to Tony about the Safe Way deal--. 

Yu-Jia Yeah. 

Agent -he didn't get anything. 

Yu-Jia No, they were not very good, umm, dealers. 

Agent Yes. That's, umm, a very interesting story. Very interesting, I think it 

would, can explain a lot about the mentality--. 

Yu-Jia Umm-hmm. 

01:43:47 Agent -see, it would--. It explains a lot, let's say, umm, Catalyst had their, umm, 

their condition regarding the spectrum. Why didn't they go speak to the 

minister? So, he's g--. They did? 

Yu-Jia They did, they did. 

Agent So, he gave them the same answer? 

Yu-Jia He gave them the same answer. 

01:44:07 Agent So, why do they need a condition? 
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Yu-Jia Their condition was on, umm, their condition wasn't on the, on the 

spectrum. Their condition was on, well, I'm not too sure, I've never seen 

their bid, but I think based on the news coverage, I think their, their, their 

condition was more on the government approval, the transfer. The change 

of control transfer to them. 

01 :44:34 - Because there is some risk that the government will look at 

Catalyst and say--. 

Agent But it's a Canadian company, what's the problem? 

Yu-Jia You never know what these government thinks, right? Like, it could be a 

delay in timing, it could be, umm, they could ask for information on their 

investors. There's a risk that Catalyst didn't wanna take. They said, 

"VimpelCom, we want you to take that risk. Alright? If the government 

gives us it's approval, we're happy to but the asset." Based on what I've 

read in the press, "But in case the government doesn't come through, we 

want you. You take the risk, you have to reshop the asset again." 

01:45:14 Agent Hmm. And only then we will buy. 

Yu-Jia Correct, yeah. whereas for us, for West Face, we said--. 

Agent Tomorrow we're buying it. 

Yu-Jia Yeah, we'll take the risk. We take the risk--. West Face took the risk, that 

the government could've said, when we try to take 90% ownership from 

Tony Lacavera, there's a risk. It's--. We're having to face the same risk 

that Catalyst did, that the government might have said, "No, we're--. This 

is gonna take a year or two or--." 

Agent You were willing to take the risk and they weren't willing. 

Yu-Jia Correct. Yeah. 

01:45:39 Agent It explains a lot about business mentality, I, I like it. It's a great story. 
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
James Riley on 10/26/2020  231

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1       consent to Black Cube, or whatever the official

 2       name of Black Cube is, the B.C. Strategy companies,

 3       to disclose a complete list of parties to whom this

 4       witness statement by Avi Janus was given?

 5       U/A         MR. MOORE:  We'll take that under

 6       advisement.

 7                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

 8 749               Q.   Go back to your first affidavit,

 9       sir, and that is tab "A" of my brief.  It is your

10       December 5th affidavit.

11                   A.   It is the one we are currently in,

12       right?  That is the one we are currently in?

13 750               Q.   Yes.

14                   A.   Yes.

15 751               Q.   Paragraph 113, please.  So this is

16       about the March 19, 2018 investor letter sent to

17       Callidus's investors -- sorry, Catalyst's

18       investors.  Catalyst, of course, is a fiduciary to

19       its investors, and you have made that point at

20       various stages in your affidavits; correct?

21                   A.   That is correct.

22 752               Q.   And Catalyst has a duty to give

23       its investors fair, complete and accurate

24       information to the best of your abilities; correct?

25                   A.   Yes.
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 1 753               Q.   And it would be inconsistent with

 2       your fiduciary duties in that regard to provide

 3       your investors with inaccurate, incomplete or

 4       misleading information; correct?

 5       R/F         MR. MOORE:  Don't answer that question.

 6                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

 7 754               Q.   Paragraph 113 says that:

 8                        "The March Investor Letter

 9                   informs our investors that a former

10                   employee of West Face said that

11                   inside information about the WIND

12                   negotiations was improperly leaked

13                   to the West Face Consortium and that

14                   Catalyst's exclusivity rights and

15                   other contractual rights were not

16                   respected."

17                   Do you see that?

18                   MR. DEARDEN:  Paragraph 113, he asked

19       if you see it.

20                   THE DEPONENT:  Yes, I do see it.

21       Sorry, I just was reading it as you said that.  I

22       do see 113.

23                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

24 755               Q.   And you didn't disclose to your

25       investors what the context in which the former
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 1       employee of West Face made the statements quoted

 2       below was, and it was a meeting under false

 3       pretenses carried out by Black Cube?

 4                   A.   Not to my knowledge did we say

 5       that.

 6 756               Q.   And you didn't disclose to your

 7       investors that the target of the sting, Peter

 8       Brimm, did not in fact work on Wind and told Black

 9       Cube's operative that he had no involvement in the

10       Wind Mobile file; correct?

11                   MR. MOORE:  I don't think that is an

12       accurate summation of what Brimm said.

13                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

14 757               Q.   Go to document 88, please, page 5.

15       So you see agent:

16                        "Agent:  Your experience there

17                   while the purchase of Wind happen -

18                   occurred."

19                   And they go back and forth about it for

20       a little bit.

21                   And Brimm says:

22                        "Hmm, I didn't, I didn't work

23                   on that file.

24                       Agent:  Mm-hmm you know.

25                       Brimm:  -- I know some details
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 1                   about it, but I didn't actually work

 2                   on it, so.  The gentleman who was

 3                   responsible for it now lives in BC.

 4                       Agent:  BC?

 5                       Brimm:  You know, British

 6                   Columbia."

 7                   So you didn't disclose to your

 8       investors that Peter Brimm, the person you were

 9       quoting in the investor letter, didn't actually

10       work on the Wind file?

11                   A.   But I am not sure that doesn't

12       mean he didn't know details about Wind.

13 758               Q.   That is not my question.  You

14       didn't disclose the fact that he didn't work on it;

15       correct?

16                   A.   If I could just for a moment go

17       back to, and I am not sure what affidavit, but the

18       reference to the new information I believe that was

19       referred to was not just the emails but was the

20       Brimm and Yu-jia Zhu tapes.

21 759               Q.   No, the new information, that was

22       August 2017.  That was before you --

23                   A.   Then I am mistaken.  I am just --

24       I get very -- I apologize, there is a lot of dates

25       and a lot of things.
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 1 760               Q.   Okay, so let's just stay on the

 2       same page here.  This is the March 19, 2018

 3       investor letter.  That is the one that refers to

 4       Peter Brimm's transcript.

 5                   A.   Got it.

 6 761               Q.   You didn't disclose in that letter

 7       to your investors, to whom you had a duty of fair,

 8       complete and accurate information, you didn't tell

 9       them that Brimm didn't work on the file, did you?

10                   A.   No.

11 762               Q.   And you didn't tell them that

12       Yu-jia Zhu, the individual who actually did work on

13       the file, said that Catalyst was wrong in its

14       position in the Moyse litigation?  You didn't

15       disclose that, did you?

16                   A.   No, we did not.

17 763               Q.   And if we could go to document 89,

18       this is the transcript of the sting on Yu-jia Zhu.

19                   A.   Sting or interview?  The interview

20       with Yu-jia Zhu, as I pronounce it, Yu-jia Zhu, the

21       interview.

22 764               Q.   The interview under false

23       pretenses by an agent of Black Cube, if we want to

24       be technical; correct?

25                   A.   I don't -- I am not sure I have to
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 1       agree with that.

 2                   MR. MOORE:  Let's move on with it.

 3                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

 4 765               Q.   Page 67.

 5                   A.   Could someone please blow that up?

 6 766               Q.   So going down a little bit, okay,

 7       and stop right there.  So I am picking up at where

 8       Yu-jia says:

 9                        "Exactly, yeah, yeah."

10                   Do you see that?

11                   A.   Yes.

12 767               Q.   He says:

13                        "So, it was, it's not without

14                   risk.  We were willing to take that

15                   risk, and therefore we were

16                   rewarded, you know, with the asset

17                   and, and eventually the, the

18                   proceeds, you know, the game's --

19                       It was the judge's words, the

20                   judge said this to Catalyst.  He

21                   said, 'You lost, not because --'

22                       Agent:  'Just deal with it.'

23                       Yu-Jia:  Yeah, 'Not because this

24                   junior analyst gave some secret to

25                   West Face, it's because you were
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 1                   unwilling to take the risk.'

 2                       Agent:  So, the rumours that he

 3                   came with, umm, the competitors',

 4                   umm, offer, those are, that's

 5                   bullshit?

 6                       Yu-jia:  Yes.  No tricks to it at

 7                   all, we bid less than --

 8                       Agent:  Yeah, logically it

 9                   doesn't make any sense, of course.

10                         Yu-jia:  It's because, it's a

11                   fundamental thing they forgot about

12                   the priorities for VimpelCom."

13                   So you didn't disclose to your

14       investors that Mr. Zhu said to the agent that

15       Catalyst's theory was quote/unquote "bullshit"?

16                   MR. MOORE:  Mr. Milne-Smith, the

17       transcripts of these meetings, interviews, whatever

18       you want to call them, I can't remember whether it

19       is Zhu or Brimm or both, elsewhere -- and I am not

20       suggesting that we pause and look it up because

21       we'll be scrolling through pages and pages and

22       pages to find it which is just going to eat up your

23       time and I am not trying to do that.  But my

24       recollection is there are comments in the

25       transcripts elsewhere that make it clear that
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 1       Catalyst had it wrong in thinking that Moyse was

 2       the person who had improperly leaked information

 3       and that they were right in believing there had

 4       been an improper leak.  It just wasn't Moyse.  It

 5       was someone else.

 6                   So I'm paraphrasing now, but I think

 7       you'll find words to that effect elsewhere on one

 8       or more of these transcripts.

 9                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

10 768               Q.   That was Mr. Brimm's evidence, and

11       we have already talked about how he actually didn't

12       work on the file.  So I am talking now about

13       Mr. Zhu's evidence and what was included or not

14       included in the, as Mr. Riley agreed, fair,

15       complete and accurate information to its investors.

16       R/F         MR. MOORE:  Well, I object to the

17       question then, because I think to put that question

18       fairly - and leaving aside asking Mr. Riley

19       implicitly to judge what the fiduciary duty meant

20       or didn't mean, which I object to - but I think if

21       you want to ask that question fairly, one would

22       have to allow Mr. Riley to read the whole nine

23       yards of both transcripts to put the whole thing in

24       context.  And unless we are going to break and do

25       that, which I don't think would be a useful way to
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 1       do it from your standpoint, then I object to the

 2       question based upon what is in my view a narrow

 3       reference to this particular part of the

 4       transcript.

 5                   MR. MILNE-SMITH:  All right, we'll deal

 6       with that refusal in due course.

 7                   MR. MOORE:  All right.

 8                   BY MR. MILNE-SMITH:

 9 769               Q.   Mr. Riley, you never sought to

10       file those so-called interviews or the transcripts

11       of these so-called interviews with Mr. Zhu and

12       Mr. Brimm in any court proceeding, did you?

13                   A.   I don't know what counsel did or

14       didn't do.

15 770               Q.   You are not aware of Catalyst or

16       Callidus attempting to do so?

17                   A.   I do not --

18                   MR. MOORE:  I can answer that question.

19                   The only court proceeding that followed

20       from a timing standpoint was I think the attendance

21       before Justice Hainey in April or thereabouts of

22       2018, following the issuance of the Court of Appeal

23       decision in the Moyse case, and in which Justice

24       Hainey had given a very explicit, clear order that

25       the only submission that was going to be
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155 Wellington Street West 
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January 14, 2020 

BY EMAIL 

Mr. Daniel Guy 
c/o John Kingman Phillips 
Waddell Phillips LLP 
36 Toronto St., Suite 1120 
Toronto, ON  M5C 2C5 
john@waddellphillips.ca 

Dear Mr. Guy: 

Your Evidence Pertaining to The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. et. al. v. West Face Capital Inc. and 
Greg Boland 

We are litigation counsel to West Face Capital Inc. (“West Face”) and Gregory Boland in ongoing 
proceedings, including in a lawsuit commenced by The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“Catalyst”) and 
Callidus Capital Corporation (“Callidus”) against them. In their claim, the plaintiffs allege that West 
Face and Mr. Boland were members of a group, referred to as the “Wolfpack”, that allegedly 
participated in a conspiracy to harm the plaintiffs by engaging in a “short and distort” campaign of 
Callidus’s public stock, in or around August 2017. 

These allegations are categorically false. West Face has never shorted Callidus since exiting its short 
position in approximately May 2015.  

We also act for West Face and Mr. Boland in respect of their counterclaim against Catalyst, Callidus 
and their principals (Newton Glassman, James Riley, and Gabriel De Alba), as well as against the 
Israeli private investigative firm known as Black Cube, the Israeli online reputation firm known as Psy 
Group, and others. In the counterclaim, our clients allege, among other things, that the counterclaim 
defendants orchestrated a conspiracy to harm the reputations and financial interests of West Face and 
Mr. Boland (as well as numerous other perceived enemies of Catalyst, Callidus and Glassman). The 
counterclaim defendants did so by circulating rumours and otherwise publishing false and defamatory 
statements that West Face and Mr. Boland participated in the above-noted “Wolfpack” and otherwise 
engaged in criminal or quasi-criminal behaviour aimed at Catalyst, Callidus, and other “victims”. 

I have attached a copy of the plaintiffs’ Statement of Claim and our clients’ Statement of Defence and 
Counterclaim for your reference. 

Matthew Milne-Smith 
T 416.863.5595 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 

File 262163 

DAVIES 

DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
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In the course of the proceedings described above, we have obtained numerous documents indicating 
that Mr. Glassman, Catalyst and Psy Group have involved you (and a private investigator whom you 
have used in the past, Derrick Snowdy) in their schemes against West Face. For example, you are 
identified as the author of an email purporting to be from “Vincent Hanna” to Newton Glassman falsely 
alleging that West Face and Boland were participating in the “Wolfpack” described above. Catalyst has 
pleaded that this email was the impetus for the “Wolfpack” litigation that it has commenced against 
West Face and numerous other defendants. Similarly, you are alleged to have told the Joint Serious 
Offences Team (JSOT) and Catalyst that you have a recording of a meeting of the “Wolfpack” at which 
Mr. Boland stated that he was targeting Catalyst.  

The allegations about West Face and Mr. Boland described above are, as noted above, categorically 
false. It is possible that you have been unwittingly duped into participating in Mr. Glassman’s schemes 
on false pretences, in order to provide a pretext for his litigation against West Face and others. It is also 
possible that Catalyst has misrepresented your position and/or information. Regardless, you or your 
agents (including Mr. Snowdy) have documents, information, and/or other evidence that is directly 
relevant to both our clients’ defence to the action against them, as well as to the counterclaim. By this 
letter, we are putting you on notice that you have important obligations under Ontario law to not 
destroy, delete, modify, alter, or otherwise tamper in any way with any evidence you may have that 
could potentially be relevant to these proceedings, and to ensure that your agents do the same. 

We would like to meet with you (and/or with any counsel you may choose to retain in respect of this 
matter) to discuss how you may be able to assist us and our clients in mounting their defences or in 
prosecuting their claims, including by voluntarily providing us with the evidence in your possession. If 
possible, we believe it is in all of our interests to proceed voluntarily rather than engaging the Court’s 
process. Should you refuse to cooperate willingly, our clients of course reserve all rights to pursue all 
available remedies against you, including but not limited to an order compelling you to submit to an 
examination under oath and to produce all relevant documents, or a claim for the damages that your 
conduct has caused. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours very truly, 

Matthew Milne-Smith 

Attach. 

cc. Kent Thomson, Andrew Carlson, Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP 

bcc. Philip Panet, Gregory Boland, West Face Capital Inc. 
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From: Danny <danny@harringtongloballtd.com>
Sent: January 16, 2020 8:58 AM
To: MMilne-Smith@dwpv.com
Subject: Letter sent to John Philips.

External Email / Courriel externe 

No  

Sent from my iPhone 
 

On Jan 16, 2020, at 9:55 AM, Milne-Smith, Matthew <MMilne-Smith@dwpv.com> wrote: 

  
Let me see what I can pull together that respects my clients’ obligations and protects their rights. In the interim, two quick 
questions: 
  

1.     Were you the author or person responsible for sending the email from “Vincent Hanna vincent_h@runbox.com” to 
Newton Glassman on Friday August 11, 2017 regarding “Attacks on Callidus”? 

2.     Do you have, or have you ever had, recordings of Greg Boland? 
  
Your help on this is greatly appreciated. 
  
Matt 
  
 
Matthew Milne-Smith | Bio | vCard 
T 416.863.5595 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 

DAVIES   
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto, ON M5V 3J7 
dwpv.com 
 
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
This email may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by 
reply email or by telephone. Delete this email and destroy any copies. 

From: Danny <danny@harringtongloballtd.com>  
Sent: January 15, 2020 5:24 PM 
To: Milne‐Smith, Matthew <MMilne‐Smith@dwpv.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter sent to John Philips. 
  
External Email / Courriel externe 
 
Yes of course please send me the documents you are referring to.  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
> On Jan 15, 2020, at 6:17 PM, Milne-Smith, Matthew <MMilne-Smith@dwpv.com> wrote: 
>  
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2

 
Danny, 
 
Thanks for your reply. Would you be willing to meet to go over these matters? For your information, we have 
documents explicitly stating that you are the source of certain highly defamatory (and false) allegations about 
West Face and Greg Boland. If these documents are falsely attributing such defamatory statements to you, you 
may want to know the details so that you can protect your interests. 
 
I would very much appreciate the chance to speak so that we can get to the bottom of why people are saying 
you have been spreading false information about West Face/Boland. 
 
Yours very truly, 
 
Matt 
 
 
 
Matthew Milne-Smith 
T 416.863.5595 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 
 
DAVIES 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto, ON M5V 3J7 
dwpv.com 
 
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
This e-mail may contain confidential information which may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone. Delete this e-mail and destroy 
any copies. 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Danny <danny@harringtongloballtd.com> 
Sent: January 15, 2020 5:05 PM 
To: Milne-Smith, Matthew <MMilne-Smith@dwpv.com> 
Subject: Letter sent to John Philips. 
 
External Email / Courriel externe 
 
Hi Matt, 
 
John Phillips forwarded the letter he received from you. For the record I have no involvement regarding your 
case with Catalyst nor do I have any association with groups you mentioned in the letter. I am not in any 
possession of recordings that would be beneficial to your case. I hope this puts to rest the issues you lay out in 
the letter. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
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Danny Guy. 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Guiding Principles 

Principle 2: Superior Ana~ytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our 
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the 
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and 
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We 
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical 
excellence. 

Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what 
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best 
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we 
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors. 

Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore 
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical 
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask 
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we 
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this 
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors' 
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and 
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal 
development. 

Principle 5: Team We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all 
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to 
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While 
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable 
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the 
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge 
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must 
be shared. 

Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we 
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up 
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by 
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our 
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset. 
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 1        the part I wanted to show you now is the last page

 2        of the tab, so at page 52.

 3                    And I'm interested in just a couple of

 4        these things.  So am I right that Catalyst did from

 5        time to time provide investors with its guiding

 6        principles?

 7                    A.   Yes.

 8 1049               Q.   And if it helps you, and I'm happy

 9        to turn it up or not turn it up, but these guiding

10        principles are also attached to all of the

11        quarterly letters that were sent to investors on

12        August 16th of 2017, but there is probably no need

13        to turn that up.

14                    I just wanted to show you a couple of

15        these.  So guiding principle 1 under the heading

16        "Excellence", it says:

17                         "Catalyst is a firm dedicated

18                    to the pursuit of excellence,

19                    adhering to the very highest

20                    standards of integrity.  As a

21                    result, Catalyst embraces the fact

22                    that excellence is an ongoing and

23                    evolving process, and defined from

24                    our investors' perspective only.  We

25                    at Catalyst are committed to
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 1                    continually preserving, pursuing and

 2                    building upon this dedication to

 3                    excellence, which by our definition

 4                    includes the pursuit of the highest

 5                    standards of integrity, in all that

 6                    we do.  On behalf of our investors,

 7                    Catalyst's culture of excellence is

 8                    both our mandate and our mission."

 9                    So that was a statement you made to

10        investors from time to time to signify to them the

11        way in which Catalyst carried on business; correct?

12                    A.   Yes.

13 1050               Q.   And then if we look at principle 6

14        under the heading "Reputation", it says:

15                         "Our reputation is at the heart

16                    of our business.  The quality of our

17                    people, the work we do, and our

18                    dedication to excellence and

19                    integrity are paramount to our

20                    reputation.  We will hold ourselves

21                    up to the highest levels of

22                    integrity and ethical standards, and

23                    instill pride in the Catalyst name.

24                    We will lead by example, treating

25                    our team members, our investors and
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 1                    all of our stakeholders with the

 2                    utmost respect.  Our reputation for

 3                    excellence is and will continue to

 4                    be our greatest asset."

 5                    And again, another statement of

 6        principle that Catalyst made from time to time in

 7        its communication with its investors; correct?

 8                    A.   Yes.

 9 1051               Q.   And I take it you would agree that

10        Catalyst's reputation, the reputation for proper

11        and ethical business conduct, was in fact

12        fundamental to the success of its business; is that

13        fair to say?

14                    A.   I believe it was, and I believe it

15        was damaged by your client and others, including

16        all of the members of the Wolfpack, unfairly.

17 1052               Q.   Would you accept this, that

18        investors that invested in the funds of Catalyst

19        were generally sophisticated investors who had any

20        number of choices available to them as to who to

21        entrust their funds with; is that fair to say?

22                    A.   I'm sorry, can you ask the

23        question again?  I didn't follow the question.

24 1053               Q.   Sure.  All right, let me take it

25        in smaller bite-sized chunks.  Many of the
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 1        investors that invested in the funds of Catalyst

 2        were sophisticated investors?

 3                    A.   They still are sophisticated.

 4 1054               Q.   And they were investors that had

 5        any number of choices available to them as to who

 6        to entrust their funds with; correct?

 7                    A.   Sure, true.

 8 1055               Q.   And fair to say this, that you

 9        were aware that if Catalyst's reputation for

10        honesty and integrity and proper business conduct

11        were to become impaired, that could well drive

12        investors away from entrusting their funds with

13        Catalyst?

14                    A.   I'm sorry, I just got an email on

15        the top of the screen that I don't think was

16        supposed to be for me and it distracted me.  It was

17        for Maura about a factum.  Can you repeat the

18        question?

19 1056               Q.   Okay.  You would have been well

20        aware that if Catalyst's reputation for honesty,

21        integrity and proper business conduct were to

22        become impaired, that could well drive investors

23        away from entrusting their funds to Catalyst;

24        correct?

25                    A.   Sure, yes.
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 1 1057               Q.   And rather than invest their funds

 2        with an investment manager that had been targeted

 3        with allegations of wrongdoing and corruption and

 4        unethical conduct, investors might well prefer to

 5        invest their funds with an investment manager that

 6        enjoyed an unblemished reputation for honesty and

 7        integrity and proper business conduct?  It's a

 8        pretty straightforward choice; correct?

 9                    A.   Well, that was at the heart of the

10        Wolfpack strategy of filing false whistleblowing

11        complaints and then handing them to the press in

12        which your client now appears to have been involved

13        with The Wall Street Journal.  So you don't need me

14        to confirm it.  Your own client's conduct showed

15        that it was trying to destroy it.

16 1058               Q.   That is helpful, but you would

17        agree with my proposition, would you not, that

18        investors have choices --

19                    A.   I would agree that it's --

20 1059               Q.   I'm sorry, you go ahead.

21                    A.   I would agree that it is not only

22        true; it is at the heart of what your client and

23        others tried to do and may have succeeded

24        permanently in doing.

25 1060               Q.   Okay.
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 1                    A.   Unfairly and untruthfully.

 2 1061               Q.   And just as enjoying an

 3        unblemished reputation for honesty and integrity

 4        and proper business conduct was important to

 5        Catalyst, you would accept that enjoying the same

 6        reputation was also important to West Face?  Would

 7        you accept that?

 8                    A.   If they had earned it, of course

 9        it would be important.

10 1062               Q.   All right.

11                    A.   Cherry-picking returns to the SEC

12        is probably not at the top of that list.

13 1063               Q.   And again, Mr. Glassman, you are

14        just here to answer my questions, not to make

15        speeches.  So try to stick to my questions.

16                    Do you accept that it was fundamental

17        to the ability of West Face to succeed in this

18        business, succeed in attracting and keeping its

19        investors, to enjoy an unblemished reputation for

20        honesty and integrity and proper business conduct?

21        Do you accept that?

22                    A.   I would accept that anybody that

23        manages money it would be critical.  The fact that

24        it is more critical in a private equity fund, as we

25        are structured, than as a hedge fund, as West Face
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 1        was structured, generally.

 2 1064               Q.   And would you accept this, that in

 3        the period from roughly June of 2014 onwards,

 4        Catalyst made very serious allegations of

 5        misconduct against West Face and did so repeatedly,

 6        including in highly public lawsuits?  Do you accept

 7        that?

 8                    A.   I accept that we made factual

 9        statements in good faith which have turned out to

10        be correct.

11 1065               Q.   Well, to be crystal clear, the

12        factual statements in good faith were allegations

13        of very serious misconduct, including, by way of

14        example, improper and unethical conduct in the

15        Moyse action for misusing confidential information

16        that was alleged to have been provided to West Face

17        by Mr. Moyse?  That was one allegation; correct?

18                    A.   Have you not read Justice

19        Lederer's decision where he takes issue with the

20        ethics and the honesty of your client to constantly

21        be --

22 1066               Q.   Do you mean the interlocutory

23        decision on the interlocutory judgment application

24        made by Justice Lederer in the absence of a trial?

25        Is that the one you are referring to?
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 1                    A.   Is that not a decision by Justice

 2        Lederer?

 3 1067               Q.   And you understand the Moyse

 4        action actually went to trial in front of Justice

 5        Newbould over six or seven or eight days about a

 6        year and a half after the interlocutory decision of

 7        Justice Lederer?  Were you not aware of that?

 8                    A.   I am aware of the fact that

 9        Mr. Newbould disregarded Mr. Lederer's -- Justice

10        Lederer's findings, which is troubling.

11 1068               Q.   And of course, you testified at

12        trial in the Moyse action, didn't you?

13                    A.   I did.

14 1069               Q.   And I cross-examined you at that

15        trial, did I not?

16                    A.   You did.

17 1070               Q.   And you would be aware that

18        Justice Newbould looked into the whites of your

19        eyes and made very serious findings of credibility

20        against you in that case, didn't he?

21                    A.   He did.  It doesn't mean he is

22        right.

23                    MR. THOMSON:  Those, sir, are all of my

24        questions, and I thank you for your patience and

25        for your time.
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THE CATALYST CAP IT AL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL 
CORPORATION 

Plaintiffs 

and 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND, M5V ADVISORS INC. C.O.B. 
ANSON GROUP CANADA, ADMIRAL TY ADVISORS LLC, FRIGATE VENTURES LP, 

ANSON INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON CAPITAL LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS MASTER 
FUND LP, AIMF GP, ANSON CATALYST MASTER FUND LP, ACF GP, MOEZ 

KASSAM, ADAM SPEARS, SUNNY PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC., NATHAN 
ANDERSON, BRUCE LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND, KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY 

MCFARLANE, DARRYL LEVITT, RICHARD MOLYNEUX, GERALD DUHAMEL, 
GEORGE WESLEY VOORHEIS, BRUCE LIVESEY and JOHN DOES #4-10 

Defendants 

and 

CANACCORD GENUITY CORP. 

Third Party 

AND BETWEEN: 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and GREGORY BOLAND 
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Plaintiffs by Counterclaim 
and 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., 
CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION, NEWTON GLASSMAN, 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION, 
NEWTON GLASSMAN, GABRIEL DE ALBA, JAMES RILEY, VIRGINIA JAMIESON, 
EMMANUEL ROSEN, B.C. STRATEGY LTD. D/B/A BLACK CUBE, B.C. STRATEGY UK 

LTD. D/B/A BLACK CUBE and INVOP LTD. D/B/A PSY GROUP 

Defendants to the Counterclaim 

AND BETWEEN: 
BRUCE LANGSTAFF 

Plaintiff by Counterclaim 

and 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION 

Defendants to the Counterclaim 

ORDER 

THESE MOTIONS, made by the Defendants (Plaintiffs by Counterclaim) West Face 

Capital Inc. and Gregory Boland (the "West Face Parties"), the Defendants M5V Advisors, Inc. 

Admiralty Advisors LLC, Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson Capital LP, Anson 

Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, 

Adam Spears and Sunny Puri (the "Anson Parties"), the Defendant Kevin Baumann, the Defendant 

Rob Copeland and the Defendant (Plaintiff by Counterclaim) Bruce Langstaff (all of the above 

parties together, the "Moving Parties") for relief in respect of privilege claims asserted by: (i) the 

Plaintiffs (Defendants by Counterclaim) The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital 

Corporation and the Defendants by Counterclaim Newton Glassman, Gabriel de Alba and James 
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(f) Any other communications between the Catalyst Parties and their counsel in the nature 

of the emails identified in subparagraphs 3(b), 3(d) and 3(e) above; and 

(g) any other direct communications between counsel to the Catalyst Parties and Tamara 

Global that relate solely to the Wolfpack Action or The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. et 

al. v. Veritas Investment Research Corporation et al. (Court File No. CV-15-530726). 

4. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the Catalyst Parties and Black Cube shall 

deliver to the other parties to these proceedings revised sworn Affidavits of Documents by no later 

than February 10, 2021, that reflect and give effect to the above-noted Orders, and shall produce at 

the same time, in electronic format, all of the documents to be listed on the revised Schedule As to 

those revised Affidavits of Documents. For greater clarity, the revised Affidavits of Documents to 

be delivered by the Catalyst Parties and Black Cube shall include and disclose on the revised 

Schedule As thereto all of the Requested Documents within their possession, control or power, 

except the documents specified in paragraph 3 to this Order. 

5. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the Requested Documents be produced in their 

original and native forms, without edits, distortions or any redactions, whether for confidentiality 

or otherwise. 

6. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the affidavits and exhibits thereto, and the 

facta filed in respect of these Motions shall be sealed until further Order of this Court. 
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Tor#: 10025389.5 

                                                    Court File No. CV-17-587463-00CL 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 
 

 
THE HONOURABLE ) FRIDAY, THE 12TH 

 )  

JUSTICE MCEWEN ) 
 

DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2021 

 
B E T W E E N: 
 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL 
CORPORATION 

Plaintiffs 
 

and 
 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND, M5V ADVISORS INC. C.O.B. 
ANSON GROUP CANADA, ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC, FRIGATE VENTURES LP, 

ANSON INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON CAPITAL LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS MASTER 
FUND LP, AIMF GP, ANSON CATALYST MASTER FUND LP, ACF GP, MOEZ 

KASSAM, ADAM SPEARS, SUNNY PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC., NATHAN 
ANDERSON, BRUCE LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND, KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY 

MCFARLANE, DARRYL LEVITT, RICHARD MOLYNEUX, GERALD DUHAMEL, 
GEORGE WESLEY VOORHEIS, BRUCE LIVESEY and JOHN DOES #4-10 

 
Defendants 

 
and 

 
CANACCORD GENUITY CORP. 

 
Third Party 

 
AND BETWEEN: 

 
WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and GREGORY BOLAND 

 
Plaintiffs by Counterclaim 

and 
 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., 
CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION, NEWTON GLASSMAN, 
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Tor#: 10025389.5 

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION, 
NEWTON GLASSMAN, GABRIEL DE ALBA, JAMES RILEY, VIRGINIA JAMIESON, 
EMMANUEL ROSEN, B.C. STRATEGY LTD. D/B/A BLACK CUBE, B.C. STRATEGY 

UK LTD. D/B/A BLACK CUBE and INVOP LTD. D/B/A PSY GROUP 
 

Defendants to the Counterclaim 
 

AND BETWEEN: 
BRUCE LANGSTAFF 

 
Plaintiff by Counterclaim 

 
and 

 
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION 

 
Defendants to the Counterclaim 

 
 

ORDER 

THESE MOTIONS, made by the Defendants West Face Capital Inc. and Gregory 

Boland (together, “West Face”), as well as Nathan Anderson and his company 

ClaritySpring Inc. (the “Anderson Parties” and collectively with West Face, the “Moving 

Parties”) to compel answers to questions refused at the cross-examination of James 

Riley on October 26 and 27, 2020, and for related relief in respect of privilege claims 

asserted by the Plaintiffs (Defendants by Counterclaim) The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

and Callidus Capital Corporation and the Defendants by Counterclaim Newton Glassman, 

Gabriel de Alba and James Riley (collectively, the “Catalyst Parties”) was heard by Zoom 

Conference on January 18 and 22, 2021. 

ON READING the Notices of Motion of the Moving Parties, the Affidavit of Josie 

Violin sworn December 23, 2020, the Affidavit of James Riley sworn December 28, 2020, 

the Declaration of Roel C. Campos executed December 28, 2020, the Affidavit of Patrick 
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Tor#: 10025389.5 

(c) “OSC Documents” refers to communications between the Ontario 

Securities Commission and the Catalyst Parties relevant to the Anti-SLAPP 

Motions brought in this Action bearing Court File No. CV-17-587463-00CL; 

and 

(d) “SEC Documents” refers to communications between the Securities and 

Exchange Commission and the Catalyst Parties relevant to the Anti-SLAPP 

Motions brought in these proceedings.  

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that no sustainable claims of privilege, whether solicitor-

client privilege, litigation privilege, or any other privilege, exist over any of the Dalton 

Report, Guy Documents, OSC Documents, or SEC Documents.  

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Catalyst Parties shall deliver to the parties to 

these proceedings a revised sworn Affidavit of Documents as soon as is practicable that 

reflects and gives effect to the above-noted Order, and shall produce at the same time, 

in electronic format, all of the documents to be listed on the revised Schedule A to that 

revised Affidavit of Documents. For greater clarity, the revised Affidavit of Documents to 

be delivered by the Catalyst Parties shall include and disclose on the revised Schedule 

As thereto all of the Guy Documents, OSC Documents, and SEC Documents within their 

possession, control or power as well as the Dalton Report. 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Dalton Report, Guy Documents, OSC 

Documents, and SEC Documents be produced in their original and native forms, without 

edits, distortions or any redactions, whether for confidentiality or otherwise.  
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CITATION: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. West Face Capital Inc., 2021 ONSC 2580 

COURT FILE NO.: CV-17-587463-00CL 

DATE: 20210407 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE - ONTARIO 

RE: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation, Plaintiffs 

AND: 

West Face Capital Inc., Gregory Boland, M5V Advisors Inc., c.o.b. Anson Group 

Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC, Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, 

Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson 

Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, Adam Spears, Sunny Puri, 

Clarityspring Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce Langstaff, Rob Copeland, Kevin 

Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane, Darryl Levitt, Richard Molyneux, Gerald Duhamel, 

George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John Does #4-10, Defendants 

AND RE: West Face Capital Inc. and Gregory Boland, Plaintiffs by Counterclaim 

  AND: 

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., Callidus Capital Corporation, Newton Glassman, 

Gabriel De Alba, James Riley, Virginia Jamieson, Emmanuel Rosen, B.C. 

Strategy Ltd. d/b/a Black Cube, B.C. Strategy UK Ltd. d/b/a Black Cube and 

INVOP Ltd. d/b/a PSY Group, Defendants by Counterclaim 

BEFORE: Justice C. Boswell 

COUNSEL: David C. Moore, Kenneth E. Jones, Richard Deardon, Matthew Karabus and 

Marco Romeo for the Plaintiffs and for the Defendants by Counterclaim, Newton 

Glassman, Gabriel De Alba and James Riley 

Matthew Milne-Smith, Andrew Carlson and Maura O’Sullivan for West Face 

Capital Inc. and Gregory Boland  

Linda M. Plumpton and Stacey Reisman for M5V Advisors c.o.b. Anson Group 

Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC, Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, 

Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson 

Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, Adam Spears and Sunny Puri 

Rebecca Shoom for Clarityspring Inc. and Nathan Anderson 

A. Dimitri Lascaris for Bruce Livesey 

Devin Jarcaig for Bruce Langstaff 

Kevin Baumann in person 
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Jeffrey McFarlane in person 

John Adair for the Defendants to the Counterclaim, B.C. Strategy Ltd. d/b/a Black 

Cube and B.C. Strategy UK Ltd. d/b/a Black Cube 

ZOOM CONFERENCE: April 7, 2021 

ENDORSEMENT 

 

[1] This endorsement follows a case conference held today with the above-noted counsel.  

The conference was conducted off the record over Zoom.   The subject of the conference was the 

implementation of certain aspects of my ruling dated January 11, 2021.   

[2] In early December 2020 I heard a lengthy motion brought by West Face and joined by a 

number of other parties for a ruling that certain claims of privilege asserted by Catalyst were not 

sustainable.  The motion succeeded and I ordered the production of a great many documents over 

which privilege had been claimed.   I also ordered that Catalyst and Black Cube deliver revised 

affidavits of documents within 30 days to reflect the substance of my ruling. 

[3] Catalyst moved before the Divisional Court for leave to appeal my ruling.  The motion 

was denied by a short endorsement released by the Divisional Court on March 25, 2021.   

[4] The motion for leave to appeal did not automatically stay any of the provisions of my 

January 11, 2021 ruling.  That said, I understand that there was a consensus amongst the parties 

that it was unnecessary for Catalyst to formally move for a stay.  In other words, it appears to 

have been agreed that no one would force the issue of compliance until after the Divisional Court 

dealt with the leave application. 

[5] Now that leave to appeal has been dismissed, West Face and others are anxious for the 

terms of my ruling to be complied with.  

[6] It is unnecessary for me to attempt to detail the efforts made thus far by Catalyst and 

Black Cube to comply with my ruling.  It would, in any event, be problematic for me to do so 

because there appears to be some disagreement about how diligent the efforts at compliance have 

been and I lack a proper evidentiary record upon which to base any factual findings. 

[7] Suffice it to say that Catalyst and Black Cube still owe revised affidavits of documents to 

the other parties.   

[8] It was agreed at today’s conference that the following will occur by the end of business 

on Friday, April 9, 2021: 

(i) Catalyst will deliver a sworn, revised affidavit of documents.  It will contain a 

section – whether a caveated part of an existing schedule – or as an added 

“Schedule ‘D’” – listing documents in its possession but which it presently objects 

to producing due to concerns regarding certain regulations of the Ontario Securities 

Commission; 
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(ii) Black Cube will deliver a sworn, revised affidavit of documents.  It will identify in 

Schedule “A” those documents that it has redacted based on its independent 

assertions of privilege, which have not yet been adjudicated upon by the court; and, 

(iii) Black Cube will also provide, by way of cover letter or other, separate index, a list 

of those documents, identified by Document ID numbers, that it has removed from 

its affidavit of documents, formerly delivered, on the basis of irrelevance. 

[9] Should there be any issues arising from the affidavits of documents, as delivered, or 

compliance with my January 11, 2021 ruling more generally, any party may arrange a further 

case conference with me. 

 

 

 
Boswell J. 

 

Date: April 7, 2021 
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From: Carlson, Andrew
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 9:02 AM
To: 'David Moore' (david@moorebarristers.ca); 'Ken Jones' (kenjones@moorebarristers.ca)
Cc: John E. Callaghan (john.callaghan@gowlingwlg.com); Richard G. Dearden 

(richard.dearden@gowlingwlg.com); Benjamin Na (benjamin.na@gowlingwlg.com); 
Matthew Karabus (matthew.karabus@gowlingwlg.com); Marco Romeo 
(marco.romeo@gowlingwlg.com); Thomson, Kent; Milne-Smith, Matthew; O'Sullivan, 
Maura; Linda M. Plumpton (lplumpton@torys.com); Jackson, Leora; Stacey Reisman 
(sreisman@torys.com); Lucas Lung (llung@lerners.ca); Rebecca Shoom 
(rshoom@lerners.ca); Devin Jarcaig (devin@mathersmchenryandco.com); M. Philip 
Tunley (phil@tunleylaw.ca); Alexi Wood (Alexi.Wood@Stlbarristers.ca); Kevin Baumann 
(pekiskokb@gmail.com); Jeffrey McFarlane (jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com); Darryl Levitt 
(darryl@dlevittassociates.com); Melvyn Solmon (msolmon@srglegal.com); Nancy 
Tourgis (ntourgis@srtslegal.com); Ben J. Hahn (ben@whittenlublin.com); R. Paul Steep 
(psteep@mccarthy.ca); Erin Chesney (echesney@mccarthy.ca); Dimitri Lascaris 
(alexander.lascaris@gmail.com); gavin@mackenziebarristers.com; 
brooke@mackenziebarristers.com; John J. Adair (jadair@AGBLLP.com); Michael Darcy; 
Robert Brush (rbrush@cmblaw.ca); Clarke Tedesco (ctedesco@cmblaw.ca)

Subject: RE: Catalyst et al. Supplemental Affidavit of Documents (re Order of Boswell J.)
Attachments: Endorsement of April 7 2021.pdf; Catalyst v West Face Ruling January 11, 2021 - 

CV-17-587463-00CL.pdf; CatalystWestFaceRound1 - Court File No 095-21.pdf

Mr. Jones (and Mr. Moore), 
 
For your reference, I have attached the Order of Justice Boswell dated January 11, 2021, the Endorsement of 
the Divisional Court dated March 22, 2021 dismissing the Catalyst Parties’ motion for leave to appeal from that 
Order, and the Endorsement of Justice Boswell dated April 7, 2021. 
 
In your email below of Friday, April 9, 2021, you indicated that we would receive the sworn Supplemental 
Affidavits of Documents from the individual Counterclaim Defendants, Messrs. Glassman, De Alba, and Riley, 
over the weekend of April 10 and 11, 2021.  
 
It is now Monday, April 26, 2021, and no such Affidavits have been provided.  
 
Please deliver the complete, sworn Supplemental Affidavits of Documents of Messrs. Glassman, De Alba, and 
Riley forthwith. 
 
-Andrew  
 
 
 

From: Ken Jones <kenjones@moorebarristers.ca>  
Sent: April 9, 2021 8:43 PM 
To: Thomson, Kent <KentThomson@dwpv.com>; Milne-Smith, Matthew <MMilne-Smith@dwpv.com>; Carlson, Andrew 
<acarlson@dwpv.com>; O'Sullivan, Maura <mosullivan@dwpv.com>; Linda M. Plumpton (lplumpton@torys.com) 
<lplumpton@torys.com>; Jackson, Leora <ljackson@torys.com>; Stacey Reisman (sreisman@torys.com) 
<sreisman@torys.com>; Lucas Lung (llung@lerners.ca) <llung@lerners.ca>; Rebecca Shoom (rshoom@lerners.ca) 
<rshoom@lerners.ca>; Devin Jarcaig (devin@mathersmchenryandco.com) <devin@mathersmchenryandco.com>; M. 
Philip Tunley (phil@tunleylaw.ca) <phil@tunleylaw.ca>; Alexi Wood (Alexi.Wood@Stlbarristers.ca) 
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2

<Alexi.Wood@Stlbarristers.ca>; Kevin Baumann (pekiskokb@gmail.com) <pekiskokb@gmail.com>; Jeffrey McFarlane 
(jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com) <jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com>; Darryl Levitt (darryl@dlevittassociates.com) 
<darryl@dlevittassociates.com>; Melvyn Solmon (msolmon@srglegal.com) <msolmon@srglegal.com>; Nancy Tourgis 
(ntourgis@srtslegal.com) <ntourgis@srtslegal.com>; Ben J. Hahn (ben@whittenlublin.com) <ben@whittenlublin.com>; 
R. Paul Steep (psteep@mccarthy.ca) <psteep@mccarthy.ca>; Erin Chesney (echesney@mccarthy.ca) 
<echesney@mccarthy.ca>; Dimitri Lascaris (alexander.lascaris@gmail.com) <alexander.lascaris@gmail.com>; 
gavin@mackenziebarristers.com; brooke@mackenziebarristers.com; John J. Adair (jadair@AGBLLP.com) 
<jadair@AGBLLP.com>; Michael Darcy <MDarcy@agbllp.com>; Robert Brush (rbrush@cmblaw.ca) 
<rbrush@cmblaw.ca>; Clarke Tedesco (ctedesco@cmblaw.ca) <ctedesco@cmblaw.ca> 
Cc: David Moore <david@moorebarristers.ca>; John E. Callaghan (john.callaghan@gowlingwlg.com) 
<john.callaghan@gowlingwlg.com>; Richard G. Dearden (richard.dearden@gowlingwlg.com) 
<richard.dearden@gowlingwlg.com>; Benjamin Na (benjamin.na@gowlingwlg.com) <benjamin.na@gowlingwlg.com>; 
Matthew Karabus (matthew.karabus@gowlingwlg.com) <matthew.karabus@gowlingwlg.com>; Marco Romeo 
(marco.romeo@gowlingwlg.com) <marco.romeo@gowlingwlg.com>; Ken Jones <kenjones@moorebarristers.ca> 
Subject: Catalyst et al. Supplemental Affidavit of Documents (re Order of Boswell J.) 
 
External Email / Courriel externe 

Please see attached Supplemental Affidavit of Documents of the Plaintiffs sworn April 9, 2021, together with 
Schedules A1 and B1 referred to therein (Schedule C1 is incorporated in the affidavit itself). 
 
Individual Supplemental Affidavits of Documents will follow this weekend, which will refer to the attached 
Supplemental Affidavit of Documents. 
 

KENNETH G.G. JONES 
MOORE BARRISTERS 
393 University Avenue, Suite 1600 
Toronto, Ontario  M5G 1E6 
T. (416) 581-1818, ext. 224 
F. (416) 581-1279 
email: kenjones@moorebarristers.ca 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE:     This message contains information which may be privileged or confidential, or exempt from disclosure 
under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the 
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby NOTIFIED that any dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately by return email or by 
telephoning the number given above, and delete the original message. 
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  359

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                         "It was not very smart, to hire

 2                    the kid in the first place."

 3                    And Singh says:

 4                         "well, yeah, I mean my email to

 5                    the West Face partners would never

 6                    come out because it was privileged

 7                    [...], but my email to the west face

 8                    partners was don't hire this guy."

 9                    So he says, I can't show you the email,

10        but I'll tell you what the email said and, again,

11        raises the issue of privilege.

12                    And was this slide shown to you during

13        the course of your meeting in London on September

14        19th?

15                    A.   Probably.

16  723               Q.   And am I right -- Mr. Glassman,

17        just about your background, am I right that you did

18        attend law school, I believe, at the University of

19        Toronto?

20                    A.   I did.

21  724               Q.   Did you graduate from law school?

22                    A.   I did.

23  725               Q.   I understand that you -- did you

24        article?  Did you complete your articles?

25                    A.   I did part of my articles.
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Newton Glassman on 5/4/2021  360

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1  726               Q.   But you never --

 2                    A.   Not all of my articles.

 3  727               Q.   Okay.  So you never completed your

 4        articles.  You were never actually called to the

 5        bar?

 6                    A.   Not the Ontario bar.

 7  728               Q.   All right.  What bar were you

 8        called to?

 9                    A.   I don't remember if I was called

10        to the bar, but I passed the New York bar exam and

11        was waived.  The mark was high enough to get waived

12        into Massachusetts and DC, I think.

13  729               Q.   All right.  Were you called to the

14        bars of New York or Massachusetts?

15                    A.   I don't think so.

16  730               Q.   All right.  Am I right that

17        certainly by September of 2017 you had at least a

18        rudimentary understanding of the law of

19        solicitor-client privilege; is that fair to say?

20                    A.   Sure.

21  731               Q.   And you would have known that

22        solicitor-client privilege belongs to the client,

23        not to the lawyer.  Would you have known that?

24                    A.   I'm not sure that the rule is that

25        black and white.
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Rob Copeland on 4/28/2021  244

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1                        "If it were true, it is a

 2                   captivating way to introduce a

 3                   reader to a character."

 4                   So you didn't know at the time you said

 5       that if it was true?

 6                   A.   Correct.  I was just, you know,

 7       exchanging ideas with my co-worker.

 8 601               Q.   Page 105, you then say in the

 9       middle of the page:

10                        "Why is that not the lead?

11                   Newton Glassman calls himself both a

12                   billionaire and a lawyer.

13                       [...]

14                       He is neither."

15                   Why did you want that in a lead?

16                   A.   I would give you a similar answer

17       to what I just gave, which is, I think, that that's

18       an intriguing way to introduce a person to a

19       potential audience, is to say here is someone who

20       calls himself these things, and he is not.  And I

21       think that is -- in my professional opinion, I

22       think that is an interesting way to open a story.

23 602               Q.   You know that Newton Glassman did

24       graduate from law school?

25                   A.   I couldn't tell you off the top of
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Catalyst v West Face et al.  
Rob Copeland on 4/28/2021  245

neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

 1       my head his biography right now, sir.  I think he

 2       didn't -- if memory serves - and again, it is just

 3       if memory serves - he didn't pass the bar exam or

 4       the equivalent thereof.

 5 603               Q.   How do you pass a bar exam if you

 6       never took it?  You know, when you graduated from

 7       law school, you don't have to take a bar exam and

 8       become a practising lawyer so that, you know, you

 9       can get cross-examined by guys like me.  You can

10       pass law school, and you can go into business.  You

11       can do anything you want.  But you are a lawyer.

12       You graduated from law school.

13                   Do you dispute that fact, that if

14       someone down in Texas passes a -- graduates from a

15       law school, you can't call him a lawyer -- him or

16       her a lawyer?  Do you dispute that?

17                   A.   It is not something I have given a

18       lot of thought to in my professional career.  I'm

19       thinking - because that is an interesting

20       question - that would be a question that I would

21       have to ask any number of Wall Street Journal

22       editors about how we handle that in writing,

23       because it does come up.  We do -- for instance,

24       there is the head of a very successful investment

25       firm who went to medical school, but he is not a
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 1       practising doctor.  So do we call him "Dr." or do

 2       we call him "Mr."?  These are nuanced questions,

 3       Mr. Dearden, and we try to get them right.

 4 604               Q.   Yeah, we have people that have

 5       Ph.D.s in - you name it - you know, rocks on Mars,

 6       and they are called doctors because they have a

 7       doctorate.

 8                   A.   That is not true at The Wall

 9       Street Journal, Mr. Dearden.

10 605               Q.   Well, okay, you check that then.

11       I'm taking you up on that.  You check with your

12       editors and give me the answer of can you call a

13       lawyer -- or a person who graduates from law school

14       a lawyer?

15       U/A         MR. TUNLEY:  Well, I am going to take

16       that under advisement.  I think you are arguing

17       with the witness.  I'm not sure it is at all

18       relevant, but we'll take it under advisement.  I

19       have your question, such it is, stripped of its

20       argument, and I'll see what we can do with it.

21                   MR. DEARDEN:  Well, I was going to ask

22       you the same question, Mr. Tunley.  If someone

23       graduates from U of T --

24                   MR. TUNLEY:  You and I can argue about

25       it on another occasion.
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